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Chapter T\¿o. It is argued that Ëhe problem facing Resemb-

lance Nominalism cannot be defined solely on the basis

of the predicative structure of languages. It is at9-

ued ËhaE what the problem is, depends not just on pre-

dicative structure, but also on empirical facËs about

Èhe world structure that predicates reflect; on what

I call the extent of the world's object and quality

strucLures.

The argument proceeds by showing that it

makes sense to Ëalk of languages which give coarse

descriptions of the world; that is, descriptions which

are true, but not exhaustive. Ordinary English is

found Eo be such a language. It is then argued that

predicaEes in languages which give coarse descriptions

of the worl-d, funcËion quite differently from those in a

language which descrives the world exhaustívely. the

problem facing Resemblance Nominalism is restated on the

basis of this empirical information.

It is concluded that we can only say what the

problem is, if we know whether our predicates give

coarse or exhaustive descriptions; and that this can

be discovered only by looking beyond Èhe linguistic

facts to the world structure which these predicaLes

reflect.

Chapter Three. It ís argued that assumptions about the

extenË of the world sËructures that predication reflecË

pLay a f.ar greater role in our formulation of the prob-

lem than we have admitted. It is argued that our formu-

lation depends on empirical assump'tlons far stronger
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than the assumption that our predícates give coarse

descripËions of the world. Two different world struct-
ures are described, each of which demands the use of

predicates. But these world sËructures are found to

demand 1-anguages with predicative structures quite

different from the one (the characËerLzLng-thing structu-

re) rn7e attributed to Ordinary Englísh. It is shown

that these world structures each demand what I call

feature- lacin languages, but different sorts of

feature-placing languages. It is concluded that our

assumption that the world has a structure (object and

quality structures) captured by characterLzLng-thing

languages, is itself an empirical assumption about the

extent of the world structure that predicates reflect.

Chapter Four. An attempt is made to formulate a Resemblance

Theory which solves what we have taken to be the onto-

logical- problem raised by predication. T\rro objections

to the theory are described, and it is concluded that

Resemblance Nominalism faíl-s .

Chapter Five. It is argued that Ëhe failure of Resemblance

Nominalism is due Ëo the specífic empirical assumptions

we have made, about the world structure that predicates

reflect; about the predicative structure of languages

which give true descríptions of the world. It is argued

that while the theory cannot explain the use of predi-

caËes in characiuerízíng-thing languages, it can account

for the function of predicates in certain sorts of

feature-placing languages .
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rË is concLuded that the success or failure of Resemblan-

ce Nomínalism depends on Ëhe predicative strucËure of
languages which describe Ëhe world correctly; on the

exËent of the worLd structure that predicates reflect.
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lNTRODUCTION

one characteristic way (not the only way) in which

the problem of predication presents itself can be expressed

with the aid of set theory. The problem arises because

there is no description of the world which does not involve

the use of general terms; that is, because every grafimatic-

al sentence contains a general term. This means that the

material world (or the world with which physics deals) can-

noË be described without the use of general terms. Now each

general term that describes the material world is true of

some set of concrete objects. Consider just Ëhe part of the

total problem that arises out of this fact: viz. how do

those predicates which describe the material world perform

this function?

Take the set of all concrete objects. The Po¡^7er set of

this set yields us all the subsets of the set of concrete

objects. Now it seems overwhelmingly implausible that there

is a l:1 correspondence between the sets that belong to this

povier set, and the Set of predícates that describe concrete

objects. trüe feel quite certain that there r^rill be sets of

concrete objects, such that several predicates, each differ-

ing in predicatival force (to be vague about this crucial

concept for a momenL) will describe all and only the members

of that set of concrete things. trr7e also feel, confidently,
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that to Some sets of concrete objects, there will correspond

no predicate which describes all and only the members of

this seË, or (more weakly) that no suitably simple, or

primitive description corresponds in such a way that the

correspondence could allow the set theoretic structure of

the power set of concrete things, to shed interesting light

on the way the predicates succeed in their task of describ-

ing concrete obj ects .

So if the truÈh or falsity of our descriptionsof the

world is to depend on whether or not the world corresponds

in some way to them,theåe facts¿ about. I-agg'oqge:--fi¡rÞLy': some-

thing about the structure of the world. There must be

features of the world (or reality) which are not captured by

presenting lists of the objects in the world. something

about the structure of the world lies beyond the grasp of

lists (sets) to seize it, and it is exactly the function

of predicates to capture this structure. Somehow the world

places restraints on our use of general terms, and vle must

find these restraints in the objects which belong to those

resËricted subsets of the power set of concrete things to

which predicates do correspond. these restraints, imposed

by the T^rorld, ra¡her than as a result of decisions on the

part of the speaker, constitute the objectíve basis for our

use of general terms. The problem of predicatíon (or that

part of it we will consider) is the problem of explaining

the nature of Ëhese restraints; of describing the objective

basis for our use of predicates. For convenience, we will

call the structure which the world has, and which predicaËes

reflect, the -queitr.cltif\' structure. But we must ignore the
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implication that this description has f.or the nature of

the restraints which concrete objects themselves, impose

on the use of predicates. So the problem of predication

can also be described as the problem of analysing this

quailiuy. strucËure, which Ëhe world has.

Universals are postulated in an attempt to explain the

nature of this structure; the nature of the restraints

which concrete objects themselves place on the use of pre-

dicates. They are postulated as objective features of

reality, each of which stands in some (as yet unspecified)

relation Ëo many distinct concrete objects; they are suppos-

ed to explain how general terms describe the material world.

That is, they are supposed to account for whatever structure

of the world is implied by the fact that every true descript-
ion of it has a general term. Universals then, are postulated

in an aLtempt to solve what we migh t call the ontological
problem raised by predication. There is also another prob-

lem, besides this ontological one, which is raised by the

fact that r¡7e cannot describe the material world without the

use of general terms. If we, as language users, formulate

these descriptions on the basis of our experíence of the way

the world is, then it seems obvious that this. experience must

involve some recognition of the world's qua,Ldty struct.rr".l
It seems, therefore, that there must be some objective fact
to which we have access (presumably via observation) which

accounts for the further fact that we describe what we ob-

serve using general terms. And so the epistemological problem

I c f,. Mary Hesse,
London: Macmillan,

The Structure of Scientific Inference
L974; Þ, 44
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of predication arises. It is the problem of describing some

feature of the world that is directly recognLzed in the ex-

perience which leads us to apply general Ëerms to concrete

objects, and whÍch explains how we experience the general

sËructure of the world. Universals are also meant bo serve

as such directly recognized features of the world.

The quesËion of whether or not there are universals

is clearly a question abor.rt the existence of abstract entities.

tr{e said that universals each stand in some relation (whích we

left unspecified) to many different things. Now Èhere are two

traditíonal accouTrts of the nature of this relation. The

firsË, (the Platonic account) holds that universals are not

themselves present in things.2 Redness, e.g., is not ítself

present in all red things. Uníversals are rather índependent-

ly existing forms, quíte distinct from the concrete things to

whích they are related. They are abstract entities. Just

what the relation ís between these entíties and concrete ob-

jects, has yet to be explained satísfacËorily. The only

accounts we haverdescríbe objects as "participatÍng ín", or

"instanËíating" universals. Unfortunately these terms are

left unexplained. The other account of this relation ís

usual1-y described as ArístOtelÍan.3 Now a number of philosoph-

ers have argued (convíncingly, it seems to me) that Aristotle

2. A thorough account of Plato's theo f universryo
fPho ilos h

a1s can be
(New Yorkfound ín F. Copleston,

Image Books 1962) Vol-.
See A.D. tr'loozle
Universíty Libr
of Universals (

y, Theory of Knowledge (London:
aryffi. Aaron,
Oxîord: Clarendon Press, L967)

apter

and errence

A His

3

(London:
10).er espec a p.
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does not assert Èhe existence of universals at aLL.4 So

perhaps the name is misleading. Nevertheless-othere is a

traditional account of the nature of universals which differs
from Plato's. For convenience, we will continue to describe

this account as Arístötèlían. According to this account,

universals are not distinct from Ëhe objects that have them;

Ëhey are in rebus, rather than ante rem. Universals are

some sort of constituents of things. But what sort of con-

stituents? Redness qg. is supposed to be wholly present in

each red thing. So redness cannot exist in space and time.

For if it did, it would possess the logically inconsistent

properties of being in many different places at the same

time. So in Ëhis tradition too, universals are abstract

obj ects .

Ockam's razor demands that r,'7e postulate abstract ob-

jects only if we have no oËher choice. Moreover, there is

another reason for avoiding universals if we can. Vle cannot

state identity conditions for universals in an exËensional

language. The same set of objects ,can;' eorr.espond '.'; r¡;',r.-ti

to distinct universals .,(Lanquages,;rnay'lhäve predicates which

are co-extensíve but noE synonymous.) So we can take the

question of whether or not there are universals, to be Ëhe

question of whether either the ontologicaL, or the epistemo-

logical facts behind predication make it necessary to postulate

universals. However in this thesis we will be concerned just

with the ontological problem,iru,îo: f'ar.as it is raised by the

4 See c.
Chapte

E.M
rit

Anscombe & P.T. Geach,
Oxford: BlackweL1-, L962.

Three Philosophers
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applicability of those predicates which describe concrete

objects. V,ie will therefore consider only some of the

issues involved in the question of whether or not there are

universals. In particular we shal1 be concerned just with

the question of whether or not the ontological problem of

predication can be solved without postulating universals '

There are thro different ways in which theories of

predication attempt to deal with the ontological problem.

The first of these is to dismiss the problem as simply not

arising out of the fact of predication. The theory which

takes this approach denies that objectíve restraints are

imposed on the applicability of general terms. This '. .: .". .

EheøUy,-rr:.r holds that any set of concrete objects could form

Ëhe extension of a general term describing the physical world;

so that the truth or falsity of our descriptions of the world

does not reflect at all the way the world is. The Èheory

which Ëakes this approach to the problem can be described

as Extreme Nominali"t.5

It has a quick ansÌ^rer to the question of whether or

not unÍversals are needed as an objective basis fOr the

applicability of predicates. In denying the possibility of

(and so the need for) any explanation of the use of predicat-

es in terms of restraints imposed by the world, Extreme

htrominalism can easily deny the need to postulate universals.

lüe will not consider this approach to the problem of

predication any further. !,Ihether or not Ðxtreme Nominalism

5 See A. D . Vtoozley , Theory of Knowledge P. 87.
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is essentially unintelligible, it is certainly deeply im-

plausible. lrle feel certain that there are noË simple descript-

ions to correspond to every randomly selected set of con-

crete objects. Surely it is implausible to suggest that any

way of describing the world is as accurate as any other;

that the way the world is,has nothing to do with Ëhe truËh

or falsity of our descriptions of it. I'le will in any case,

not consider Extreme Nominalism any further. trIe simply make

it an assumption, on which the rest of our discussion is
based, that a non-trivial explanation of how general terms

apply to concrete objects is possible. The attempt to provide

such an objective account of predication constitutes the

second approach to the problem.

!üe therefore take the ontological problem of predication

to be thaË of providing such an account. So the question

that concerns us, is whether or not a non-trivial explanation

of the use of predicates can be given, without postulating
universals. For brevity, I will describe theoríes which

aËtempt to provide a non-trivial solution to the ontological
problem of predication, simply as theories of predication,

except where there is a chance of confusion. Theories of
predication, then, assume that the structure of the world

determines that there is some seÈ K, of sets of concrete

objects (not the power-set of the set of concrete objects)

which corresponds to the set of predícates that can be used

to describe these objects. Any general term that describes

the physical world must have its meaning restrained by some

sort of correspondence with, oÍ function of, the objects in
its extension, which only members of this eet of objects ,,, r-
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can bestor,v. Moreover, Ëhe world is may be described corr-
ectly in languages whích have predicates that are coextensive,

but not synonymous. So this strucËure which the world has,

(its quality structure) musL al-so allow the same sets of ob=

jects to correspond to several- predicates, all of which

differ in predicatival force.

Any theory of predication is an attempt Ëo analyse

the nature of this quality structure. So any such theory

sËates a membership conditíon for the set r< of sets which

can form extensions of predicates. The theory also explains

how the same set of objects can form extensions of several,

non synonymous predicates, by gíving the appropriate member-

ship conditÍon. That is, in analysing the objective rê-
straints imposed on the r,,ray \^7e describe the material world,

a theory of predication states a condition which any set of
objects has to meet before it can form the exLension of a

predicate. Explaíning the applicability of predicates amounts

to showing that the sets of obJects they describe, meet this
condition. 7

Theories of predicaËion are classified as Realist or

Non-Realist, depending on wheËher or noË their explanations

of the applícability of general terms involve the postulation
of universals. trIe saw that, according to Realist theories,
a set of concrete objects can form the extension of a predi-
cate iff the members of that seE bear some)as yeÈ unspecified)
relation to a particular abstract, oï transcendental enÈí:ty.

Non-Realist , or Nominalist theories sËate the condition which

any set of concrete objects has to meet before it can form
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the extension of a predicate, in terms, not of transcendent-

al entities, but of obJective sirnilarity relatí-ons holding

between concrete objects.

The question of whether .:- the objective basis

for Ëhe use of those predicates which describe concrete

objects can be described without postulating uníversals, is

therefore, the questíon of whether or not any versÍon of

Resemblance Nominalism can account satisfactorily for the

applicability of predicates. It is this question which we

will consider in this thesís. I shall try to show that the

question is not entirely a philosophical one, buË that it

is, partly at least, an empirical question about Ëhe struct-

ure of the world. I shall argue thaË Resemblance Nominalism

can be made to work,but only if certain conditions are met

by the physical world. trrlhether these condítions are met is

obviously a question which philosophy cannot ansr¡rer. I
have therefore no choice but to leave the question open.
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CHAPTER ONE THE PREDICATTVE STRUCTURE OF

ORDINARY ENGLTSH

Introductory.

trde have taken our problem to be whether or not any

version of Resemblance Nominalism can account for the way

predicates describe the material wor1d. However this is

not quite the problem that we will examine in Ëhis thesis.

Our problem is just a part of this larger problem. Apy

'.ardinary ilanguage has many predicates that attribute

functions to ob jects, predicates like "is a pump", "Ís a

knife" and "is food." These predicates describe the

social or personal uses to whích objects are put. Let

us call these predicates functional predicates. Function-

a1- predicates eertainly describe the physical, or mater-

ial world (though they are not of physics). Nevertheless

we will not consider the problem of how these terms

succeed in describíng the material wor1d. Our problem is

but a small part of the total ontological problem raised

by predi&ion. It is the problem of how the non-funct-

ional predicates that describe the material world, succeed

in their task. So it is the problem of how these non-funct-

ional predicates succeed in picking out sets of concrete

objects, especially when the same set of objects can be

picked out by different (nonsynonymous) non-functíonal

terms. For simplicity, we will use the expression "pre-
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dicates that describe the material world" to refer just to

these non-functional terms. lrle will do so throughout thís

Lhesis. This means thaË we can staËe our Problem as wheËher

or not Resemblance Nominalism can account for the way pre-

dicates describe the material world. Our problem is the

problem of whether any Resemblance Theory can explain how

these predicates succeed in pícking out sets of concreÈe

oh-jects, especially when the same set of objects can be

picked out by different (non synonymous) predicates.

However, wê can be more specifíc than this in our

formulation of the problem. For we can give a more deÈailed

accounL of the way predicates work in ordínary languages.

Of course \^/e cannot hope for anything like an exhaustíve I

account. The predicative structure of, a natural language is

unlikely to be orderly in the way ít would have to be before

\^re could describe it exhaustively. Nevertheless, T,se can

describe certaín general features of the predicative struct-

ure of sây, Ordinary English; feaËures that we have so f.ar

ignored. These features give us a more detailed picÈure

that we nor^7 have, of the world structure demanded by the

function of predícates. ![e wíll use Ordinary English as a

metalanguage, enriched with a concept of truth, and a con-

cept of reference.

PART I : THE COMPLEXITY IN THE COLLECTIVE FUNCTION

1L. The two funcEions of Þredicates.

Consider those predicaLes in Ordinary English that

describe the material world. I,'le said that each of these

predicates is true of some set of concrete objects. So we

can say that these predicates supply principles for group-

it8, or collecting concrete objects. They each have a
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collectivê function. I

However this collective function is not the only

function Lhat our predicates have. lrle saíd (in eur-'.tÍieta-

language) that many predicates collect numerically distinct

concrete objects. Now not every bit of the material

world counts as a concrete objecÈ. Think of the differenË

r^rays in which Ëhe material world might be divided up into

numerically distinct bits. That is, take the set of all

possible segments of thís world. It seems obvious :hat

the set which has as members just those bits of the world

that count as individual concre¡e objects, does not

correspond to Ëhis set. The maËerial \^7or1d appears to

have some structure, viz. the way it is made up of numer-

ically distinct objects, that cannot be captured by des-

cribing the dífferent ways in which it can be segmented.

It is a structure thaË can be captured in language only

by the use of general terms. So we might expect Ordinary

English Ëo have predicates which reflect this structure:

predicates which break down the world in some way to

yield individual concrete objecËs. Ordinary English

clearly does have such predícates; Èhough it is only some

of the predicates in the language that have this function.

Roughly, it is certain of the nouns: those nouns Ëhat

admit the definite and indefinite article, and the plural
,

ending,¿ that are, in shorE, Ëhing, or object words ("is

1

2

P.F. Straw
this wây,
functíont',

llord and Ob ect (Cambridge, Massachu-
0.

son describes the function of predicates in
though he does not adopt the name "collective
Indlviduals (London: l{ethuen & Co. 1959).p.167 .

cf . I,ü.V. Quine,
CSS, p.
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a catrr, "is an apPle" etc.). These terms tel-l us where

one object ends, and another begins.3 In Strawson's

terms each of them "supplíes a princíple, for dístinguish-

ing and counËing individual particulars which it coll-
4ects . tt hle will ca11 this function the índividuative

function, and predÍcates which have thís function indiv-

iduative predicates. 5

Predicates which individuate also function collect-

ively. They collect the objects they pick out into nat-

ural kinds l-ike lemons and cats. Other predicates (æ.

those which do noÈ individuate) have purely collecËive

functions. They supply principles of grouping "for part-

iculars already distÍnguíshed, or distínguishable in

accordance wíth some antecedent principle or metho¿."21

These predicates collect not only concrete objects, buÈ

also mere spatio-temporal regions. Some of them apPly

only to such regions (e.g. "is raíníng"). Adjectives

3 Quine puts it like Ëhis in "Natural Kinds", Ontoloeical
I

umbia Uni-Relativit and Other Ess s,
vers ess, p.

4 Individuals p. 168.

(New York: Col
24.

on in his article "Particul-
s of the Arístotelían Soc-

dbySt
Procee

5 This term ís use
ar and General",

f AT^7S

ear e ten

1954; pP.tt
n s pe

ects Ontolo ca Relativit and Other Essa sobj
and

ion of Res
by

emb lancett,
p. 8; J. e S

t-
p nts out l_n

f. terminology
he name t'in-

rar^/son also
le his term
68). Quine too,

t o
Proceed s of the Ar stotelian

L54 ver, asSociety, L954, p.
ffir?i and obj ecË p . 90n, there ís a wel-ter
ñere.Tñ-Eã same paper as he introduces
divíduative term" for these predicates, St
refers Ëo them as "subsËanÈive namest', whi
in Individuals is "sortal Uníversal-" (p. 1

o
o
t

s terminology: in Ïüord and Ob ect (es pecially
19) he refers to these pre

divided reference".

changes
secËion

6 Strawson, Individuals p. 168.

cates as ttterms of
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are purely collective. (However, certain adjectives

that attribute determinate shapes to objects, can be made

to double as indivíduative nouns. trle may say of X ËhaË

iË is a square.) The same is true of some of our nouns:

our so'called mass nouns, "is rnrater",

In general, T^/e can apply neither "an"

"is goldt' etc. 7

, nor the plural

ending to mass nouns, though as Quine points out we may

speak of "watersrr. 8

So Ordinary Englísh predicates that describe the

material world carry out two functions: they pick out

bíts of the world as índividual objects and they collec-t

these individuals, as well as other bits of the world

(mere regions) in certain r^rays. Now we are concerned

with the world conditions that al1ow predicates to work.

In our initial attempt to explain how Ëhe use of predic-

ates gives rise to a problem about the structure of the

world (pp. L-2) , r^Ie ignored the índividuative function

of predicates,,and just described how predicates collect

concrete objects. trle said that not every set of objects

corresponds to a (suitably sirnple) predicate and that to

some seLs of objects, a number of different (nonsynony-

mous) predicates correspond. From this, wê inferred that

the world has some structure (we called it a quality

(trford and Objec¡! P. 91). Again7 Here we fol-low Quíne
there is a welter of
Objects" Quine uses
"Particular and Gene
namestt.

t@ "Speaking of
"bulk term" while Strawson, in
ral" calls Ëhese nouns "natural

I l,Iord and Ob ect p. 92.
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sËructure) whích places restraínts on this collective

use of predicates. However the world structure reflected

by Ëhe índividuative function of predicates is quíte over

and above this property structure.

Our argument ís based on the widely held belief
that no two concreLe objects can occuPy the same place

at Ëhe same tíme. Thís belief is held to be part of our

concept of a concrete object. So ít is held to be a

logical truth: to be true in vírtue of the meanings of

its component terms. Richard Swinburne e.9., defines

the "primary place" of an object Ëo be "the place of

Ithel object, described as precisely as is logically
possible by specífying its boundaríes. " He then claims

the foll.owing principle (he calls it A') Ëo be a"logic-

ally necessary Ëruth":

"No trtro materLaL objects can have the same primary

place aË the same temporal ínstant"9

Anthony Quínton makes the same poínt by defíning a notion

of logical impenetrability. He says:

"Impenetrabílity... is the property that every mat-

erial thing possesses of [logically] excluding every other

maËerial thing from simultaneous occupancy of the region

of space where it is to be found."lO

J.R. Lucas too, holds that "our intuitions of thínginess"

demand that individual things have this property of im-

penetrabitity. 11

9 Space and Time (London: Macmillan 1968; New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1968), pp. L2-L7.

10 "MaLter and Space" Mind Vol. 73 (L964), p. 34L.
11 A Treatise on Time and Space (London: Methuen & Co.,

Lq73), p. L32.
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function of predícaËes, our statement of the problem is

incomplete. trüe must now formulate the problem more accur-

ately. I,le will say Èhat iË is the problem of describing

both (1) some world structure (what we have called an

obi ect structure) which accounts for the way predicates

succeed in pickíng out bits of Ëhe world as individual

concrete objects, and (2) a second world structure (we

have called ít a property structure) which explaíns how

predicates succeed in picking out restricted sets of ob-

jecËs and regions, especially when the same set can be

picked out by different (nonsynonymous) predicates.

2. The complexity of the co1.lective funcËion.

However even this formulation of the problem ís noL

accuraÈe enough. For, Lf we examine the collective funct-

ion of predicates more closely, w€ find that there is a

complexity about it that we have so f.ar ignored. trfe said

that each Ordinary English predicate that describes the

material world collects a number of distinct concrete ob-

jects or regions. BuË ít is only one-pl-ace, or monadic

predicates that collect objects and regions taken one at

a time. Besides one-p1-ace predícates that describe the

material world there are also, in Ordinary English, all

the relative or many-place predicates ("ís higher than",

"belongs to" etc.). A relative term is true of objects or

regions taken two or more at a time. Ordinary English has

at least LT^7o, three and four-place predicates. "Buyst' is

a three-p1ace, or triadic predicaÈe (a buys b from c),while

"takes" (as in a takes b from c to d) is a four-place, er
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tetradic term. Following Quine, we will say that an n-place

predicaËe of the wort¿ we are consídering (i.e.one which

describes the material worl-d) is true of some set of ordered

n-tuples of concrete objects or regiorrr.lT

So besides terms whích collect concrete objects and

regíons taken singly, Ordinary English has also concepts

which collect ordered pairs, triples, etc. of these objects

and regions. Moreover, we feel that our predicates use a

number of different principles, both ín collecting objects

and regions taken singly, and in collecËing Ëhese objects

and regions taken trnro or more at a time.

First consider the collective function of our one-place

predicates. trüe said Ëhat our indivíduative nouns collect ob-

jects into natural kinds like cats, lemons and so on. But

no\^r consider how the olher predicates in Ordinary English

work. Take for example our mass nouns: terms like fris

goldt', "is r¡rater" etc. Each mass noun collects both

objects and unbounded regions. I{e want to say that these

nouns refer to some expanse of homogeneous stuff which is

scattered about, some of it in discrete concrete objects,

some of it 'not. trrle can think of these terms as each being

true of a number of different bits of stuff; bits to

which the s¿rme term applíes being bits of Ëhe same kind

of stuff. Our mass nouns can be thought of as collecting
regions on the basis of Ëhe kind of stuff that occupies

them; and concrete objects on the basis of the kind of stuff
out of which they are made. It seems that mass

17 trrÏord and Object p.2L0.
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nouns and indivíduative nouns employ dÍfferent principles
for collecting concrete Þbjects.

Now consider how our adjecËíves work. Any kind of
Ëhing is picked out by a number of dÍfferent (non synon¡rmous)

adjectives, while some adjectives cut across the groupings

of objecËs into kinds (clouds, sl^7ans and cats e.g. are all
black). Similarly , for kinds of stuff: a number of dÍfferent
adjectives pick out any kind of stuff, while other adjectives

cut across the groupings set up by our mass nouns. Some ad-

jectives collect both objects and mere regions (t'is ye1lowrt,

e.g) while oÈhers, like "is square" collect only concrete ob-

jects. trIe want to say thaË our adjeetives pick out aspects,

or properties. trie feel that these predicates each collect ob-

jects or regions on the basis of a single aspecË or property

of each of these objeets or regions. lÍe seem to have a third
collective principle.

There are also all the one-place verbs in Ordinary

English. These predícates seem to employ a collecÈive

principles that is different to any of those we have so

far described. Some of these predicates describe happenings,

that is, events or processes that occur to, or in, ob-

jects and regions. ("ís boiling" e.g.) This is just to

say thaÈ these Ëerms collect objects and regions on the

basis of changes occurring ín, or ot, them. (Processes

are just changes that take some tíme to be compl-eted) . But

then it is not only verbs which collect objects and regions

on this basis. Clearly, some indivíduative nouns pick out

events; nouns like "is a fire", "is an eclipse" and so on.

So it ís only some of our indíviduative nouns that single
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out concrete objects. Others, our event nouns, have a

verb-like function. Moreover, not all verbs describe

happenings. Some verbs point to a lack of change in ob-

jects and regions ("is resting" e.g.). trüe can say that

these verbs describe staËes of objects and regions. Our

one-place verbs then, seem to collect objects and regions

on the basis of their states, or of events or processes

occurring in them.

Thus it seems that our one-place predícates use

a number of different principles in collecting concrete

objects and regíons. Moreover we find a similar complexity

in the collecËive function of our relatÍve terms. As

Quine points out, relative terms take the form either of

noun plus prepositíon (e.g. "ís a brother of"), adjective

plus preposition or conjunction ("is higher than") or of

transítive -r"rb".18 trIe want to say that predicates like

"is a brother" and "is higher than" each collect n-tuples

of objects or regions on the basis of some relation between

the members of each n-tuple. As Quine says, some of these

terms relate both objects and unbounded regions (e.g. "is

darker Ëhan"), while others relate only objects (e.g."is

a brother of", "is smaller than").19 our transítive verbs

seem to describe events or processes occurring in, or to,

pairs, triples and so oh, of objects and regions, or states

of such n-tuples. These verbs each collect orderéd nrüuples

18 !üord and Ob ject pp. l-05-6.

L9 See The Roots of Reference, the Paul Carus Lecture
Series L4 (La Salle, Illínois: Open Court 1973),p. 57.
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None of this is very precise. Yet it is ímportant

that we know just what complexity is involved in the

collective function of predicates. For it musÈ reflect

a corresponding compl-exity in the world!s property struct-

ure: the world must have a structure fine enough to

account for this complexity in the function of predicates.

lüe mus'Ë discover just how the different collectice prin-

ciples that predicate use, differ, and how Èhey are related.

Only then will we see how complex the collective function

is. So only then will we be able to give an accurate state-

ment of the onËological problem raised by the use of pre-

dicates. For example, if predicates collect concrete

objecËs using a number of irreducibly different principl-es,

then Ehe collective function of predicates \!ri:11 be. genuinely

complex, and there will be a corresPonding complexity in

the worldrs quality structure. Tf, however, some of these

collective functions (say those of our one-p1-ace nouns and

verbs perhaps) are derivative, i.e.dependent on other, more

fundamental functíons (those of our one-place adjectives and

our relative terms, say) then some of thís ohserVed com-

plexity is only apparent. The world will then have a quality

structure that is more simPle

lle must draw a more careful- distincti:on between the

various collective function Lhe predicates haVe. However,

before turning to this, wê can note a further cQlrl-

pl-exity in the collective function of predicates. Each

of the collective principles seems itself to be complex.
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First, consider the principles used by our one-place pre-

dicates. Take those individuaËive nouns that collect

objects into kínds. Each concrete object is collected by

a number of different (nonsynonymous) índivíduative nouns,

and therefore belongs to a number of dífferent kinds of

thing. For example, âD object which belongs to the nat-

ural kind cat, will also be1-ong to the natural kind

animal. Now these different kinds to which any object

belongs, stand in the relaËion of set to subset. So we

can say that they are in some sense more and less speci-

fic kinds. The set of cats is a subset of the set of

animals, so there is a sense in whích the predícate "is

a cattt p icks out a more specific kínd, than does the

predicate "is an anima1'.20 This rel-atíon between kinds

is known as the relation of genus (less specifíc kind)

to specíes (more specific kind). There are clearly many

kinds that are each species in relation Ëo some kind, and

genera, in relation to others. The set of mamrnals c.8.,

is a specíes of the set of animals, but a genus in relat-

ion to the sets of men, whales, etc. A kind which is not

a species of any other kind,we will call a 1tburmiru,gr:genus".

Kinds which cannot be marked off to yield species we will

call "inffmum species". The sets of objects and regions

picked out by our event nouns are also saíd to stand in

the genus-species relation. An object or region can be

described by different event-nouns, €.8. by both "is a

natural disasËer" and f tis a floodrr. The sets which these

cf . J. R. Searl-e,
Rãsemblancett p.

"Determinables and the Notion of
141.

20
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differenË evenL-nouns pick out are related as set to

subset, aS genus to species.

Now take our mass nouns. Mass nouns pick out kinds

of sËuff. But each bit of. stuff (a bit of gold e.g.) is

described by a number of differenÈ mass nouns(t'is gold",

"is metal" etc.). The sets of bits of stuff which these

nouns pick out are related as set to subset (the set of

bits of gold is a subset of the set of bits of metal).

They are more or less specÍfic kinds of stuff. Tradition-

ally, these kínds too, are known as genera and species.

A similar relationholds between pairs of adjectives.

lrie Want tO SAy that "is red", t'is greenttand So on are

somehow less specific descriptions than "is coloured";

"is red", "is greenl' and so on each pick out some sub-

set of the set of coloured objects. T/ü.E. Johnson has

described this relation as one of determinable (less

specific) to determinate (more specific).2l There are

clearly many, predicates ("is red" e.g.) that are both

determinates under some predicate, and determinables in

relation to others ("is crimson", "is scarlet" etc. in

the case of "is red") . I'le will call such predicates

less-than-absolute determinates. A determinate which is

not a determínable ín relation to arly other predicate Ís

then an absolute determinate. tr{e røill follornr Johnson in

calling predicates l-ike "is colouredrt, which cannot be

subsumed under any higher determinables, . súmmt-lm .d.e.ter-

minables " .22

2L Logic, 3 vo1s. (New York: Dover Publications L964)
1 : L74.

22 rbid. p. 177.
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Many, if not all of our one-place verbs stand in

some relation of greater to less specÍficity with other

verbs. "Is runníng" ís a more specific description than

"is movirtg"; the set of objects that "is runníng" picks

out is a subset of the set of thíngsto whích "is novíng"

applies. There is no convenËion for naming these relat-

ions. Perhaps T¡7e should say that they are genus-species

relations, since the sets picked out by our event-nouns

are said to stand in this relation.

There is a similar complexity about some, ãE least,

of the collective principles employed by our relative

terms. !'Ie find adjective-like relative terms standing in

relations of great.er to less specificity with other such

Ëerms. For example t'is Ehree feet higher than" is more

specifíe than "is hígher thanft. Johnson takes such pairs

of terms as instances of the deLerminable-determinate

relation. trle can also point to pairs of noun-líke rela-

tive terms that stand in a símilar relation. ("is a broth-

er, and "is a síblíng" e.g.) Again, there ís no convent-

ion for naming these relations. It ís hard to find pairs

of transitive verbs Ëhat stand in this sort of relaËion,

though it may be that there are such pairs, and that I

have simply not thought of them.

However these relations between pairs of predicates

are not adequately described simply as relations of great-

er to less specificity. As Searle points out, there are

pairs of Iadjectives] which stand in a relation of great-

er to less specificLly, but which do not stand in the re-

lation of determinate to determinable. He says' "Ye11orn7"
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is in some sense more specifíc than "yellow or angry"

but it is not a determínate of ye11o$7 or ar'gry in the

sense Ín which it is a determinate of "colour" ' .23

Similarly, no'- any tT^Io nouns whích sËand in the relation

of greater to l-ess specificity píck out kinds which stand

in the genus-species relaËíon. Moreover, the relation

of determinable to determínate is held to differ from

that of genus to "p""i.".24 But unËil r¡re characterise

Ëhese relations more precisely, h7e are unable to say just

how Lhey differ.
Thus we see Èhat Ëhe collective principles that Pre-

dicates use are each comPlex in some h7ay. Each princíple

yields not simply a set of sets of n-tuples, but a set with

a certaín structure. Each principle has what we might

call an internal complexity. But we do not have an ade-

quate account of tJ1sse complexíties. Again, it ís ímportant

to give such an account. If the different collecËive

functions that predicaËes have are each complex in some

wây, then Ëhe worl-d mus! have a structure rrrhich accounts

for this f.act. tr{e need to understand these complexities,

before we can gíve an accuraLe statement of the ontolog-

ical problem raised by predicatíon.

So we must give a more careful description of the

different collective principles used by predicates. Our

description should show just how these princíples are

related ras r¡Iell as illustrate theÍr internal complexities.

Now we \^rant an account of Ëhese dífferences and complexit-

23

24
"Determinables and the Notion of Resemblancett p. I+L.
See Searle, ibíd. ; also Id.E. Johnson, l,ogíc 1: l-73.
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ies that is neutral between dífferent theories of pre-

dication. However T^7e cannot give a description of the

dífferent collective principles that ís both clear enough

to illustrate these relatíons and complexiËies, and

neutral between theories of predicatíon. A description

of the grounds on which predicaËes collecË n-tuples of

concrete objects and of regions,just is a theory of pre-

dication.25 Any attempt to absËract a neuËral descript-

íon of Èhese grounds from Ëhe accounts which different

theories give, necessarily involves vague and uninformat-

ive notíons: notions like "kind of stuff".

ThÍs is borne out by the descriptions we have al-

ready given. Inítially we distínguished the collective

principles using the notions of kind of stuff, and kind

of object, and stated each of the principles in terms of

the notions of asPect and relation. (!Ie saw the possibili-

ty of describíng each of the princíples that predicates

use to collect concrete objects and regions taken singly,

in terms of aspecËs whích these objects and regions have,

and relations in which they stand. Moreover it seemed

possible to state the principles used by our relative con-

cepts, in terms of relations between members of n-tuples

of objects and of regions.

Now the notions of kind of stuff and kind of obiecf

are independent of any theory of predication. But they

are also uninformative, merel-y intuitive notions, which

25 StricËly speakíng, such a description ís part of a
theory ôf þredicãtion. The other part_ is an account
of the way our individuative nouns work.
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'-had to be díspensed with in favour of the notions of

aspect and relation. These latter notÍons quite ob-

viously are noË neutral between theories of predicaËion.

There are two alternaÈives here. I'Ie míght take aspects

and relations as corûnon 'quatrities, in which case Tre

are well on the way to giving a Realist account of the

collectíve principle used by predicates. However \^re do

not have Ëo interpreË these noËions realistically.

lrle could take the terms "aspectt' and "relaËion" to

refer to partícular or locally separaËe';qnralitfes ;

properties which are as particular as the n-tuples to

which they belorrg.26 ThenLo say that an adjective ("is

coloured", say) picks out some aspect of each member of

some set of objects,is just to say that this term describes

a set of zLrt-'.--- -'qualities, each of which belongs to a

different object.27 So we can talk of aspects and re-

lations without con¡nítËing ourselves to Realism. The

language of aspects and relations leaves open the question

of whether or not these entities are identical qualities,

which happen Ëo characterise a number of different n-

tuples, êt once. It leaves open the question of whether

26 For a discussion of Èhis view of aspects, see A.R. "

Jones "Are the Qualíties of Particular things Uni-
versal or ParÈicular?" The Philosophycal Review
(re4e) pp.L52-I70.

t
See also Keith Campbell MeÈa-

h s1- CS: An Introduction EncÍno,CaIif .:DickensõãlPub-
S ng Co. p.

,

1 2.
27 This is the víew that G.E.M.

Aristotle (See footnote 4,
Anscombe attríbutes to
p. 5 of this thesis. )
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the grounds on which predícates collect n-tuples oÍ

concrete objects and of regions, simply in terms of

Resemblance rela¡ions betr,,reen these n-tuples. To descríbe

these grounds in terms of aspects and relations,is there-

fore,to prejudge the question of whether or not thís form

of nominalism is true.

so even on this interpretati'on, our deseription of

the collective principles used by predicates, is not neutral

between theories of predfcation. In an attempt to see how

these principles are related, \^7e díspensed with the vague

and íntuitive notions o f kind of stuff , and kind of obiect

(notions which are neutra! between theoríes of predication)'

in favour of the notions of asPect and relation: notions

which occur within the framework of some theory of pre-

dication. !üe cgnnot describe these principles clearly,

unless \^re use the terms of some theory of predication.

In order to understand the complexity involved in

tlrc collective function of predicates,we must adopt, for

the moment, some theory of predication,and describe the

different col-lective principles that predicates use, in

íts terms. Once we have this description, T^Ie can try to

el-icit an account of just how these principles differ,

which ís independent of any theory of predication, as well

as a neutral account of the ínternal complexíty of each

of these principles. This would give us a clear accounL

of whatever complexity is ínvolved in the collective

function of predicates; an account which is independent

of any theory of predicatÍon. Then we could give an accur-

ate statement of the ontological problem raised by this

use of predicates.
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trrle will adopt a Rêâlist account of the collective princip-

les that predicates use. This is only because the language of

Realísm is simpler, and more intuitive than is resemblance lan

guaþe,or talk of particular aspects. An exactly parallel ac-

count could be given using either version of Resemblance Nom-

inalism.

PART II : THE COMPLEXITY TN DETAIL : A REALIST ACCOUNT

1. The function of adjectíves.

Our task is to give a Realist account of Ëhe different
collective functions that predicates have; an account which

wil-l bring out the relations between them, as well as their
internal complexities. !'le can say first of all, that the con-

crete objeets and regions to which our predicates apply, each

have a number of dífferent,logically independent aspects or

propertÍes which they share with other objects and regiorr".31

Each of these obJects or regions also stands in a number of

different relations with other objedts and regions. Each of

these relations is shared by many other n-tuples of objects

and of regions.

This means that concrete objects can be collected on the

basis of any one of their shared aspects. It ís just the funct

íon of our one-place adjectives to collect objects on this
basis. Moreover, objects and regions taken two or more aË a

time, can be collected on the basÍs of the rel-ations which

hold between them. It is the functíon of some of our rela-
tive terms (our adjective-like relatíve terms) to collect

This way of speaking seems to impl-I the so-called Ari-
stotelian, or in räbus version- oi Real-ism Howeveñhe

account which fõIffioes not depend on any particular
interpretatíon of the relatíon betweeh objects and
qualities.

31.
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n-tuples of objects on this basis.

Now we said that some of our one-place adjecËives

collect both objects and unbounded regions, while others

collect only objects (not mere regions). Moreover, wê said

that the s¿rme is true of our adjeetive-like relatíve Ëerms. Inle

must account f,or these differences ín coll-ective function,

in terms of the aspects and relaËions which objects and reg-

ions have. tr{e must distinguish between properties and re-

lations which only aspects have, from those whích both ob-

jects and mere regions share.

Take our one-place adjectives firs't. Ïüe can distinguish

tr^7o sorts of one-place predicates: Ëhose predicates which

Goodman cal1s dissective and those which are non-dissective.

A one-place predicate is dissective ,Goodman says,"if it Ís

satisfied by every part of every individual thaL satisfies
L{'.32 Goodman points out that many predicates which appear a

first sight to meet this condition are dissective only down to

a certain leve1 of dissectiorr?3 The predicatettis red",ê.8. is
true of the perceptible bits of any red object. But it is not

true of the elementary particles that make up the object. Now

it is clear that an ordinary l-anguage has no cause to des-

cribe bits of objects as sma1l as elementary particles
(or even atoms, or molecules). The purposes which Ordin-

ary English serves, require that its predícates describe

only the perceptible bits of objects; í.e. that they

32.

33.

The Structure of AÞpearance

rbid.

p. 53.
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descríbe objects only down to a certain level of dissecË-

j-on. Call Ëhis level 0. lüe will say thaË a predicate is

Ordinary Language- dis sective, or 0-dissecËive, fox short,

iffthe level of díssection at which ít becomes non-dis-

secËive is at or below level 0.

Now any O-dissective predicate collects both objects

and unbounded regions. BuË necessarily, a predicate that

is noË 0-dissective coll-ects on1-y bounded wholes. It

coLlecËs only concrete objects. Some of our adjectives

are O-díssective ("is yellow", "is soft") while others are

not ("is square, ej). So ít is just those adjectives that

are not 0-dissective that collect only concrete objecÈs.

lüe must distinguish the properties piiked out by these ad-

jectives, from the propertíes that 0-dissective adjecËives

pick out. lle will say that a property is picked out by an

O-dissecËive adjective if iË is a property of. every per-

ceptible parË of every individual of which it is a property.

Call such a property an O-dissecËive Property. Then it

is just those properties Ëhat are not O-dissective thaË

necessarily, are properties only of objects.

Now we can explain the different col-lective .functions

of our one-place adjectives. trrle can say Lhat each object,

as well as each region, has a number of different proper-

Ëies, 0-dissective proPerËies, which it shares both wÍth

other objects and wíth regions. Moreover, each object has

a number of other properties, not 0-dissectíve, which it

shares only with other objects. It is the function of

some of our adjectives to collect both objects and regions

on the basis of any one of their Q-dissective properties,

and the functíon of other adjectives to collect only objects,
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on the basis of any one of, their (additional) 0-non-dis-

sective properties.

üie have still to explain the different coll-ective

functions of our adjective=Like rel-ative terms. Our ex-

planation parallels exactly the one T^7e have just given, f'ot

one-place adjectíves

Goodman has drawn a distincËion betr¿een syluletrical

two-place predieates, which parallels his dissective-' non-'

dissective distinction.

A two-place predicate counEs as pervasive !!if w-hen--

ever it applies between x and y, it also applies between

every tr^7o parts of ã and ,t'.3/t ttr. can generalise from thls

to get a distinction between relaÈive terms, bottr' synrnetric-'

al and nonsynunetrícal-, of any number of places. We will

say that "n ¡-place predicate Pn is rpe:vasive iff where=

ever Pn is satisfied by an n-tuple "^Lr.., ,ânÞ it is

satisfied by all n-tuples *X1..., *rrt where any xi is

part of ar. Again, it is cl-ear that flany predicates

can be strictly not pervasive, and yet count aS perVasive

for @rdinary Language purposes. For example, take fris

darker Lhan". trühenever this predicate is true of a pair

.â1, ã2r, it is true of every paÍr .*1, *2' of perceptibl-e

bits of a, and ar. But it is not true of any pair "t1, "Z'
of elementary particles making up "1 and ar. l,le will call

predicates like "is darker than" Ordinary Ï,anguage perVas-

ive, or O-pervasive for short.

Now any Q-pervasive predicate relates both objects

and unbounded regíons. But necessarí1y, âDY predica¡e

34 rbid. p. 55.
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Ëhat is not O-pervasive relates only concrete objects.

Some of our adjective-like relative terms are O-pervas-

ive ("is darker than"), while others are not ("is smaller

than" e.g.). It is just those adjective-like relaËive

terms Ëhat are not 0-pervasive that relate only concrete

objects. trle musL dístinguish the relations picked out

by these adjectives from the relatíons that 0-pervasive

adjectives píck out. I,üe will say that a relaËion is
picked out by an O-pervasive adjective,iff,whenever it
relates the members of. an n-tuple *"1_..., "rrt , it re-

lates the members of all n-tup1-es .*1..., xrr> where any

*i is a perceptible parË of ar. Call- such a relation
an O-pervasive relation. It is jusË those relations which

are not O'pervasive that relate only concreËe objecËs.

Now we can account for the dífferent collective

functions of our adjective-líke relative terms. I¡üe can

say that each object, âs well as each regíon stands in

a number of differenÈ relations, O-pervasive relations,

with other objecËs and regions; and each object also

stands in a number of other re1-ations, relations which

are not O-pervasive) ¡uiËh only other objects. It is

the function of some of our adjectíve-like relative terms

Ëo collect ordered n-tuples of objects and regíons on

the basis of some O-pervasíve relations which holds bet-

r^zeen these objects and regions. IL is the function of

oËher adjectíve-like relaËive terms to collect ordered

n-tup les of objects, oD the basis of some O-non-pervasive

relation which holds between these objects. This complet-

es our account of the differences between the collective
principle used by adjectives.
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Now as we said, each one-place adjective, as well as

each of these relative terms, stands in the determinable/

determinate relation. trrle must give an account of the nature

of this relaËion, in terms of the shared properties and

relations which these predicates píck out.

Let us begin with Johnson's description of the relat-
ion. 35 Johnson points out that the determinable/determ-

inate relation is a peculiarly intimate one. Take as an

example the relations of "is coloured!! to I'is crimson".

Suppose that "is crimson" applies to a set of objects

{"1 "k} on the basis of some aspect R, whích each of
these objects has. the set of red obJects is a subset of

the set of coloured objects. That is, every object to which

"is crimsontt applies, is described also by "is coloured".

But "is coloured" is also true of non-crimson objects (green

objects, yellow objects, etc.). Now on what basis does "is
coloured" "pp1y to crimson objects? There is no other ad-

jective, F, characterÍzi-ng these objects which characterizes

also green objects, /ellow objects etc. That is, "ís col-
oured" cannot be analysed to yield such an adjective: "is
colouredil is a simple predicate. There is therefore no

other aspect of crimson things which green things, ye1-1ow

things etc. also have. so there ís no other aspect of crimson

thíngs that could form the basis for the applicability of

"is coloured" Lo crimson objects. This predicade must apply

to (a11 but not only) crimson objects on the basis of that
aspect in virtue of which they are crimson.

35 Logic 1:173-185.
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According to Johnson, ttthe several colours are Put

into the same group and given the s¿une name,t'colourt' ,

not on the ground of any partial agreement, but on the

ground of the special kind of difference which distin-

guishes one colour from another; whereas no such differ-

ence exists between a colour and a shape.r'36 Difference

here, Johnson says, "means more than mere othernes"."37

Indicative of Ëhís peculiar "relation of dífferen.""3B is

the fact Ëhat determinates under the same determinable

are comparable with one another, whereas predicates which

cannot be subsumed under the same determinable (say ttis

circulartt and ttis crimsont', or tthas a shapert and "has a

colour") are incompar"bl..39 No doubt Johnson is right, and

determinates are grouped under the same determinable on

the basis of some relation; a I'relation of differencet' that

holds between them. But talk of a frunique and peculiar kind

of differencet' is not very illuminating. Iüe must try to

be more explicit.

Let us adopt the notion of a quality "p""".40 lüe

can say that any surmrlrm determinabl-e predicate (e.9.'!is

coloured") picks out some set of qualities (the different

36

37

38

39

40

Ibid., p . L76.

rbid.
rbid.
Ibid. , p. 175.
This notíon is introduced by Goodman, ciË. and is
used also by Quine (e.g . in trüord and ec pp. 83-84.
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For convenience, r,r7e can talk of less-than-absolutely

determinate qualities. But we will mean by this, ranges of

absolutely determinate qual-ities. tr{e can talk, e.g.. of the

quality (redness) that the term "is red" picks out, but we

witl mean the range of absolutely determinaËe qualities Ëhat

this predicate picks out. Simílarly, \^re can use the term

"EllIqgE determinable quality", but we will use it to refer

to some spacing of absolutely determinate qualitíes.

It is Ëhe funcËion of predicates which stand in the

determinable-determinate relation, to reflect spacings of

absoluËely specific qualities to different degrees of speci-

ficity. A set of absolutely specific qualíties (say the ab-

so1-utely specific shades of eolour) are collected under the

same suryum determinable, in virtue of the fact that they

occupy different positions in the same quality space. Here,

T^7e find Johnson's "relation of difference". It seems

likely that many, (if not all) of the spacings of qualities

that our summum determinables pick out, have So many memb-

ers that no manageable, ordinary language could have pre-

dicaËes Ëo correspond to all of them. If this is true, then

our most determinate predicates will pick out ranges of

absolutely specific qualities. Each suntrnum determinable, F,

in Ordinary English, will pick out a set of n-tuples

{"1 "rr} ,'on the basis of a "relatíon of difference"

which holds between the qualities in the ranges of qualities,
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picked ouË by the most determinate predicates under iË.

But clearly, F is derivative for its most determinaËe pre-

dicates in just the same wây, whether these determinates

are infÍmum deterrninates or not. The srÍnmum determinabLe

applíes to the objects in Ëhe deter:ninate extensions on the

basis of a "relatíon of differenceil which holds between the

absolutely specifíc qualities whích these determinaËes pick

out. It is just that if they are not infimum determinates,

each most determinate predicate picks out a number of díff-
erent absolutely specific qualitíes. So for the purposes of

spelling out the nature of the determinable-determinaËe

relation, in so far as it holds between adjectÍves in Ord-

inary English, Ehe simplest course is to treat all our most

determinate predicates as infimum determinates.

This compleËes our account of the way the adjectival

expressÍons in Ordinary English work. Next, wê Ëurn to

our nouns: our individuative and mass nouns.

2. The functíon of our nouns.

First, consider our individuative nouns. tr{e said that

some of our individuative nouns have a verb-like collective
function: they collect objects and regions on Ëhe basis of

evenLs or processes occurring in, or to, them. lrle wíll dis-

cuss these nouns a1-ong with our one-place verbs. So let us

take just those individuatíve nouns thaË collect objects into

naEural kinds. Here, and throughout the rest of this thesis

we will use the term "quality" to cover }yoth intrinsic Pro-

perties and relaËions. I,'Ie will- say that the natural kind to
which any object 0 belongs, is determined by all its qualities

Natural kind terms col-lect objects on the basis of theír sets

of qualities.
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Now as it stands, Èhis account looks 1íke a version of

the traditional Aristotelian víerar, that a kind is defined by

a certain specific set of characterístics, conrnon and pecul-

iar to its members. BuË the Aristotelian view of definition
is arguably faLse.42 Hilary Putnam has argued that it is
faLse for natural kÍnd".43 Putnam claims that whatever natur-

al kind we take, the qualitíes thaË are supposed to count

as the definíng characteristics of that kind, are not coûrnon

to all its members. Natural kinds have abnormal members. The

supposed defining qualitíes of lemons (perhaps yellow skin,

lemon shape, sour taste, a certain kind of peel, eËc.) are

not shared by all lemons. There may well be a lemon which,

due to some abnormality, never turns yellow. SimilarLy, Put-

nam says, a three-legged tíger is stÍl1 a tiger. There is no

set of qualities corÍron and peculiar to lemons, or to tigers,
whích therefore serves to pick out these natural kinds.

Putnamrs claim seems hasty. !'lhether or not there are

natural kinds whose members aa1l share some set of defining

characteristics, can surely be determt,ned only by empirical

investigaËion. But whatever T^re make of this point, íÈ is
clear Ëhat members of the same natural kind do not share all
their qualítíes. So, if naËural kind terms apply to objects

on the basis of their sets of qualities, there must be some

function other than identíty, relating those sets of qualities
Can we specify such a function?

Before turning to this, let us consider the way our

t s een argue to e a sê, not on v or natura
but also for functional kínds. tÍittgenstein díd it for
functional kinds. See tr.
G.E.M. Anscomber (0xfo 66
See also A.D. tr{oozley ,Theory of Knowledge pp. 81-83.

43 Putnam makes this point in a number of different articles,
but esp. in "Is Semantics Possible?",Metaphil-osophy I
(1970) -: t87 -20L.
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mass nouns collect concrete objects. These mass nouns, wê

saíd, collect objects on the basis of the kinds of stuff of
which Ëhey are made. It seemed that what kind of stuff an ob=

ject is made of, depends on some, but not a1-1, of its qual-it-

ies; but we made no attempt to characterise those quall-ties

which are relevant in determining kfnds of stuff. lle can new

be more explicit.
Our mass nouns are clearly Ordinary Language-dissectfve.

As Quine poínts out44, "is goldf' 'e.g. is true of every bit of

gold down to atoms, but not to subatornic particLes. That is,
there are parts of any bit of go1-d that are too small to count

as gold. But they are bits of the world thaË Ordinary Language

has no cause to describe: they are írnperceptibl-e. This O-dis-.

secEiveness seems to get at the heart of our idea of stuff as

homogeneous.trle can s ay thaË mass nouns apply to objects and

Èo regÍons, on the basis of Èhe sets of O*dissective proper-

ties whích they have, and the sets of O-pervasive relations
in whích they stand. So to say that an object is made of, or

a region occupied by, a certain kind of stuff, is just to say

thaË the object or region has a certain set of 0-dissective

properties, and stands in a certain set of O-pervasive relat-
ions. These properËies and relations wil-1 exha,ust the qualities
which any region has, but any object will have certain other

qualities,vLz., O-non-dissective propertíes, and 0-non-perl/a=

sive relations.
However, Putnam's point, that natural kinds have abnorm-

al members, applies equally to the lcinds of stuff picked ouË

by our mass mouns. An abnormal bit of gold (say a gaseous bit
of gold) is still a bít of gold. Objects and regions to which

the same mass noun appLies, do not have ídentical- sets of

44 I¡Iord áncl ect p. 98.
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O-dissective properËíes, and 0=PerVasiVe rel-ationg. Our masS

nouns aTe, in this respect, like our indiViduative nouns, if

each mass nourts appl-ies to some set of objects and regions

{"1 "rr} ' of, the basis of their sets of O=dissecËit¡ê pfoe

perties and Q-pervasíve relations, Ëhen it must be on the

basis of some relation other than identity, tTrat holds between

Èhese sets of propertíes and relations. Iüe mus't try to speci'

f.y such a relation, as weIJ. as a fel4Ëion between the ss¡5' of

aspects (both 0=dí,ssecËive and Q-non''diss:ecÈive) , and relat=

ions (both Q-pervasive and Q-non-Pervasive), whfch obJects

have; a relation that accords wÍth the use of our individua-'

tive nouns . lrle would exPect the relatíons to be the same.

Consider first of al-1, why the natural kinds that our

predlcates píck out, do not have members wíth identical- sets

or properties and relaËions Cor identical sets of, )*díssective

properties and O-pervasive relatiorrr).45 Physics has shown

us that Lhe concrete objects to which we refer in OrdÍnary

Language , ane in fact heaps of elementary particles. The dif'f''

erent properËies of these heaps of particles Îtust therefore

derive from the properties of th-e Índividual particles, making

up the heap; both from the intrinsic and reLational- properties

which each of them has and from thel-r spaËiotemporal- distri'

butions. It is the elementary particl-e structures of, the ob-

jecÈs and regíons referred to Ín Ordinary English,wtrich de=

termines their qualítíes.

The $-dissective properties and the O-pervasive relations

of these objects and regions, are deËermined by Some micro'

structure which objects and mere regions share. This struct'

ure exhausts the microstructure of any region, but not that

45. cf. Putnam pp. 188-189.
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of any object. There is more to the microstructure of objects:

those aspects responsible for their O-non-dissective Properties

and Q-non-pervasive relations. Let us call this further aspect

of microstructure, the Ob.iect rel-evant aspect. Then we can

call thaË aspect of microstrucEure which objects share wiËh

mere regions, the sËuff releVant aspect. So natural kinds of

thíngs are deËermined by simíLarities between the elementary

particle structures of objects; natural kinds of stuff, by

similarities between the stuff relevanË aspects of the micro-

structures of objects and mere regions.

Our individuaËíve nouns do not pick ouË sets of objects

whose members have elementary particle structures which are

identical. Nor do our mass nouns pick out sets of objects and

regions whose members have microstructures which are identical

in Ëheír sËuff-relevant aspects. There are just too many of

these sets to be picked ouË in any manageable human language.

So members of any Ordinary Language natural kind have element-

ary particle structures (or stuff-relevant aspects of their

particle sÈructures whích are similar, though not exactly alike.

Consider è.8, the natural kínd gold. Any bit of gold, (like

every bit of material stuff) is made up of elementary particles

of different kinds (protons, neutrons, electrons, and so on)

which are distríbuted so as Ëo form certain repeated sÈructures

(atoms). Each of these aËoms has Lhe same number of electrons,

(and therefore the same number of protons ín its nucleus).

Beyond this, gold atoms vary. For example, the number of neutrons

in their nuclei vary. (There are different isotopes of þold)

But even those qualíties of gold atoms which do vary, vaty

withín limíts. For exampl-e the number of neutrons an atom can
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can have in íts nucleus varies over a wide range. But all stable

gold atorns have approximately the same number of neutrons

(about 79) . The ngrrber of neutrons a gold atom has is fê-

stricted by the number of proËons in its nucleus. !üe can say

then, that members of the same natural kínd of thing have ele-

mentary particle structures which vaTy, but which vary within

limits. Símíl arly, biËs of the same kind of stuff have micro-

structures whose stuff relevant asPects vary within limits.

Now because the macro-qualiËies of ordinary language ob-

jects are determined by Èheir elementary particle structures,

the members of any natural kind of thing will not have identical

sets of macro-qualities. They will have sets of qualities

which differ. Bur theír sets of qualities will differ within

l-Ímits. Tor exactly Èhe same reason, members of any natural

kínd of stuff wil-l have seÈs of O-dissective aspects and O-per-

vasive relations which differ, though again within límíts.

trrle see then, rf,hY it is that the members of Ordinary Lang-

uage natural- kinds do not have identical sets of properties and

relations (or identical sets of Q-díssective properËies and 0-

pervasive relatíons). lüe see that these natural kínds are never-

theless marked out by a relation between the sets of qualities

(or the sets of 0-dissective properties and 0-pervasive relat-

ions), which Ordinary Language objects have, viz.the relation

of difference within límits. IË is this relation between sets

of qualities, and sets of 0-díssective Properties and O-pervas-

ive relations, which forms the basis for the applicability of our

natural kind terms. tr'le must now specify this relation more pre-

cisely.
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To do so, r^re r^rill adopt Douglas Gasking's notion

of a Cluster.46¿," a first sËep towards grasping this
notion, consÍder one r^ray in which we might define a set:

ví2. in terms of a relatíon and a member (the 'focust).
For example we míght define the set (Smith, Jones, Mill-,

Green) at some time, in Ëerms of Ëhe relations "is a

friend of" and the focus "Smith". Gasking introduces

the idea of an integreated and omnifocal set:

"Let us say Ëhat a set is 'íntegr ated' by "relation R, at any moment when all iËs members
have R to each other, and none has R to any
non-member. E.g, suppose thaË at noon today
Smíth, Jones, M-ill and Green are all friends
of each other, and that none of them is friendly
with any one outside that four-membered set.
Then that set ís, at thaË moment, integr ãted
by friend of.---Ff us call a set 'omnifocal with respect
to R' when to each of its members there corresponds
a defínition in terms of R and of that member
as focus which designates the set. E.g, suppose
that Èoday there are four definitions, each of
which designates the set {Smith, Jones, Mí11,
Green] - the definítions beÍng: 'Smith and his
friends' , 'Jones and his friends', Mill and his
friends', and 'Green and his friends'. Then that
set is today omnífocaL with respect to friênd of.
Plafnly a set is omnifocal with respecL to a re-
lation whenever and only when it is integrated
by that relation." 47

Now clearly a relation can be an integrating relation
only if it ís transitive. Gaskíng distinguishes two

types of transitive relations. First, there are ''simple

transitive" relatíons, like "is equal in length to","is

46 See "Clusters",
38 (1960) pp. 1

47 lbid. , p. 7 .

The Australasian Journal of Philos h
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Clearly Ëhen, no mernber of any cluster is essentially
a member; nor is any non-member essenËíally a non member.

The different sets of qualíties of members of any natural
kind, K, form an omnífocal set,o , which is integrated

by the relation seriall-y very like. (These sets of

qualitíes díffer, Ëhough within 1ímíts.). Moreover no

partícular set of qualities ín a is essentíally a member

of o, nor is any non member essentially a non member.

The sets of qualiËies in d form a cluster, integr-ated by

the relation serially very 1ike. (Gasking himseLf uses the

notion of cluster to define a naËural kind.49a

49a lbid. pp. 28-3I.
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It is Ëherefore membershíp in some cluster; a

cLuster integrated by the relation seriall ve 1ike,

which relates the sets of properties and relations, (or

sets of 0-dissective properties, and 0-pervasive relations)

of members of the same natural kind. So we can say that

the mass nouns in Ordinary English collect concreËe ob-

jects and regions on the basÍs of clusters, formed by

their sets of 0-dissectíve properties and O-pervasive re-

Latíons, and integrated by the relation serially very

like. 0n the other hand those individuative nouns that

píck out natural kinds (natural kinds of thing),collect

concrete objects on the basis of these same clusters of

theír 0-dissecLive aspects and O-pervasive relaËions, to-

gether with additional (simílarly integrated) clusters,

formed by their 0-non-dissective properties and 0-non-

pervasive relations. For example,the individuative noun

"is a cat" depends on the cluster of 0-dissective proper-

Ëies and O-pervasive re1-ations, that is pícked ouÈ by the

mass term "is cat stuff". 0n top of this, wê need the

cluster of non-dissective properties picked out by "has

cat shapett, "has cat anatomy" etc. to get "is a cat". Our

individuative nouns pick out seËs of objects on the basis

of clusters formed by their setg$ropertíes, (both 0-dis-

sective and 0-non-dissective) ,and relations (both O-pervas-

ive and 0-non-pervasive). !.Ie have, then, a statement of the

principles which both our mass nouns and our individuative

nouns use, in collecting concrete objects"

Thd.s account of the collective function of Ordinary

English natural kind terms,clearly works only for those
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terms which actually succeed ín picking out natural kinds

(ot, more precisely, what conËemporary science counÈs as

natural kinds). Of course it is quite likely that many of

our natural kind terms do not pick out sets whích contemp-

orary scíence counts as natural kinds. Stuffs and ob-

jecËs which $rere once thought to be very similar, have

turned out to have microstructures which are very different.

For example whales and porpoises are superficially very

similar to members of the natural kind fish. At least Ëhey

are superfíciatly more similar to fish than Ëhey are to

manrnals, though Ëhey share some macro-ProperËies with

mammals , f.or example they are viviParous. So they T^7ere

at one time included in the natural kínd fish. However

iË was discovered that the chromosomal structures of por-

poises and whales are quite unlike those of fish, and sim-

ilar to those of mannnals: and chromosomal structure l/üas

found to determine elementary particle strrrcture. So now

\^re exclude whales and porposes from the natural kind fish,

and classify them as manrnals.

However,the only natural kind terms whose coll-

ective function need concern us, are those terms which

pick out what conËemporary science counts as naËural kinds.

lrle are interested in the collective function of predicates ,

only insofar as there is a basis for it in reality; in

the objecËs that our predicaües collect. tr'le are concern-

ed with the collective function of our natural kind terms

only insofar as an ontologícal, and not merely an epfstem-

ological account of this function can be given; and it
is only those terms which do succeed in referring to nat-
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ural kinds, whose use can be explained in terms of object-
ive facts about the world. Of course it is likely that
the sets which contemporary science counts as naËural- kinds

are not, in fact, natural- kinds. So we cannot know

which terms (if any) do succeed in pickíng out naËural

kinds. hle cannot know which of our natural kínd terms (if
any) we need to explain the use of; nor do we have any

idea of how Ëhe use of predicates which do happen to pick ouË

natural kínds, is to be explaíned. Unless we are to abandon

Ëhe task of explaining our use of predícaËes, wê must

decide which of Ëhem pick out natural kinds. Our besË bet

is obviously to follow contemporary science. The only

naËural kind Ëerms whose collective function wí1l concern

us then, are those terms whích pick out what contemporary

science counts as naËural kínds of Ordinary Language

objects, and of sËuff.

Now we said that the kinds, which both our mass

nouns and our individuatíve nouns pick out, stand in the

genus-species relation. trIe musÈ now give an account of the

nature of this relatíon, in terms of the clusters of sets of
qualitíes which determine ordinary language natural kinds.

First let us look at the tradiËional accounts of the re-
IaËion; the accounËs given by H.If .8. Joseph, John Cook

trIilson, and trI.E. Johnson among others.50

Consider arry two kinds which stand in the genus-

species relation, SêÏ, the set of bits of meta1, and

the seÈ of bits of gold.

50 H.trI.B. Joseph, An Introduction to ic 2nd ed. rev.
(Oxford:
trIí ls on,

Claren ess, esP
Statement and Inference 2 vols

4; John Cook
(Oxford: Clar-

endon Press, L926)
1:Ch.11 s 3.

' and I/ü.8. Johnson Loglc
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The traditional account embodles the Aristotelian view

of definitíon, and has Ít thaË the genus term "is metal"

picks out a set of objects and regions in virtue of a

certain set of macroqualíties whích these obJects and

regions all share. Let us say thaË ít is some set of

qualities which includes opacity, hígh thermal and elect-

rical conductivity and dissolving in (some) acids. So the

species (the set of bíts of gold) is included in the genlls

in virtue of the fact that the members of the species all

have thís set of macroqualities. The species is then

marked off wíthin the genus by some macroqualities or

qualities, common and peculiar Ëo mernbers of the species.

These prop erties are known as differentiæ, Let us say that

the set of bits of gold ís marked off within the set of

bits of metal by the property of dissol-ving only in aqua

. The traditional account stresses that theìdifferen-

@ are not logical1-y independent of the qualities cofltmon

to all members of the genus: they are ttreally not

introduced from the outsider'.51 As H.I,tr.B. Joseph put ít:
The differentia carries out as ít were, and comp-

letes the genus. Individuals are not íncluded in one
genus because agreeing in certain attríbutes, and
then in one species wíthin Ëhe genus because agree-
ing in certain other attríbutes Ëhat have no connex-
ion with the fírst; as you míght include in one is-
land all men who had red hair, and Ëhen rail off sep-
arately within ít those of them who had wooden legs;

hãiredness it
could serve a

could not be a differentia of the genus
t must be some modification of red-
seLf, and not of the men havíqg it, whích
s a dífferentia Ëo the genus.5Z

51.
52.

Ibid. 1: 178.
An Introduction to Logíc. P. 86.
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John Cook ldilson makes the same point:

"the differentia cannot be added on to lthe genus],
iË comes from within it. The species is a necessary
development of the genus; even and odd are not out-
side numbers but neóesSitated by its nature as numb-
er. Line as lÍne must be straight or curved, it
des not wait to receive this determínation from soÍtê-
thing outside itself".53

In Johnson's Èerms, the dif f erentia,, is a de-

terminaÈe under some (determínable) Property cornrnon to

all memhers of the genus. Johnson puts iË clearly:

"... the foreign adjectíve which aPpears to be added
on in the conjunctive process (that is, the Process
of marking ofi the speòies within a genus) ís not
really inEroduced frorn outside, bgç is itself a de-
termiãate under another determÍnable, present from
the start, though suppressed in the explicit conno-
tation of t us. I^le propose to use a caP iralhe gen

Èand f.letËer to s ot a determinabl-e and the corresporl-
ding small letter with various dashes to sËand for
the determinaLes. In the success ive process of di-
viding a suflrmum genus ínto the next subordinate sub-
genera, and thus again into sub-sub-genera, the
suiltrnum genus oug

determina

e by pgRST, p
infirma speci

hÈ to be esented by a conjunct-repr
PQion of bles, sâ] RST, the general next

subordinate to this, by pQRST, p'QRST, p "QRST, etc.,
and the general next subordinate to the first of
thes o6 'RST, pg"RST, and so on down t o
the ES represented by determinates. tt54

The peculiar intimacy that both Joseph and John Cook

lüilson find in the relatíon of dif ferentia ", to genus,

clearly derives from the nature of the determinable - de-

terminate relation. I,,Ie have an account of this relation

which brings out the closeness of dífferentiam and genus.

Our account makes clear the sense in whích a dífferentia,r

"comes from T^7ithin" a genus. tr'ie said that any determinable

'qua'.rl.cÍ.ty¡ Q, which is a determinabLe d.n relation to some

53 Statement and Infererlce

54 Logic 1 z L78'9.

p. 3s9.
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outer shell. Bits of gold then, must all share this

microstructure; and in addition, there must be a

further qual-ity (or set of qualíties) which all and

only gold atoms have. Let us say that iE is the pro-

perty of having 79 electrons. It is on the microlevel

that the have a differentian comrnon and peculiar to memb-

ers of the species; a dif.ferentiam which is, moreover,

a determínate of some quality coiltrnon to all members of

the genus.

This means of course that the set of O-dissective

properties and 0-pervasitse relaËions that each bit of gold

has, belongs to some cluster of such sets, integreaËed by

the relatíon serially very like; a cluster that pícks out

the genus. Moreover, the set of bits of gold is marked

off within the set of bits of metal by some cluster of

macroqualities, agaírn integrated by the relatíon serially

very fikef6 The members of this cluster are determinates

under (determinable) qualities which belong to the sets

making up the genus-cluster. Again, our account of

the determinable-determínate relatíon gives us the

relation of differentía,n to genus.

56 The cluster marking off the species within the genus
may well be a cluster of sets of qualities. However
foí simplicity, wê will s@luster of
single properties.
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Consider a genu$ cluster G' rnade reP of' sets

of qualiËies, each set Íncludlng søne quality' Q, which is

a determinable, relatiye to ttre (determinate) gualities

g1 qn. Q need not be the sarne determinable Property

ín each of these sets. Let [nQrs] be such a set in G1'

with the determinable property Q. Th-en, ,Inore cleterrninat'eLy'.

lpQrr] givæway to a range of, sets {pqtrs} ,{pqrrs'1 .,'

{pqors} I,lhen spel-t out in full, the c1-uster G1 is a

very Large cluster of seËs of' d.et'e'rminate qual-ities ' In

marking off, a specíes wíth-in a genus h7e slmp1-y' repl-ace

each râllge of sets {pqrrs} r {pqrrs} ,".{pqrrrsl ' by'

a single set {pqtrs} , fn the 'range' So we rnark off a

cluster rs, of sets of qualÍties:, smaller than Gt and

integrated by a greater degree of, s'erial- llkenes:s. Ïn

marking of,f a species wÍthín a genus, wê for-m a cluster

of sets (_the species cluster) w'hich differs from th-e

genus cluster, on1-y in the degree of serial likeness

between its members.
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So predicates whieh stand in the genus-species re-

lation pick out clusters of sets of quafities and relat-

íons, which differ only in the degree of serial likeness

between their member sets. There ís a greater degree of

serial líkeness between the sets of qualities and relat-

ions making up any Ínfimum-species cluster, than there

is beEween the members of a sub-genus cluster, and a

greater degree of likeness beËween these sets than there

ís betrween the sets making up the summum-genus cluster.

Vle can see how the relations of genus to species,

and determinable to determinate, differ. They differ only

in that the clusËers which both genus terms and species

terms pick out, are clusters of sets of logically inde-

pendent qualities,. This means that Ëhe cluster of

determínate qual-ities (or sets of determinate qualiÈies)

marking off a species T¡rithin a genus, is not the same as

Ëhe cluster of sets of qualiLies pÍcked out by the species-

term. The differentian alone does not pick out the

species. On Ëhe other hand, predicates which stand in the

deËermÍnable-determina¡e relation, say "is coloured" and

"is red" pick out single properties, or spacings of

qualities. The quality marking off a determinate set

\^rithin a determinable set, alone picks out the determinate

set. IË ís just the quality picked out by the determinate

predicate. It is just the properËy redhess, picked ouË

by the determinate concept "is red" that marks off the

seË of red things !üithin the set of coloured things.
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3. Verbs and Noun-like Relative Terms.

Let us suumarize what we have so f.ar. trüe said that
concrete objecËs and regions each have a number of diff-
erent properËíes, (0-dissecËive properties) ,which they

share with oËher objects and regions, and stand in a

number of different relations, (O-pervasive relaËions), with
oËher objects and regions. Each of these relations is
shared by many other n-tuples of objects and regions. In

addition, each concrete object has a number of different
properties (non-dissective propertíes) which ÍË shares

only with oËher objecËs, noË with mere regions. Each

object also stands in a number of different relaËions,

0-non-pervasive relations, only, wiËh oLher objects. Some

of our one-place adjectives coll-ecË objecËs and regions

on the basis of their single O-dissective properties, while

others collect only objects, oo Ëhe basis of their single

0-non-dissective properties. Similarly, there are ad-

jective-like rel-atíve Ëerms which collect both objects and

regions on the basis of single O-pervasive rel-ations, while

others collecÈ objects only, oD the basis of singl-e 0-non-

pervasive relatíons. Each of Ëhese properties and relations

belongs to some spacing of properties or relations. It is
the function of sug.rnum determinable predieates, (like "is
coloured") to pick out these spacings of qualities, whíle

sets of determinaËe predicaEes under these determinables

refl-ect the strucËures of Èhe spaeings to different degrees

of specificity.
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OUr mass nouns collecË both objects and mere

regions on the basis of clusËers formed by their sets of

O-dissective properties and Q-pervasive relations; clust-

ers integrated by the relation serially very 1ike. Our

individuative nouns, ofl the other hand, collect objects

similarly, on the basis of clusters formed by their sets of

o-dissective properÈies and O-pervasive relations, to-

gether wiÈh further, clusters, formed by their sets of

O-non-dissective ProperËies and Q-non-Pervasive relations.

Now the set of Q-dissective properties and O-pervasive re-

lations which any object or region has, belongs to a number

of different clusters of such sets, each integrated by a

different degree of serial likeness. Thís ís also true

of the seËs of 0-non-dissective properties and 0-non-

pervasive relations which objects have. IË is this fact

which our sets of genus-species predicates reflect: the more

specific predicates picking out clusters which are ínte-

grated by greater degrees of serial likeness.

!'Ie have stil1 to describe the collective functions

of our noun-like rel-ative Ëerms, and our verb-like ex-

pressiions, one-and many-place. Take our noun-like

relative terms first. Clearly Ehese terms relate

only concrete objects, noË mere regions. IniLially we

lumped these terms in with our adjective-like relative

terms. lle said that they collecË ordered n-tuples of

objects on the basis of relations holding between these
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ObÇr*Bles. But clearly a term like "is a brother" does

not collect ordered pairs of objects just on the basis of

a relation between them. The basis is surely a relatíon

the same arents as together with some non-

rel-ational quality of the first member of the pair (yz.

beins male . This makes it clear that the relation of

sây, "is a brotherrr, to t'is a siblingt', fits the genus'

species model. The set of brothers is marked off within

Ëhe set of siblings by Lhe non-relational quality of

being male. But this property does not alone pick out

the set of brother-Pairs.

I¡'Ie are left with our verb.like terms: our trans-

itive and intransitive verbs, and our event-nouns . I¡le

said that these terms describe events or processes or

states, including relational states. They collect objects

and regions on the basis of theír states, or of events or

processes occurring in, oï to, them' Now we can say that

to be in a state is just to have one or more qualities.

Verbs for states collect objects and regions on the basís

of theír qualities. More generally (so as to include

verbs which pick out relational states) verbs collect n-

tuples of objects and regions on the basis of their qual-

ítíes. ¡Ear]-ier, Wê took events to be changes in ob-

jects and regions. Processes, \^7e said ' are just events

which take some time to be completed. Now we can say that

events a],:e changes in the properties and relations of ob-

jects and regions, qualíty changes, in short' More gen-

erally (so as to include the events picked out by our

transitive verbs) events are changes in the qualities of

n-tuples of objects and regions. so terms that describe
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evenLs (t'is an ecLipsê", !tis rainíng!r) collect n-LuPles

on the basis of changes in their gualities. 0n the other

hand, terms for processes (ttis eroding!''e. g.) co11ecË n-

tuples on the basis of sequences of such quality changes.

Now to describe a change in the qualÍties of a'rÌ n-tuple, is
just to describe the qualities the n-tuple has, at succêss-

ive times. So we can say that Èerms for events or proc-.

esses pick out ordered n-tuples of qualities-at-times.

0f course it is possible that h-ere too, \^7e are

dealing with clusÈers. Terms for events, for exampl-e,

might p ick out clusters of quality changes. It might be

that there is no set of quality changes whích is both com=

mon to all the n-tup1-es described by an event-term, and

sufficient to pick out that set of n.tuples. Then we

would have to give an account of event=terms, which is like
our account of one-place nouns 3 Ì^le would have to say that

event terms coLlect n-tup les on the basls of clusters of

changes in their qualities; clusters integrated by the

relation serially Very l-ike. I,Jè would say that event-terms

pick out glusters of ordered pairs of qualities-at-times.

SÍmi1-ar1y, our state- and proces:s-terms' might apply on

the basis of clusters; clusters of sets of qualities,or
clusters of sequences of quality, changes. However these

detaiLs need not concern us. Let us simply say that terms

for states colLect n-tup1-es of objects and regioî.s,orl the

basis of qualities which they have, whfl-e terms for events

or processes collecE n-tup1-es on the basis of quaLities

which they have at successíve times. This is very' rough.

Nevertheless we have what we want,ìVl,.e" a statement of the

collective principles used by our verb;-like forms i ' â
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statement which relates them to the other collective princ-

íples we have distinguished.

Now what of the internal complexities that these

principles involve? I¡Ie said that our transitive verbs do

not seem to falL into relations of the determinable-det-

erminate, genus-species, sort. However.many, if not all

of our intransitive verbs do seem to stand in relations

of this sort, with other intransitive verbs (e.g. "is

moving", "is running") . trlhether a pair of intransitive

verbs stands in the relation of determinable to determin-

ate, or of genus to species rcérn only be determined by

empírical investigation. l{e cannot go into details here.

Nor do we need to. Finally, pairs of event nouns stand

in the genus-species relatíon (e.g. "is a natural dis-

asterr', "is a flood") ,

lle now have a description, in Realist terms, of the

different collective functions of our predicates. This

description brings out both their differences and their

internal complexities, clearly enough. Moreover hle can

see how the different functions are related. Our indív'idua-

fùvc: nouns collect objects on the basis of some relation

between the qualities pícked out by our one-p1ace adject-

ives and our adjective-1ike relative terms. Our mass

nouns collect objects and regions on the basis of a

relation between some of these qualities, viz. the 0-

dissective properties, and tn8 pervasive relations. Our

noun-like relative terms also apply on the basis of some

relation beËween the qualities picked out by our adjectives.

So too, do some of our verbs (verbs for states). Other
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verb-like terms (terms for evenËs or processes) collecË

n-tuples on Ëhe basis of some relation be¡ween these same

qualitíes, and times. Now times are certainly noË qualits-

ies: Ëhey are unrepeatable items. A daËing system locates

qualities. So our nouns and verbs collect n-tuples on the

basís of just the qualities pícked out by our adjectives.

!'Ie have a descripËion of Ëhe complexity which is

involved in the collecËive function of predicaËes, a des-

cription couched in the Ëerms of Realism. But we want an

account of this complexity which is independent of Realism,

indeed of any theory of predícation. tr{e want an account which

sets out the problem facing theories of predication. Let

us try Lo develop an independenË account from the Realist one

r¡re already have.

PART III THE COMPLEXITY: AN ACCOUNT INDEPENDENT OF

REAJ.ISM

1. Reduceable and fundamental collective funcËions .

First, consider Ëhe relations between the different co1l'

ective funcËions. These collective funcËions reflect the

world's quality structure. trrle can say Ëhat whatever Ëhe naËure

is, of this quality structure(whether it takes the form of

coiltrnon qualiËies, or of resemblances between n-tuples of

objects and regions), Lhe collective funcÈions of our noun-

like terms, refl-ect no part of this structure thaÈ is not

already reflected in the use of our adjecËives, (one-and many-

place). The collective functions of our noufl-like Èerms, can

be reduced to Ëhe collecËive function of our adjectives.
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Similarly, the collective functions of our verb-like

terms reflect noËhing about Ëhe worldrs quality structure,

over and above what is reflected by the use of adjecËives

and terms for temporal locations. Terms for temporal locations

do not reflect Ëhis quality structure aË all. They are sing-

ular terms. A dating system has a referritg, not a collecting

function. So the collective funcËÍons of our verb-like Ëerms,

reflect no part of Ëhe world's quality sËrucËure, that is not

already reflected by the collective function of our adjectives.

The collective functions of our verbs can be reduced to the

collective function of our adjectives. llle will say that the

function of our adj ectives is fundamental, in relation to Ëhe

collectiØe functions of our nouns and verbs.

Now we must consider the internal complexities thaË Èhe

differenË collective functions involve. Clearly, whatever

complexities the dérivative collective functions have, they

will Èhemselves be derivative. They will be reducible to the

complexity that is involved in the coll-ective functions of our

adjectives. The genus-species relatíon derives fromrand is

reduceable to, the determinable-determinate relation. The

clusters of sets of qualities picked out by our one-place

nouns stand in the genus-species relation. Take any pair

{Gi, Si} of clusters which stand in Ehis relation. The

different degrees of sería1 likeness between the sets of quali-

Ëies in G-. and in S, derive f::om, and are reduceable to, de-
l_ l-

terminabLe-determínate relations which hûld between members of

the seËs of qualíties in G, and in Sr. Moreover, our Realist

account of the determinable-determinate relaËion serves as a

model for an accounL which is independenË of any theory of

predication.
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Let us introduce the notion of a set splace, a similar
notion to ÈhaL of a quality space. trIe can think of Ëhe set

of n-tuples Ëhat any surûrum determinable concept picks out,

as having a certain structure which the concept does not reflect
viz. as being made up of proper subsets, each of which ís

somehow objectively marked off, and which corresponds Ëo an

absolutely specific quality in the Realist's quality space.

These subsets, the absolutely determinate subsets , are non-

overlappirg, and together exhaust the summum deËerminable set.

trrle can think of them as occupying a certain logical space.

Using Johnson's terms, \üê can say that they stand in a "re-
lation of difference".

Each absolutely determinate subset will be captured by

an infimum determinaÈe predicate if Ëhe resources of Ordinary

English are vast enough. Any less-than-absolute deËerminaËe

picks ouË a number of distincË absolutel-y determinate subsets:

sub8ets which are close in the seL space. They each pick out

a region of Ëhe set space. Borrowing Johnsonrs terminology,

we might say ËhaE Ëhese terms each pick ouË subsets which stand

in a "relaËíon of sgal1 difference". More determinate pre-

dicates pick out subsets which are closer in the space; they

pick out smaller regions of the set space.

Clearly, Èhose predicates like "is red", which are determ-

inates under some sumrnum rdeterminable, and are themselves de-

Ëerminables in relation to other terms ("is crimson", "is scâr-

let" etc.), reflect nothing of the worldrs quality structure

that is not already reflected by the sunnrum determinable ("is

coloured"), and the most determinate concepËs under it (ttis

crimson", "is scarlet" etc.). The function of these predicates

can be reduced to Ëhe (fundamental) functions of our sun¡num
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the adjectives in Ordinary English, the simplest course is

to treaË all our most determinate predicates as infimum de-

terminates.

Now we said that there are some predicates, (some of

our verbs) which do not seem Ëo fall into relations of

genus to species, or of deÈerminable to determinate. If

this is true, then Ëhere must be some adjecËives which fail

to stand in the determinable-determinate relation. tr{e

clearly cannot sây, a priori that every adjective fits into

some sufitrnum-deËerminable-determinate pattern. For simplicity,

we wil-1 Ëreat any adjective which does not fit into such a

pattern as an igfimum deËerminate.

Finally, wê must look more closely at the way our

fundamenÈal adjectives work. trIe already have an account of

how the functions of our one-place adjectives and our ad-

jective-like relative terms, differ; an account which does

noË ínvolve Realist notions. lrle said that our one-place ad-

jectives collect objecËs (or objects and regions), taken

singly, while our many-place adjectives collect objects

(or objecËs and regions), Èaken tvro or more at a time. Now

any rl-tuple Èhat our adjectives describe, is descríbed by

a number of different (non synonyomous) sulffnum determinables,

and mosË determinate predicates under Ëhem. This means that

Ëhere must be a certain amount of overlapping between the

extensions of our sgmmum deÈerminables (unless of course,

each suurmlrm determinable that applies to any object, applies

to exactly the same objects, which obviously it does not).

There must also be some overlapping between the exËensions

of our most determinate predicates.

This fact about Ordínary English (that there are a
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number of non synonymous summum determinables and mosË

determinates concepts under them), also allows our language

to have adjectives, sgmrnum determinable or most determinaËe,

which are coextensive buË not synonymous. trrlhether or not

Ehere are such predicates, can only be determined by looking

at the individual ad¡éctives in the language. Clearly, r.,rre

cannot do this here. !,Ie simply note that Ordinary English

is a language whÍch may have fundamental adjectives which

are coextensive but not synonyrnous.

2. The Problem raised by Predication.

trrle now have an account of the complexity that is

involved ín the collective function of predicates: an account

which is independent of any theory of predÍcation. So we

are finally in a position to give an accuraËe statement of

the problem that is raised by this funcËion of predicates.

Clearly, the world has a sLructure which accounts for the

different collective functions of predícates iff it has

a structure that corresponds in some wây, Ëo the fundamental

collecËive functions. So the collecÈive use of predicates

demands a world structure thaË corresponds to the functions

of our fundamenËal adjectives to Ëhe funcEions of our

surrtrttum determinables, and the most determinate concepts,

under them. ThaË is, the world must have a structure which

accounts for Ëhe following facts
(1) that our fundamental adjectives (one-and many-place)

succeed in picked out sets of n-tuples in Lhe way they

do.

(2) that the set of fundamental adjecËives (one-and many-
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place) is made up of two sorËs of terms; first,

there are suûtmum determinable predicates and se-

condly, determinate predicates under them, such

that
(a) each summum determinable F is derivative from

Ëhe determinaËes ft fto in that F is satis-

fied by a (ín the extension of fi) and b (in

the extension of tj) iff a and b define poínts

in some same set sPace; more particularly,

iff the exËension of fi and f, stand in John-

son's ttrelation of dif ferencef ' .

(3) thaË the language has fundamental adjectives, deÈerm-

inable and determinaEe, whose extensions overlap

(4) that the language may have predicates, determinable

or determinate, which are coextensive but not

synonyrnous.

For brevLXy, leË us say that Ëhe collective use of pre-

dicates demands that the world has a quality sEructure. From

novr on we will use the term "quality structure!' to refer to

a world structure that corresponds to Ëhis use of predicates.

So we can say that the problem raised by the collective

funcÈion of those Ordinary English predicates which describe

the material world, is the problem of describing such a

quality structure. i'le see jusË what it is that the Resemb-

lance Theorist must explain, if he is to explain the collect-

ive functíon of our predicaËes. He must describe some world

condítion which explain the facts (1) - (4). !'le can state

this requirement in another T^7ay. Let us say that a ualitat-
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ively random set, is a set of n-tuples Ëhat is noË picked

out by a predicaËe. Moreover, let us say that an obiecËive

condition is one which does noË depend on the perceptions of

humans. Then, for each fundamental adjective, determinable

or determinaËe, the Resemblance TheorisË must describe some

objectíve condition which is satisfied by the extension of

that predicate, and which is not satisfied by any other set

of n-tuples, either by any qualitatively random set, or by

the extension of any other predicate. But the condiLions

for all (and only) sufitmum determinable exLensions must be

structurally similar; so too must be the conditions for all

and only deËerminate extensions. These conditions will ex-

plain the f.act (1). They must also explain the facts (2), (3)

and (4).

However we saw that the collective function of our

predicates is not their only function. Some predicates also

function individuatively: they pick out some bits of the

world rather than others, âs numerical-ly disËincË concrete

individuals. lrle have shown that this individuative funct-

ion demands a world structure quiËe over and above that

demanded by the collecËive function. It demands that the worlc

be made up of a very large number of distinct, impenetrable

individuals; that many different bits of the world have

bearers of thinghood. In short, this individuative function

demands that the world have a an object structure. The

problem raised by the individuative function of predicates,

is the problem of describing an object structure. It is
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the problem of descrÍbing some objective condition which

implies Ëhat just these bits of the world have bearers

of Èhínghood. In this individuative function, wê find
a second fundamental function of our predicates. trrle

will call any language which is like Ordinary English, in
thaË its predicates have these two functions as funda-

mentaL functions, a characteriztne-thine language. 59

So we can take the problem that is raised by the

hTay predicates describe the material world, Ëo be the

problem of describing both a quality structure and an

object structure; of accounting for the use of predi-

cates in a characterLzing-thing language. The problem

T^re are faced with, is whether any version of Resemblance

Nominalism can describe these object- and quality structur-
es; whether Ëhere is a Resemblance theory Ëhat can

account for the use of Èhe predicates in a characterLzíng-

thing language.

59. Cf. J.R. Lucas, A Treatise on Time and Space p.L94.
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CHAPTER TIIO THE EXTENT OF THE I^IORLD'S OBJECT

AND QUALITY STRUCTURES

InËroductory.

I,üe feel that the problem is well defined: that our

statement of the task facing Resemblance Nominalism is

quite explicit. In Ëhis chapter, I shall argue that we aTe

ï^rrong. I,rIe said that a Resemblance Theorist must describe

world structures which correspond in some hTay to the

individuative and collective functions of our predicates.

And we spelt out these individuative and collective funct-

ions carefully. !üe said, in short, thaË the Resemblance

Theorist must describe the world!s object and quality struct-

ures. I shall argue that this statement of the problem

facing Resemblance Nominalism is still not clear enough.

Our statement of Ëhe problem derives solely from the

predicative structure of our language. I shal1 argue that

we cgnnot define the problem facing Resemblance Nominalism

on the basis of this predicative structure alone. I,[hat the

problem is, I shall argue, depends not jusE on predicative

structure, buÈ also on empirical facts abouL the world struct-

ure that this predicative structure reflects. These facts

are quite independent of any theory, Realist or non-Realist,

about the nature of the world structure that predicates

capture. They consitute what I will call the extent of the

world's object and quality structures, or the extent of the

objective basj-s for predícation.
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There are two arguments. First, I shal1 illustrate

the point by means of an example. I shall take a particular

most determinate predicate of Ordinary Englí sh and ask just

what it is that the Resemblance Theorist mtrst explain, if he

is to explain the way thís predicate works. This example

takes up Part I of the chapter. In Part ILI shal1 give a

more general argument: I shalL look ax the total problem

facing Resemblance Nominalism.

PART I AN EXAMPLE

1. lühat is the problem of explaining the way "is crimson"
works ?

Let us take the predicate lris crimsonil as an example

of a most determinate predicate in Ordinary English. ThaË

is, let us assume that this determinate colour concept is

not itself a determinable in relation to any other Ordinary

English colour terms. This seems a reasonable assumption

to make. However even if it is false it does not matter

much. If it is false, then "is crimson!' will have deter-

minates which themselves have no determinates in Ordinary

English,ârrd our point can be made in terms of one of these

predicates. So for the sake of argument r,r7e can assume that

"is crimson" is a most determinate predicate in Ordinary

English.

Our statement of the Eotal problem facing Resemblance

Nominalism gives us a set of requirements which must be met

by any explanation of the use of "is crimsonlt. It shows us

just what it is that a Resemblance Theorist has to explain,

in order to explain the way "is crimson works. trle said that
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for each fundamental adjective, the Resernblance Theorist

must describe an objegtive condition which is satisfied by

the set of n-tuples which is its extension. Together,

these condiËions must explain the collective function of

our predicates: they must explain the facts (1) - (4) .

Now the Resemblance Theorist wanËs Ëo sËate these

conditions in Ëerms of objecËive resemblance relations

which hold between the n-tuples in the extensions of our

adjectives. So to explain the use of the most determinate

predicaÈe, "is crimsont', he must describe a resemblance

relation which holds beËween the objects and regions in the

exEension of this predicate. This resemblance must explain

the fact that "is crimson" picks ouÈ the set of objects
1it does.' Let us say that this is the set tl "k

(cf. (1)). It must therefore fail to hold between crimson

objects and other (non crimson) objects. The Resemblance

Theorist, Ehen, must describe a resernblance relation which

holds between each crimson thing and each oÈher crimson

thing, and which fails to hold between any crimson thing and

any non crimson thing. In short, he must describe a resemb-

lance which holds between all- and only crimson things. Call

this Requirement A. This resemblance will not explain the

fact that "iS crimsont' is a deLermínaEe of t'is coloured".

But it musË permÍt Ëhe Resemblance Theorist Èo explain

this fact. More particularly, it must allow the Resemblan-

ce TheorisË to define a "relation of difference" between

The concept t'is crimson" is Ordinary Language-dissecÈive,
and so it- is satisfied by both objects and unbounded Teg-
ions. However for brevity, we will say that this predic-
ate picks ouË the set of crimson objects , or Èhings.

1
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the set of crimson things and the extensÍons of alr and

only the oËher most determinate colour concepts in ordin-
ary English (cf. (2)). Call rhis Requiremenr B. The

resemblance between crimson objects must meet two further
requirements (cf . (3) and (4)). IË must al_low Ëhe Re-

semblance Theorist to explain the fact that each crimson

thing is described by a number of oËher predicates, summum

deEerminable and determinate, whose extensions overlap the

set of crimson Ëhings. Re uirement C. ) Finally, it must

al-low him to explain the fact thaË there may be other pre-
dicaÈes, coextensive with t'is crimsontl uirement D

I shall point to certain facts about crimson, and

more generally coloured objects, which show that Require-

ments A - D are unreasonable. I sha1l argue that it is
only by looking at these empirical facts that we can know

just what it is that a Resemblance Theorist must explain in
order to explain the use of "is crimson". Moreover, I
shall argue that unless ri,7e do take these empirical facts inËo

account, in stating the requirernenËs that Resemblance Nom-

inalism must satisfy, r^/e may conclude thaË this theory fails
to explain the use of "is crimsonf', when in fact it succeeds.

I shall argue that while the Resemblance Theorist cannot des-

cribe a resemblance relation which meets Requirements A - D,

he may well be able to explain the use of "is crimson,'.

2. Can Resemblance Nominalism solve the problem ?

can the Resemblance Theory describe a resemblance re-
leLaion which meets RequirementsA - D? consider Require-
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ments A and B. rs Ëhere a resemblance relation which meets

both these requírements? If there is, iË is noË a dyadic

resemblance relation. A dyadic resemblance relation will
meet Reouirement A iff all and onlv crimson things resemble

each other. But Requirement B demands that the resemblan-

ce between crímson things, permit the Resemblance TheorisË

Ëo explain the fact that "ís coloured" is satisfied by all,
but not only, crimson objects. More particularly, this
resemblance must allow the Resemblance Theorist to define

a 'orelatíon of difference" between the set of crimson

things, and Ëhe exdensions of all and only Ëhe other mbst

determinate colour terms in Ordinary English. This means

that crimson objects must resemble not only each other, but

also scarlet objects, vermili,on objecËs, lime-green objects:

in facË all other coloured objects and only these objects.
More particularly, each crímson thing must have a relation
of resemblance, Rl to every member of the set of scarlet
things i a relation of resemblance, (either Rl, or some

different relation) to every member of the set of lime-green

thíngs, and so ot, for each of the sets picked out by our

most determinate colour terms. A dyadic resemblance relation
between crímson objects cannot both meet Reguirement A,

and meet Requirement B.

If "is crimson" has applícation in virtue of an object-
ive resemblance between crimson objects, then this resemb-

lance must serve to mark off the set of crimson objects

within the set of objects which crimson objects resemble;

within the set of coloured objects. It must therefore be
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the degree to which crimson objects resemble each oLher,

(some triadic resemblance relaËion in which they sËand)

which accounLs for the applicability of "is crimson".

More precisely, suppose that some object or grouP of objects

of which "is crimsont' is true,(say a pillar box, a tomato

and a rose) are singled out as paradigm members of the set

of crimson things. Then "is crimson" applies on the basis of

a resemblance,; between crimson things,only if all and only

the other (non paradigm) objecËs of which "is crimson" is

true,resemble these paradigm crimson objects to a certain

minimum degree. ft is clear why the Resemblance Theorist

musË appeal to paradiem ob'îects. He must s ay Ëhat just as

it is the degree to which crimson crbjects resemble each

oËher, which accounts for the applicability of lris crimson",

so it is the degree to which (say) lime green objects res-

embiLe each other, which accounts for the use of "is lime

green". To explain the difference between the predicates

"is crimsonlt and "is lime greentt, the Resemblance TheorisË

must say that al-l and only crimson objects resemble certain

paradigm objects, Pl P' to a certain minimum degree,

while all and only lime green objects resemble certain other

objeets, Q1 %, Èo a certain minimum d.gr...2

Each crimson objecË then resembl-es each scarleL ob-

ject to a cerËain minímum degree, 3! (less than the degree

2 D.M. Armstrons makes this Do
The necessity"for such paräd
Suppose, f.or instance, that
principle of the white thing
resembles every other one mo
resemble anything else. The
to use the êame Íormula to unite, sâI, the red things.
I,,ILrat then dif ferentiates white things from red things ?

The Resemblance theorist cannot appeaI to their whiteness
and rednêssl Paradigm particulars are introduced-to-ffi
this difficulty. trlhite things have a suítable resemblance
to this thing, red things a suitable resernblance to
Unversa,ls and Sctq,lìfrc ?ults"t t:4¿

that.
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Ëo which crimson objects resemble each other) and also

resemble each vermilion object to a certain degree (either

11, or some different degree) and so on, for each of the sets

picked out by our most determinate colour terms and only

these sets. For example, each crimson object might resêmb-

le each scarlet object to the same degree as it:.resembles

each vermilion object, and resemble each vermilion object

more than ít resembles any lime-green object, and so on.

Clearly, Ëhis triadic resemblance relation serves to arrange

(a11 and only) the extensions of our most determinate col-
our terms in a logical space. This resemblance yields the

required "relatíon of difference" between the set of crim-

son things and the extensions of all (and only) the other

most determinate colour terms of Ordinary English.

The Resemblance Theorist then, might claim, tentativ-
ely, Ëhat "is crimson" picks out the set of objects {"1 "k
in virtue of the fact that whatever member" Pl P' are

síngled out as paradigm members of Ëhis set, there is a

certain minimum degree of resemblance which holds between

each of these paradigm members, and every other member of
the seË, and which fails to hold between any paradigm memb-

er and any non member of the set. In short, he might claim

that "is crimson" has application in vírtue of the fact that
each paradigm member of the set of crímson things resembles

every other member of the set, more than any non member re-

sembles any paradigm member.

However, Requirements C and Ð must also

be met. According to Requirement C the resemblance

between crimson things must allow the Resemblance Theorist



to explain Ehe fact Lhat each of these objecËs is des-

cribed by a number of other predicates sunmum determinab-

le and rnost determinate predicates) whose exËensions over-

lap the set of crimson thíngs . Requirement D demands

that thcisr resemblancer allow the Resemblance Theoríst to

explain how it is possíble for some other predícate, sây,

some other determinate predÍcate, not synonymous with "is

crimsoo",to pick out the set of crimson things.

It is easy to see that the relations which the Resemb-

lance Theorist has descri-bed, will not meet either Require'

menf C or RequiremenË D.üleither of these requirements can

be met by"qirp_l.. resemblance relation beËween crimson ob-

jects.3 They

respect.
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each demand æ zeLáttan of resemblance- in- a

Take Reqtrirement C first.Consider a crimson object

(say, a crimson ball) which is also round. How is the

Resemblance Theorist to explain the fact that it is both

crimson (and therefore coloured) and round (and therefore

has a shape) ? According to the Resemblance Theorist "is

crimson" applies to the set of objects {"1 "k} 
in

virtue of the fact that no matter which members of this

seË $/e take as its paradigm members, every other member:

resembles Ëhese paradigm members more than any non member

does. Then Ëhe sunrnum determinable "is coloured" picks out

some set of objects (say the set {"1 arr}) in virtue

roughly,of the fact that all and only the members of this

set resemble,to some degree or other,the paradigm members

3.This is D.J. O'Connor's Ëermínology. In his paper "On Resem-
blance" (ArisËotelian Society Proceedings,Jan . L946), 0'Con-
nor descri5er t@- añce relatíon as one which is
subjecË to variatiõn in degree, buL not ín respecÈ,i.e.as
a resemblance relation ho1-ding between qualities(see esp.p.51
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of (say) the set of crimson objects. The Resemblance theo-

rist holds that similarly, "is round" is satisfied by Lhe

set of objects{bt bk} , in virtue of the fact that what-

ever members of this set we take as its paradigm members,

every other member resembles these paradigm members more than

any non member does. Then the suntrnum determinable "has a

shape" picks out the set of objects {bf brr} in virËue,

roughly, of the fact thaË all and only the membérs of this

seE resemble,Ëo some degree or other, the paradigm members

of (say) the set of round things.

Now the crimson ball is a member of both the set of

round things and the set of crimson things. In principle then,

the crimson ball can serve as a paradigm member of both these

sets. llhat happens when we take the crimson ball- boÈh

as a paradigm round object and as a paradigm crimson object?

If we take it as a paradigm crimson object, then it will
resemble all and only coloured objects. Moreover, it will
resemble every oËher crimson object more Ëhan it resembles

any non-crimson object. But some non-crimson objects will
be round, and some crimson objects will not be round. So

the crimson ball will resemble some non round objects. But

if the crimson ball ís a paradigm member of the set of round

things, it will resemble all and only objects with shape.

Moreover, it will resemble all other round objects more than

it resembles any non round object.

But a resemblance relation; câonot botfiold between aII
and only coloured thíngs and between all and only Ëhings

with shapes. That is, the crimson ball cannot both resemble

only coloured things, and resemble only things with shapes
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(!üe assume that "has a shapett and "is colouredt' are noË co-

extensive). Nor can it be the case both that the crimson ball
resembles some non round objects more than it resembles many

round objects, and that it resembles any round object more

that it resembles any non round object.

A simple resemblance relation will not serve the purpo-

ses of the Resernblance Theorist. If he is to explain the fact

that both "is round" and "is crimson" apply to the crimson

ball, he must dísËinguish a number of dífferent respects in
which the crimson ball resembles other objects. He must

hold the resemblance relation is a compLex summum determinab-

le relation,just as colour is a complex W determinable

properËy. He must say that, just as colour varies along Ëhree

dimensions (hue, brightness and saturation), so resemblance

varies in tT¡to dímensions : degree and respect. More part-

icularly, he must hold that the crimson ball resembles other

objecËs in a number of dífferent respects, colour, shape and

so on. He must hold that a and b resemble-in-respect-of-

colour sây, iff a and b can be described using Réalist

terms, âs each having a colour. Then there will be a resemb-

lance relation(a relation of resemblance-in-respect-of-colour)

which holds beËween the crimson ball and all and only other

coloured things, and Èhere will also be a resemblance (but

a resemblance-in-respect-of-shape) which the crimson ball
has to just the other things with shapes. Moreover, the

crimson ball will resemble-ín-colour every other crimson

object, more than it resembles-in-colour any non crimson ob-

ject; and it will resemble-in-shape every other round object

more than it resembles-in-shape any non round object. For

although the crimson ball will resemble-ín-colour crimson
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objects which are not round, more than íË resembles-in-colour

any non crimson (but round) objects, it will not resemble-

in-shape these non round ob jects more Ëhan it resembles-in-

shape any round object. Now the idea of di-fferent respects of
resemblance is far rom clear. l,ihaË are these respects , in
which objects resemble? Clearly they cannot be qualities of

objects. This raises a real dífficulty for the Resemblance

Theor*sË. But we will not discuss this difficulty here.4

!'Ie s'imPlynote that Requírement C demands thaË the Resemblance

Theorist describe dífferent respects as well as different
degrees of resemblance.

Requirement D makes the same demand. How Ís the Re-

semblance Theoríst to explaín the fact that the set of ob-

jects {.1 a¡}, whích ís the extension of "is crímson" r"y
be satisfied by a further predicate, not synonymous with tris

crimson" (say a further mosË deËerrrrinate predicate) ? He

must say that any most determinate predicate which pícks out

this set, does so in virtue of a triadic resemblance relat-
ion which holds between its members. But suppose there

is a most determinate predicate, f, not synonymous with "is
crimson", whích also picks out the set of objecLs {"1 "k}.
Then "is crimson" and f will pick out this set of objects

in virtue of dífferent objective conditions. The Resemblance

theorist can explain the fact that both r'ís crimson" and f,,

apply Ëo {"1 "k} only if he says that different kinds

of resemblance relations hold between the members of this
set; that {al tk} resemble each other in a number of
different respects, in respect of colour, ín respect of shape,

in respect of o. Then he can say that "ís crimson" picks

4. trIe will do so later in the thesis
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Condition A ís not Lrue of the set of crimson things. The

objective resemblances between crimson objects cannot account

for the fact that "is crimsont' applíes to the seË of ob-

jects {"1 tk}. I¡üe must conclude that Resemblance Nomin-

al-ism fails to account for the use of "is crimson".

3 Our statement of the problem is r^rrong.

But mu.st we draw this conclusion? Does the fact

that Condition A is not true of the set of objects {"1 a¡},

mean that the Resemblance Theorist cannot account for the

use of "is crimson"? I: r^rill argue Ëhat it does not. The

argument is based on facts about colours (or coloured objects,

to use terms consistent with Nominalism), which emerge from

the scientific account of colour and from simple observat-

ion of coloured objects. These two sources (the scientifíc
account and simple observation), give us a gteaE deal of in-

formation abouË the objective situation that our colour

concepts attempt Ëo capture. But it is information that is

quite independenË of any theory of predication. Each Ord-

inary English sg.pmgm determínable ("is coloured", say) picks

out a spacing of objectively marked off sets of n-tuples.

These spacings are like the RealisË's spacings of, qualities.

lüe are to think of the extension of each sulúnum determinable,

as made up of objectively dístinct proper subsets (absolutely

determinate subsets) , whích correspond to the specific quali--

ties in the Realist's quality space. The scientific account

of colour and simple observation, show us the structure of

Ëhe set space that is captured by "is coloured". They give
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us the extent of the objective facts which our colour con-

cepËs attempt Ëo capture; they give us Ëhe extent of the

objecËive basis for our use of these concepts.

lrltrat does simple observation of coloured objects, to-
gether with the scientific account of colour,tell us about

the facts which our colour concepËs descríbe? The discussion

which follows of the facts behind our use of colour predicat-

es is couched in Realist terms. The only reason for this is ,

that these terms allow a far more simple expression of the

facts than do the terms of Nominalism. Exactly the same

points could be made using language which does not imply the

existence of properties: instead of talking abouË different

colours, for example, wê could talk of different sets of col-
oured objects. At the end of the discussion we can restate

our conclusion using terms which are independent of Realism.

The physical facts about colour perception, so far as

they are known, show that colour sensations are the result of
a causal interaction between some function of the properties

of the light reflected from surfaces of physical objects, and

the perceiver's sensory-cortícal structure. This functÍon

of physical properties to which our visual apparatus responds,

is known to be extremely complicated. Our colour receptors

respond selecËively to the li ght-reflecting properÈies of the

surfaces of objects. And thís means that there is a certain
arbitrariness about our colour perception: a selectively
differenË arrangement of receptors would result in quite

different colour sensaËiorrr.7 Colour then, cannot be regarded

7. cf. J.J,C" Smart , .national Library o d
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963. pp. 64-97.

Inter-
London:
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as an intrinsic quality of physical objects. But it is ne-

vertheless an objective, causal property of objects. And be-

cause our colour recepËors remain a constant factor in every

case of colour perception, differences in colour sensation

must be determined by differences in the value of the funct-
ion of physical properties Ëo which our receptors react. Col-

our is then an objective Èhough not an intrínsic quality of
physical objects, and colour diferences are objective quality
differen"", .8

Simple observaËion tells us that we can discriminate far
more shades of colour than are dístinguished by the colour

terms of Ordinary Engli-sh. In fact our observations suggest

(and experíments bear them out) thaË the number of discrimin-

able differences in colour is so great Ëhat no humanly learn-
able language could contain enough predicates to capture them

a11.9 Observation tel1s us,not only that there is an unmanag-

eably large number of differenË colours, but also that these

colours are ordered in some T,üay. As Johnson poínts out (in

his discussion of the determinabLe/ determinate relation), the

differences between different pairs of colours can be compared

with one another, so that if A, B & C are,thtee colours, "\nre

may say that the difference between A and C is smaller than

that between A and 3".10 trIe feel, for example, that one shade

of red is closer to a second shade than it ís to a third;

cf... D.M. Armstrong "The Secondary Qua lities!' Australasian
Journal of Philosophy 46 (1968) pp. 225-24I.

8

9 There are apparently 350,000 just noticeable colour differ-
ences, see e.g.J.E. Hochberg, Perception (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall , L964)7p. 22.

LoBic I ¡ 1-81..10
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that this second shade of red is closer to the third shade

than it is Ëo a parËicular shade of orange, and that each

of these shades of red is nearer to a parLicular shade of

orange,than it is to any shade of yellow,and so on. IÈ seems

Ëhen, that Ëhe distinct colours necessarily assume a cerËain

order, which is completely deËermined by the nature of the

colours themselves. Johnson describes this as an order of

"!:adiec¿tval betweenrr"rr" . 
11

ObservaËion gives us the idea thaÈ the colours are dis-

cretely, though not linearly, ordered. Even though we can

order the spectral colours linearly, colours like shades of

purple and brown (the so-called mixed colours) do not seem

Ëo fit into this linear order. The scientific accounË of

colour gives us more information about the ordering. As we

have already pointed out, the functíon of the properties of

lighË to which our visual apparatus responds is Èhought to

be extremely complicaÈed; and just what its nature is, is

sËill not determined. Howeverr it is the wave length of the

light,which is thought to be the most important simple facËor

.in determining perceived colour. The díscrete ordering of

perceived colours then, deríves, partly at least, from the

linear buË continuous order of wavelengËhs. Every perception

of a spectral colour is the result of the stÍmulation of our

visual apparatus, by light of some wavelength which belongs

to this ordering. The observed order of spectral colours o

then corresponds roughly to Èhis order of wavelengths. And

the orderings of colours which are not in the spectrum like

11. Íbid. p. L82.
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shades of purple and brown,correspond agaLn roughly, to

orderings of combinations of wavelenghts. lüe can see clearly,

Ëhe nature of the ordering of perceÍved colours: there is a

línear ordering of spectral colours with the mixed colours

forming orderings which branch from the line. lüe see the

structure of the quality space which (according to Realism) is

captured by the summum determinable "is coloured".

For the sake of simplicity rare have ignored the complex

naLure of colours, that is, the fact that colours are observ-

ed Èo vary along three different dimensions (ü_. in respect

of hue, brightness and saturation.) This complexity in the

nature of colours means, that in order Ëo describe an absolut-

ely determinate shade of colour, it is necessary to specify

values for each of these three variables. This observed com-

plexity is apparenÈly a consequence of the fact that what

colour is perceived ris determined by a number of different

properties of the reflected light. (Very roughly, it is thought

that the wavelength of the light corresponds to the hue of

the colour; the intensity of the light to the colour's bright-

ness, and the light's purity, to Ëhe saturation of Ëhe colour).

This complication means that the colours can be ordered along

at least three different dimensions. The ordering of colours

is Ëherefore extremely complex: it ís only at first sight,

that the ordering appears as r¡re have described it, âs a 1in-

ear ordering with branches from the line. Clearly this com-

plication does not affect our point: the colours are observed

to form a discrete ordering with an unmanageably large number

of members, and this observation is backed up by the scienti-

fic account of colour. It is just that this actual ordering is
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vastly more complicated than Ëhe ordering we have described.

Let us put this in terms which do not imply Realism.

Let us say that "is coloured" p icks out, not a quality space,

but a set space, and speak of the structure of this set space,

rather than that of the colour space. trrle can say that the "is

coloured" set space has an unmalrageably large number of memb-

ers, and that these members (the absolutely determinate subsets

of the extension of "is coloured"), form a discrete ordering.

!üe now have a description of the extent of the objective facts

that our colour concepts attempt to capture. This ordering

of absolutely determinate subsets constituËes the extent of

the objective basis for our use of these colour terms.

Now the fact that this ordering has so many members

means that no humanly learnable language can capture it ex-

haustively. No natural language can have colour concepts Lo

correspond to every distinct point in the "is coloured" set

space; to correspond to every absolutely determinate subset

of the set of coloured things. BuË this does not mean that a

natural language must fail compleËely to capture the objective

ordering of these absolutely determinate subsets. It does not

mean that the colour terms in a natural language must give

false descriptions. Let us say thaË a region of a discrete

ordering is a collection of points in the ordering,connected

by nextness. Clearly a natural language can have most determin-

ate colour terms which pick out regions of the ordering of

sets that makes up the "is coloured" set space. This would

give a loose, or one:many correspondence between Ëhe most

determinate colour concepts in the language, (those determin-

ates which are not Èhemselves determinables in relation to
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any other predicates in the language),and the absolutely

determinate subsets of the set of coloured things. Such

colour concepts would capËure the sÈrucËure of the I'is col-
L2oured" set sp ace coarsely.

So the mosÈ determinate colour concepts in Ordinary

Englísh, do not pick out absolutely determinate subsets of
the set of coloured things. Instead, they each pick out a

number of distinct absolutely determinate subsets. Our

most deËerminate colour terms are not infimum determinates.

If our colour terms capture the structure of the "is coloured"

set space at all, then they cap ture it coarsely;the y each

pick out a region of the objective ordering of absolutely

determinate subseÈs in this set space. It seems reasonable

to assume that our most determínate colour terms do capture

the sËructure of the set space; that they can be used to

give true descriptions. Our most determinate colour terms

then,each pick out some region of the objective ordering of
sets thaÈ constitutes the "is col-oured" set space.

Now this comes as no surprise. lüe have already admitted

thaÈ the most deËerminate predicates we have,under many of
our suntrnum determinables, are noË infimum determinates. This

point arose in the course of our discussion of the determinab-

le-determinate relation and in that context we saw it to be

of no importance. The relation between a suntrnum determinable

F, and the most determinate predicates fl fk, our lang-

uage has under it, is the same, whether or not fl ft
are infimum determinates. (If they

L2. cf. p. 66 of this thesis.

are infimum determinaËes,
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F applies to the objects in the r.xtensions of fl ft in
vir:tue of the "relation of difference" which holds between

the absolutely determinate subseËs Ëhat ft fU pick out.

If these prêdicates are not infimum determinates , then it
is still the case that F has application in virtue of the

"relation of difference" which holds beÈween the absolutely

determinate subseß thaË fl fU pick out. It is just that
each of these predicates p icks out a number of distinct ab-

soluËely determinaÈe subsets. ) The sunnnum determinable "is
coloured" is derivatíve from our most deËerminate colour

terms,in just the same wãy, whether or not these colour

terms are infimum determinates. So for the purposes of
spelling out the nature of the relation betweien"is coloured"

and say, "is crimson",the simplest course clear1-y is to

treat "is crimson" as a infimum determinate. (c.f.Require:
ment B)

But although the relation between "is crimson" and "is
coloured" does not depend on whether or not "ís crimson" is
an infimum determinate, the same is not true of the function
of "is crimson" itself . The function of an infimtrm determ-

inate quite obviously differs from that of a less-than ab-

solute-determinaËe. Moreover the difference in function is
much greater Ëhan it appears at first sight. An infímum

determinate under some surnmgm determínable picks out a single,
absolutely determinate subset of Èhe sunmum determinable ex-

tension. Let us add an inflmum colour determínate, say "is
crimsonl", to ordinary English. This coneept picks out an

absolutely determinate subset of the set of coloured things.
To use Realist terms, it picks out a set of things whose
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members are of exactly the Same shade of colour. The con-

cept 'ris crimsonril then, picks out a set of objects which

is (somehow) objectively marked ouf. So no convention is

involved in the use of this predicate. The extension of

"is crimsonl" is fixed completely by the world's quality

structure.

-:A less-than-absolute de¡ermínate, on the other hand,

picks out a number of distinct absolutely determinaËe sub-sets

of some summum determinable extension. More particularly,

it picks out a region of some set sPace. A less-than-ab-

solutely determinaËe colour term pícks out a region of the

objective ordering of sets that makes up the "is col-oured"

set space. But this means that there must be an element of

convention involved in the use of any less-than-absolutely

determinate colour term. There must be an element of con-

vention involved in the use of our most determinate colour

concepts. For if, ín applying each of these concepts, wê

run Logether many of the objectively distinct sets in the

"is coloured" Set space, then exactly which seLs we do use

our colour concept to distinguish, musL be determined by

conventional decisions on the part of language users. Ob-

jective restraints are imposed on the use of our colour con-

cepts: i-n order to give a coarse capturing of the ordering

of sets in the "is coloured" Set space, they must each pick

out some region of this ordering. But I^7Lich regions they

pick out must be determined by convention. Even the size of

the regions Ëhey pick out (the number ,l.,r,jo.f i.'.,,rpoí'rLÈS in the

ordering) must be determined by convention. The boundaries
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of our most determinaËe colour concepts are drawn, within
the restraints imposed by the sËructure of the "is coloured"

set space, ês a result of conventional decisions on the

part of language users. These decisions in turn will be

determined by the purposes to which the language is put. !üe

would therefore expecË languages whose colour terms serve

different purposes to operate wiËh different seLs of colour

concepts. The objecËive basis for Ëhe applicability of our

colour predicates then, only partly determines the extens-

ions of our determinate colour terms. There is a difference

in the extent to which the world's quality structure fixes
the extention of infimum and less-then-absolute determinates.

trrle see how great the difference is, between the funcÈ-

ions of these thTo sorts of predicates. Just what it is that

the Resemblance Theorist has to explain, in order to explain

the function of any most determínate colour term;;, clearly
depends on whether that predicate is an infimum or a less-

than-absolute determinate. For one thing, how far the use

of any most determinate colour predicate can be accounted

for,in terms of the world's quality structure, depends on

wheËher that predicate is an infimum or a less-Ëhan-absolute

determinate. To explain the use of an infimum determinate,

say "is crimsonl", the Resemblance Theorist must des,ôribe a

resemblance relatíon: which hold between the n-tuples in the

extension of this predicate and which definesan absolutely

determÍnate subset of the set of coloured things. Clearly,

the resemblance, that í,s,- r'.quirerüc,igian exact resemblances .

Moreover, thúst resemblances must explain why "is crimsonf"

picks out just the set of objects it does. The resemblance
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theorist must describea?*"", resemblance between all

and only crimson, objects. More precisely, suPpose that

"is crimsonr" has as its extension the set of objects

{ "1 "fi 
Then the Resemblance Theorist must say

that whatever member of this set we take as paraddgm

members, every other member exactly resembles-in-colour

each of these paradígm members,and no non member exactly

resembles-in-colour any of these paradigm crimson, ob-

j ects .

On the other hand, in order to explain the use of

a less-than-absoluËe determinate, say ttis crimson", the

Resemblance Theoris t must des cr:i-be ecrÆg,é¡ylfbrl,,ance between

members of the set {al "k} 
of crimson objects, which

define a region of the objetive ordering of sets in the

"is coloured" set space. He mustholdthat the following

condition (Condition B)is sattsffed bysuhe,set of crimson

things.

Iühatever members of this set rnre take as para-

digrn members, every other member of the set resemb-

les-in-colour these paradigm members more than any

non member resembles-in-colour every member.

This resemblance condition will not explain why "is crim-

son" is true of just the set of objects {"1 "k}. It

will not even explain why!'is crimsonilpicks out a region

of the síze it does. For whatever membersof {tl .k}

T^re take as the paradigm members Pl Pn, there are many

other seÈs of objects whose members all resemble-in-col-

our P, Prr, more than any non member resembles-in-co1-

our every member. They are all Ëhe othef ;etfihich include

P, P-,and whose members define a regíon of the ord-
IN
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ering of sets in the "is coloured" set sPace. The Resemb-

lance Theorist is not required to describe anrroÞ:j.sgËiwe

resemblance .i between all and only crimson things. No

theory of predication, Realist or non Realist is required

Èo desc-ribe objective facts .about coloured objects,

which explain why our most determinate colour concepts

have jusË the extensions they do. A claim by any Ëheory

of predication to describe such facts,musË be Ëaken as

a indication, not of iËs adequacy, but of its absurdity.

Clearly, Requirements A : D are not the require-

ments which Resemblance Nominalism must meet in order

to explain the use of the most determinate colour term

"is crimson". Requirements A = D do not Ínclude the

demand for *gr;s-fftrlanc:ebetween crimson objecËs which

defines a region of the ordering of sets in the ltis col-

oured" set space. Moreover Requirement A demands that

Ëhe Resemblance Theorist describe a res-elflh,Ianc.e which

holdsbetween all and only crimson objects; which ex-

plain why "ís crimson" picks out just the set of objects

{"1 "k}. 
Requirement A demands explanation in

Èerms of objective facts, where rùoûe is Possible. It

is little wonder then, that Ëhe Resemblance Theorist

fails to provide the explanaËion that is demanded. Re-

quirement A ís unreasonable.

So although Condition A is not true of the set of

crimson things, this in itself is not suffÍcient to

show that Resemblance Nominalism fails to explain the

use of "is crimson". For the Resemblance Theorist has

tailored this condition to meet Requi_remgnt A. (as well

as RequirementsB, C and p. In fact it is clear that
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Condition B,which the Resemblance theorist has form-

ulated in response to more reasonable requirements,is

satisfied by the set of crimson objects. Condition B

is true of the set of crÍmson things ,if.f. whatever memb-

ers of this seË we take as paradigm members,the colour

of every other member,resembles the colour of each of

these paradigm members more than the colour of any n'on

member resembles the colour of every member. (Call

this Condition 81.) For according to the Resemblance

Theorist a and t colour resemble iff :E and þ can be

described, usíng Realist terms, ås each having some

colour. Clearly Condition B1 is true of the set of

crimson Ëhings. So Condition B is true of this' seË of

objects.

Now the fact that condition B is satisfied by the

set of crimsoïì things does not ensure thaË the Resemb-

lance Theorist has succeeded in explaining the use of

"is crimson". As we have said, there are difficulties

with the notion of res emblance - in-respect =of =co1our,

and other difficulties too. Nevertheless, it is possible

that Resemblance Nominalism succeedswhen judged in re-

lation to a reasoïlable set of requiËements , (requirements

formulated on the basis of information about the struct-

ure of the "is coloured" set space),while it fails when

judged in relation to Requirements A D, (require-

ments formulated without reference to these empirical

facts ) ,
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Let us summarize what we have found'

Lnítially, we gave RequiremenËs A - D as the require-

ments whích must be met by the Resemblance Theoristrs account

of the way "is crimsontt works. These requirements derive

solely from the predícative structure of our language, from

the fact more particularly that t'is critnson" ís a determin-

ate under "is colouredft and they are requirements which Ëhe

Resemblance Theory ís quite unable to meet. But there are

important differences in Ëhe function of infimum and less-

than-absolute -determinates. By looking beyond the linguist'

ic facts to the structure of the "iS coloured" set space;

to the extent of the objective facts which "is crimson" re-

flects, wê can defÍne sharply, the difference between in-

fimum and less-than-absolutel-y determinate colour terms'

More importantLy, \^7e can discover whether our most deter-

minate colour terms are infimum or less-than-absolute

determinates. They are less-than absolute determinates'

But Requirements A - D are demands for an explanatíon for

the fact that they are infimum determinates. Requirements

A - D are unreasonable. Moreover it is Possible that the

Resemblance Nominalism succeeds in explaining the use of

"is crimson", even though it fails to meet Requirement A - D'

!,le can have a set of most determinate predicates,

which captures the structure of Some set space, but which

does not exhaust this structure. tr{e can have a set of

most determinate predicates which caPtures Lhe structure

of some set space coarselY.
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tr'le cannot say what iÈ ís that the Resemblance

Theorist must expl-ain, in order to explain the use of any

most determinate predicate unless we know whether this

determinaËe f. gives a coarse or an exhaustive descripÈion.

Tüe must look beyond Ëhe linguístíc facts, to the sËructure

of the set-space captured by the appropriate sumrnum determ-

inablerto the extent of the objective basis for the use of

f . Unless r^re do take Èhese empirical facts into account

in statíng the Requirement that Resemblance Nomínalism

must satisfy, \â/e may conclude that the theory fails to

explain the use of f,when in fact it succeds.
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PART II : A MORE GENERAL ARGIIMENT

I Languages can give coarse descriptions.

trüe now turn to a more general argument to show that
r^re cannot define the problem facing Resemblance Nominalism

just on the basis of the predicatíve structure of our

language. Clearly it makes sense to talk of descriptions
which are true, not exhaustive. It is just this possibility
that allows natural languages to describe the world at diff-
erent levels of determination, that is, to have determinaË-

es at different levels of determinateness under any summtrm

determinable. this is why ordinary English can have higher

level colour determinates, like "is red", "is orange"

"is vio1eL", colour determinates other than its most

determinate colour terms, ttis crimson", "is scarlet", and

so on. I,üe said Èhat the hígher 1evel determínates under

any sutnmum determinable give true descriptions iff they each

pick out a region of the set space picked out by the summum

determinable. These higher level determinates clearly do

not give exhaustive descriptions: a set of higher level
determinates under a sunìmum determinable, does not exhaust

the structure of the set space picked out by that summum

determinable.

Moreover, trdê have seen that even the most determ-

inate predicates a language has, under some summum determ-
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inable, Eêy give no more than a coarse capËuring of the

set space Ëhat the sufitrnum determinable picks out. Now

our most determinate predicates have a fundamental coll-

ective function in our language: they are among our

fundamental adjectives. So it makes sense to talk of a

language which gives no more Ëhan a coarse capturing of

the world's quality structure. The worldrs qual-ity

structure does not restrict the array of fundamental

adjectives a language can have Ëo some array which êX-

hausËs it (or even just a parE of it), but to one that

captures it (at least) coarsely. The world might even

have some quality structure which can be captured only

in a language rich in the concepts of maÈhematics, but

which can still be captured cÞarsely by ordinary languages.

Suppose (to use the Realist terms) that some property

of concrete objects has a continuous range of determinat-

ions. The language can only exhaust these determinations

if it has the language of the calculus. But an ordinary

language can still capture this spacing of determinat-

ions crudely by employing a set of most determinate

predicates which each pick out determinations which

are close in the spacing. Even if the world has a
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quality rist'ructure which an Ordinary Language could

exhaust, the purposes to which the language is put may

not require it Ëo exharlst this sËructure.

!üe have described only one of the ways in whích

a language might reflect the world's quality structure
coarsely. It is not only through its most determinate

predicates Ëhat a language can give a coarse capturing
of the world's quality structure. Itsarray of súmrnum

determinable predicates mighL provide a coarse reflect-
ion of the different quality spaces (or set spaces, to
use non-Realist terms) that there are in the world.
Moreover, the.individuative predicates in the language

might fail to exhaust the world's object structure and

yet be used to give true descriptions.

In fact, if contemporary (particle) physics is
right about Èhe way the world is, wê can argue that
ordinary English reflects the world!s structure coarsely,

in all these different ways.
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2. Ordinary English as a coarse description.

The picËure which particle physics gives us, of
the structure of the world, can be expressed mosË clearly
using Realist Ëerms. This theory (call if Elementary

Particle Theory) describes the world as made up of an

extremely large number of material particles, which are

spatially bounded and identified by their spatio-temporal
locations. (No two elementary particles can occupy the

same spatio-temporal location.) There are also a numb-

er of different aspects, or intrinsic properties which

these parËicles have, and a number of different relations
in which they stand. Each of these properties and re-
laËions is a determination of some sufltrnum determinabre

property (e . g. spin, charge, mass) or sufiìmum determin-

able relation. That is, each of these qualities belongs

to some spacing of qualities. Each elementary particle
is therefore a complex particular, with a number of diff-
erent intrinsic properties and standing in a number of
different rerations with other particles. These proper-

ties and relations are determinations of different determ-

inable properties and relations; they belong to diff-
erent spacings of properties and relations.
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This means that there must be a certain amount of

overlapping beËween the sets of n-tuples which correspond

Ëo differenË summum determinable qualities (unless each

n-tuple shares all its determinable qualities wiËh just
the same n-tuples, which it obviously does not ). Simil-
arLy, there must be some overlapping between the sets

of n-tuples that correspond to the differenL determinate

qualities. It is also possible for just the same n-tup-

les Eo corresp ond to different qualities, determinable

or determinaÈe. !ùe can only discover whether there are

qualities like this by looking at the details of the theory.

It is obvious that there are a number of dífferent surnmum

determinabl-e properties which belong to just the same ele-

mentary particles. (4L! elementary partícles have a spin,

a mass, a charge, and so on) But to say any more, wê

would need to examine the theory more carefully; someå

thing we cannot do here. lrle shall simply note Ëhat Ele-

mentary Particle Theory allows the possibility of distinct
qualities (both determinable and determinate) which are

shared by just the same n-tuples of particles. ParËicle

physics, then, attributes these specific object and

quality structures to the world.

If Elementary Particle Theory is true, then the pre-

dicaËes of the language in which thís theory is stated,will
exhaust the world's objecË and quality structures (call
this language Elementary Particl-e Language) . The indi-
viduative function of these predicaÈes will pick out all
and only Ëhe fundamental concrete individuals that there
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are in Ëhe world. It will- pick out all and only Ëhe bits
of the world that have thinghood. The sunnnum determinable

predicates in the language, will exhaust the differenË

spacings of qualities which there are in the world. 0r,

(to use terms which do not imply Realism) these súrmnum

deËerminables will exhaust the different spacings of ob-

jectively marked off sets of n-tuples,which there are in

the world,as a matLer of objective fact. The set of most

determinate predicaËes the language has, under each of

Ëhese suntrnum determinables, exhausts the qualities in the

spacing picked out by that deËerminable. In fact the

language picks out these qualities by assigning them num-

erical values. The most determinate predicaËes the lang-

uage has are all infimum determínaËes. They pick ouË

absolutely specific qualities (or absolutely deËerminate

subsets of the summJrm deËerminable extensions, to us€ rtorl-

Realist terms. )9.'

There will be a certain amount of overlapping between

the extensions of the different S-ummum determinables in

the language (given that each n-tuple does not share all
its deÈermínable qualities with just the same n-tuples).

Similarly, there will be some overlapping between the

extensions of the different infímum determinates the lang-

uage has. Moreover, this quality structure that particle
physics describes, allows Elementary Particle Language

to have both suûÌmum determinables and infimum determinates

which are coextensive but not synonymous.

Elementary Particle Language ís able to deal with cont-
inuous ranges of determination, using the 1-anguage of
the calculus.

9
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But the predicaËes in Ordinary English cerËainly do

not exhaust Ëhe object and quality structures which part-
icle physics attributes to Ëhe world. First, the concrete

individuals which particle physics describes, are clearly
not picked out by the individuative function of the pre-

dicates in Ordinary English. These individuals are quite

obviously too small and too numerous to be individually
distinguished by humans, and so could not be picked out by

the predicates of any workable human language. The biËs

of the maÈerial world that our language counts as occupied

by concrete individuals, are, if physics is right, occupied

by a very large number of distinct concrete objects. More-

over, there are many bits of the world that are occupied

by elementary particles, but which ordinary language does

not count as occupied by concrete objects at all. There ís

then, b. 1 : 1 correspondence betr¿een the concrete indivíd-
uals that physics recognizes (the bits of the world with
thinghood) and the bits of the world that are picked out

by the indivÍduative function of Ordinary English predicates.

This individuative functÍon therefore does not exhaust the

object structure which particle physics attributes to the

world. But we can argue that ít gives a coarse reflection
of this object structure.

!üe will say that the individuative function of our

predicaËes gives a coarse capturing of the object sLructure

that particle physics describes (its elemenÈary particle
structure, in short) iff the individuals recognized by

our language are constructions of elementary partícles;
that ís, spatio-temporal structureS or heaps or complexes

of Ëhese particles. such constructions have what we might
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call secorldary thinghood, in virtue of having parËs that

have pfirnary thinghood. !üe míght call such construcËions

derivative individu.t".10 So the individuative function

of our predicates reflects the world's elemenËary particle

sËrucËure coarsely iff thís function picks out distinct

heaps of elementary particles; ËhaË is, iff each bit of

the world that Ordinary English counts as occupied by a

distincË concreLe object, particle physics counts as

occupied by a distinct heap of elementary particles. (How'

{ver'. ¡-- iË is obviously not necessary for ê coêrsê rê-
flection that every heap of particles be distinguished.)

Now, as r^re said, Lf the world is made up of

elementary partLcLes, then clearly any bit of it that

Ordinary English counËs as an object is occupied by some

heap of elementary parÈicles. But is every such bit of

the world occupied by a distinct heap of elementary part-

icles? Individual elementary particles are distinguished

by their spatio-temporal location. So Ëoo then, are heaps

of elementary particles. That is, no Ëwo heaps óf element-

ary particles can share any spatio-temporal locaËion. So

each distínct ordinary language object will count as a

distinct heap of elementary particles, if no Lr^ro ordinary

language objects can share the same spatio-Ëemporal locat-
ion. Earlier we took the view that indeed, flo t\^ro ordinary

language objects can be in the same place at the same time

(though we noted that this view has been disputed by David

Sanford , for e*arpl.¡.lf If we stick to this view, wê can

10.
11.

cf. C.A. Hooker "AËoms vs. Plena" p. 114.
see p. 16 of this thesis.
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hold that whíle the individuative predicates in Ordinary

English, do not pick ouË the concrete individuals which

particle physics says make up the world, they do identify

constructions of these objecËs. In fact our predicates pick

out only some of the distinct conslructions of elementary

particles that there are. It is only certain of these coft-

structions of particles that can be picked out, and re-

identified by humans. clearly it is only these idenLifiab-

le heaps of particles that can be picked out by the predic-

ates of any workable, human language'

so we can say that ordinary Englísh reflects the

object structure which particle physics attributes to the

world coarsely. trle see that it makes sense to talk of a

language which captures the world's object structure coar-

sely.

Now because ordinary English fails to exhaust

the object sËructure thaË particle physics describes , iË

must also fail to exhaust the quality structure that this

theory describes, or those restraints which, accordíng to

the theory, concrete objects themselves impose on the way

they can be collected by predicates. This failure is

quite apart from any failure on the part of our most de-

terminate predicates to exhaust the absolutely specific

qualities in the spacings picked out by our sunnnum de-

Ëerminables. Or, using non-Realist terms, it is apart

from any failure on the part of our most determínate pre-

dicates to exhaust the absolutely determinate subsets of
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the extensíons of our suûtmum determinables. It is rather

a failure of our summum determinables to exhaust the differ-

enË spacings of absolutely specific qualities which ElemenË-

ary Particle Theory attributes to Ëhe world. 0r, to use

terms which do not imply Realism, it is a failure on Ëhe

part of these predicates Ëo exhaust the different spacings

of objectively marked-off sets of n-tuples which particle

physics describes. It is simpler if we use Realist lang-

uage.

If ElemenËary Particle Theory is true, Lhen

the absolutely specific properties of elementary particles

and the absolutely specifÍc relations beËween them, exhaust

the absolutely specific qualities that there are in the

world. So the spacings of these properties and relations

exhaust the spacings of qualities thaË there are in the

world; they exhaust the world!s quality structure.

But the predicates in Ordinary English collect n-tuples

of heaps of elementary particles: in fact they collect

n-tup1-es of only some of the heaps of particles that

there are. They collect n-tuples of Ehose individuals

that our language recognises and n-tuples of certain other

regions, occupied by heaps of elementary particles (reg-

ions which r^re perceive as having a certain degree of quali-

tative homogeneity). Our sunrnum determinable predicat-

es then, do not pick out spacings of the qualities shared

by n-tuples of individual elementary particles. There is

no I : 1 correspondence between the spacings of qualitíes
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Ëhat particle physics describes and those which the

suûtrnum determinables in Ordinary English identify. Our

surnmum determinables fail to exhaust the spacíngs of

qualities which particl-e physics attributes to the world.

But our predicates can still provide a coarse re-

flectíon of Ëhese spacings of qualities. Let us, f.or the

moment, speak of relational properties. If there is

a relation between a and b, taken in that order (if say,

a is higher than b) then we will say that a has a relational

property (being higher than b) and b has the convêrse rê-

lational property (being lower than ù.L2 The the sPe-

cific properties, intrinsic and relational, of the in-

dividual particles making up any heap , including Ëhe

ri.Tay these properties may affect the structure of the

heap, endow the heap of particles with certain propertíes,

boËh intrinsic and relational. The specific properties

of the constituent particles each belong Ëo some objective

spacing of properties. The same is Ëherefore Lrue of the

specific properties of the heap.

So heaps of elementary particles have specific

properties; properties which belong to different objective

spacings, and there is an entailment beLween the specific

properties of the consÈituent partícles (including the

way in which these properties may affecË the structure

LZ. This convenLion is inËroduced by H.H. Príce, Ín
Thinking and Experience
no;t make thi- dfsÈinctíon
of objects taken singly, a
pairs, triples etc. of obj
ities" to cover both relat
T^re spoke of qualities of o

p. 8. In Chapter One, wê did
between relational properties
nd relations, holding between
ects. trrle used the term t'qual-
ions and intrinsic properties:
bjects, taken singly.
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of Ëhe heaps) and the properties of the heaps themselves.

There is therefore aTl entailment between the different
spacíngs, formed by the properËies of elemenËary particles,
and Ëhose spacings formed by the properties of heaps of

these parLícles. Clearly the entailment works only one

\^7ay. From a knowledge of the properties which any heap

of particles has, T^re cannot read back the properties of

each of íts constituent particles. Moreover, heaps of

particles may have suntrnum determinable propertíes which

do noË belong to individual parËicles aE all. Temperature

is one example. The Ëemperature of a heap of parËicles

deríves from the mean kinetic energy of its constituent

particles. Individual particles themselves do not have

temperatures.

There is Ëherefore some correspondence (though a

fairly loose correspondence) between the objectíve spac-

ings formed by the properties of etrementary particles

and the spacings formed by the properties of heaps of these

parËieles. !,Ie will say that the surmnum determinables in
Ordinary English give a coarse eapturíng of the spacings

of properties that partícle physics describes, íff they

pick out objective spacings formed by the absolutely spe-

cific properties of heaps of elementary particles. Clear-

ly it is not necessary for a coarse capturing,Ehat our

sumnum deEerminables pick out every different spacingr

formed by the specific properËies of these heaps. In fact

our suurmum determinables do not pick out all these spacings.

As we have said, our predicates collect only some of the

heaps of particles thaË there are. Moreover, it is un-
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likely that our sunrnum determinables exhaust even the

different spacings formed by the properties of Èhose

heaps they do collect.
So our sufinnum determinables capture the quality

strucÈure that particle physics describes coarsely,iff
the following condition holds. There is a one-h7ay enËail-

ment between Èhe specific properties of the individuaL

parËÍcles in the heaps that our predicates collect (in--

cluding the way these properties may affect the structures

of the heaps), and Ehe specific properties in the spac-

ings pícked out by our srunnl{m determinables. This would

give a one-r¡7ay entåî.lment beEween the obj ective spacíngs

formed by the properties of the constituent particles,

and the spacings of properËies the surnnum determinables

pick out.

Now let us speak again of relations,as shared by

pairs , Ëriples etc. of obj ecEs , rather than of rel-ation--

a1 properties, shared by objects taken singly. trrle can

say that our suÍtrnum determinables give a coarse reflection

of the spacings of properËies and relations which particle

physics describes, iff the spacings of qualiÈies which

these predicaËes píck out, can be reduced to Ëhe spacings

described by particle physics. Now let us staËe thís

criËerion using terms which do not imply Realism. trIe can

say that our summum determinables give a coarse capturing

of the spacings of objecËively marked off sets of n-tuP-

les, which particle physics describes, iff these predicates

can be defined a\^Iay in terms of the súnrrtum determinables

in Elementary Particle Language.
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To what extent our sunrnum determinables succeed in
giving a coarse captuÈfng of the quality structure that
parËicle physics describes,and to what extent Ëhey simply

faíl to capture this sËructure at all, can only be deciüled

by looking at the individual sunrnum deËerminables in our

language. But wÍthout looking into these details we can

decide whether or noË a language ,with what we might call
the sunrnum determinable structure of Ordínary Englísh,

can give a coarse reflection of this quality structure. I'le

said (using Realist terms) that elementary particles each

have a number of different properties, and stand in a

number of differenË relations r^rith other particles; these

properties and relations being determinations of different
determinable properties and relations. I,rIe noted a certain
overlapping between the sets of n-tuples which correspond

to these different qualities, sturmtrm determinable and

determinate. (Each n-tuple of particles does noË share

all its qualities, determinable or determinate with just
the same n-tuples). And we sãid that the same set of n-

tuples may correspond to different qualities (determinable

or determinate). Clearly then, Ehe same must be true of
the qualíties of n-Èuples of heaps of particles.

So in order to describe these n-tuples, Ordinary

English must have a sunmum determinable structure like
that of Elementary Particle Language. It musË have a

number of different summum deËerminable predicates (one-

and many-place) and determínates under them. There must

be a certain amounË of overlapping beËween the extensions

of these predicates,and there may be some predicates which
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are coextensive but not synonymous. Call Ëhis sunrnum

determinable structure which the elementary particle world

demandsa complex suilrnum determínable sÈructure. Clearly

Ordinary English does have this surmnum determinable struct-
ure. (cf . p. 67.) trrle can therefore say that the summum

determinable structure of O::dinary English gives a coarse

reflection of the qual-íty strucLure which parËicle physics

attributes to the worl-d.

lrle have still to consider the extent to which our

most determinaËe predícaËes fail to exhaust the absolutely

specific qualities in the spacings picked out by our sunmum

determinables, (or the absolutely determinate subseËs of

Ëhe summum determinable extensions, to use terms consisÈent

with Nominalism). This is a question that can be answered

only by comparing the sets of most determinate predicates

our language has, under its surrrrrum determinables,with the

structures of the objective quality (or set) spacings

pidkedout by those determinables. A quick look at some of

Ëhese spacings (the spacings of shapes, colours, weights,

textures and so on) reveals that they all have more memb-

ers than our language has most deËerminate predicates. It
seems likely that this is true in the case of many,if not

all, of the spacings of qualities (or sets) picked out by

our surnmum determinables. For simplicíty we shall assume

that it is true in Èhe case of all these spacings " trrle

shall assume that whaËever Ordinary English suntrnum determ-

inable we Èake, the most determinate predicates the lang-

uage has, under it, do not pick out absolutelyspecific
qualíties (or absolutely determinate subsets of the qlfrn4rylq

determinable extension). lrle shall- assume that these most
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determinate predicates are not infimum determinates.

It also seems likely that many of our sets of most

determinate predicates succeed in capturing the strucËures

of the spacings of qualities (or sets) picked out by our

surnmum determinables to some extenL. Tt seems likely thaË

Ëhey can be used Lo give trtædescriptions;that the most

deEerminate predicaËes under each suflrrum determinable pick

out regions of the spacing of qual-ities (or objectively

marked-off sets) picked out by the W determínable.

tr'ie :tUill make this assumptíon.

Now we said that our language does not describe

every heap of elemenEary particles. Our predicates des-

cribe some subset of heaps of particles, {"1 "rr}..
Clearly some points in the spacings of qualities picked

out by our suflrnum determinables may be taken up by spe-

cific qualities which are noË qualities of any of the

heaps "1 an. So some points in the spacings picked

out by our sunrmum determinables may not correspond to

Ordinary English determinates aË all. Not only do our

most determínate predicates each correspond to a number

of different poinËs in some spacing of qualities(or spaciñg.

of objectively marked off sets of n-tuples),but some points

in these spacings may not correspond to determinate pre-

dicates at all.
!'le can say then, that if Elementary Particle Theory is

Ërue, Ëhe sg.nmgm determinable predicates in Ordinary English

give a coarse capturing of Ëhe different spacings of quali-

ties(or sets of n-tuples) that there are in the world, and

the most determinate predicates we have under these determin-

ables, cêp ture the structures of these spacings coarsely.
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To sum up: r^re see how languages may give coarse captur-

ings of the world's object and quality structures. lrle see

how they may succeed in capturing Ëhese structures without

exhausting them. The world's object and quality structures

do not restrict the array of predicates a language can have

to an,, array which exhausts these structures, but merely to

one which captures them aÈ least coarsely.

Clearly then, ãfly language L, which can be used to gíve

Ërue descriptions of the world, flây have an array of fundament-

al adjectíves which exhausts the world's quality structure.

The quality structure would then correspond exactly to Ëhe

collective functions of the predicates in this language. On

the other hand, the fundamental- adjecËíves in L may give only

a coarse capturing of the world's quality structure. So

Èhere may be only a loose and fairl-y indirect correspondence

between quality sÈructure and the collective functíon of

the predicaËes in this language.

3. Coarse and Exhaustive Descri tions: a difference in
t on

The functions (the individuative and collective

functions) of predicaLes in a language which describes the

world coarsely are quite different from the functions of

predicates in a language which describes the world exhaust-

ively. It is important that we understand clearly how the

individuative and collective functions of these two sorts of

predicaEes differ. Let us suppose that Elementary Particle
Theory is true. Then the array of predicates in Elementary

Particle Language exhausts both the world's object sËruct-

ure and its quality structure,while the predicates in Ord-

inary English capture both object and quality structures
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coarsely. Now leË us consider how the functions of our

predicates differ from the functions of predicaËes in

Elementary Particle Language .

First, consider how Ëhe individuative function; of

the predicates in these tt^ro languages differ$. Take the

individuative function of predicates in Elementary Part-

icle Language; an individuative function which exhausts

the world's object structure. A set of individuative pre-

dicates exhausts Ëhe world's object structure iff these

predicates pick ouË all and only the fundamenËal individuals

that there are in the world; all and only the bits of the

world withbeaver--st cif.:úgífghood,This is the resËraint which

the world's object structure imposes on the individuaÈive

funcÈion thaÈ predicates can have, if they are to exhaust

this gbject structure. The object structure then, defines

a unique individuative function which the predicates in any

language must have, if Ëhe language is to exhaust thís

object structure. So the individuative predicates in

Elementary Particle Language pick out all and only Ëhe

bits of Lhe world with bearer,sl of:-Êh,inghqod:i Moreovenirthe

world's object structure determines that these predicates

pick out just these bits of the world. The object structure

determines that the individuaEive predicates in Elementary

Particle Language carve up the world in just the way they

do. It fixes completely the individuative function of

these predicates. So we can explain why the individuative

predicates in Elementary Particle Language carve up the

world in just the way Lhey do, simply by poinËing to the

world's object structure.
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Now consider the indíviduaLive function of Ëhe pre-

dícates in Ordinary English; and individuative function

which captures the world's object sËructure coarsely. A

seË of individuative predicates captures the object struct-

ure coarsely, íf.f Èhese predicates pick out constructions

of fundamental concrete individuals, Èhat is consÈructions

of bíts of the worl-d with bearers of thinghood; derivatii¡e

individuals, in short. This is the res¡raint which the

world's objecË structure imposes on Èhe individuatíve funct-

ion thaË predieates can have, if they are to give a coarse

capEuring of this sËructure. Clearly this restraint allows

an array of predicates Ëo have any one of a number of

different individuative functions and still capture Èhe

object structure coarsely. (IË allows an array of indi-

víduative predicates Eo carve up the world in any one of

a number of different l^7ays and stíll give a coarse capturing

of the object structure.) IË allows such a1'I array to

pick out any seË of derivative indivíduals; and Èhere

are a great many of these sets.

The individuative predicates in ordinary English

then, pick ouË a seË of derivative individuals. To this

extent, the individuative funcËion of our predicates is

fixed by the sËruc¡ure of the world. But exactly which

set of derivatíve individuals our predícates pick out,

must be determined by conventional decisions on the part of

language users. The individr¡ative funcÈion of the pre-

dicates in Ordinary English is only parËly determined

by the world's object structure. To put it another r^lay:
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rlt7e can explain the fact thaË our individuative predicates

pick out derivative individuals, just by pointing to the

world's structure. But in order to explain why these pre-

dicates pick out just the derivative individuals they do,

r^re musË point to conventional decisions on the part of

language users.

Clearly then, there is a difference in the exEent to

which the world's structure fixes the individuative funct-

ions of the predicates in Elementary Particle Language, and

ín Ordinary English. How far the individuative function

of the predicates in any language can be accounted for in

terms of the world's object structure, depends on whether

that function gÌves a coarse or an exhaustive capturing of

the object structure.

Now let us consider how Ëhe collective functions of

predicates in Ordinary English and Elementary Particle

Language differ. Consider first, how the suÍtrnum determinab-

les in these languages work. Take the summum determinables

in Elementary Particle Language; suunnum determinables which

exhaust the world's quality structure. trrle said LhaL an

aîîay of summum deËerminables exhausts the world's quality

structure,iff these determinables pick out all and only the

objective spacings formed by the qualities of fundamental

individuals; or,(to use terms consistent with Nominalism)

iff the determinables pick out all and only those spacings

formed by the objectively marked-oEg sets of n-tuples of

fundamental individuals. Thís is the restraint which the

quality sËructure imposes on Ëhe array of summum determin-

ables a language can_ have, if iË is to exhaust this structure.
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The qualiËy structure then, determines that there is one

and only one aTray of summum determinables a language can

have if it is to exhaust this strucËure.

So the summum deËerminables in Elementary Particle

Language pick out all and only the objective spacings formed

by the qualities of fundamenËal individuals (or all and only

Ëhe qualities formed by the objectively marked-off sets of

n-tuples of these individuals) . Moreover the world's qual-

ity structure determines that these predicates píck out

just these spacings. The quality structure determines that

Ëhe sgmmum determinables in Elernentary Particle Language

pick out all and only the spacings they do. The atray of

summum deËerminables in Elementary Particle Language is

fixed completely by the world's quality sËructure. So we

can explain why Elementary Particle Language has just the

array of sunmum determinables it has, simply by pointing

to the structure of the world.

Now consider the surmnum determinables in Ordinary

English; surnmum determinables which capËure the world's

quality structure coarsely. !{e said that an arTay of Surntnun

determinables captures the world's qualÍty structure coars-

ely,iff these determinables pick out objective spacings

formed by the qualíties of derívative individuals, or, to

use terms consistent with Nominalism, iff they pick out

objective spacings formed by the objectively marked-out

sets of n-tuples of derivative individuals. Clearly, a

language can have any one of a number of different arrays

of surmnum determinables and stilI caPture the world's qual-

ity sËructure coarsely. Its artay of summum determinables
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can pick out any set of spacings formed by the qualities
of fundamental individuals (or by the objectively marked-

off sets of n-tuples of Ëhese individuals); and Ëhere

are great many of these. This is the restraint whích the

world's quality structure imposes on the artay of sunrnum

determinables a language can have, if it is Èo give a
coarse capturíng of this structure.

The sunrnum determinables in Ordinary English then,

pick out spacings formed by Ëhe qualitíes of derivative
individuals (or by the objectively marked-off sets of n-

tuples of these individuals). To this extent, the array

of summum determinables in our language is fixed by the

world's quality structure. But exacËly which spacings our

determinables pick out must be determined by convenËion.

The array of summum determinables in Ordinary English ís
only gartly determined by the world's quality structure.
So we cannot explain the fact that our language has just
the array of summum determinables it has, simply by pointing

to the world's quality structure. trrle must also refer to

convenËions employed by language users, and ultimately, to

what lies behínd the adoption of these conventions (the

peculiarities and limitations of the language userst per-

ceptual apparatus, the purposes to which the language is
put, and so on.) It is clear that there is a difference in
how far Ëhe world's quality structure goes towards fixing the

array of summum determinables in Ordinary English and in
Elementary Partícle Language. The extent to which we can,

explain why a language has just Ëhe array of summum determ-

inables it has, in terms of the sLructure of the

world, depends on whether that language exhausts the
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quality sLructure, or captures it only coarsely.

trrle have already explained how the functions of the

most determinaËe predicates in Ordinary English and in Ele-

mentary Particle Language differ. lle said that the most

determlnaËe predicates l-n ElemenËary Particle Language pick

out absolutely specific qualities , (or. absolutely determin-

ate subsets of the summum determinable extensions). tüe also

saw that these predicates exhaust the distinct points in

the spacings picked out by our summum determinables, (the

distinct qualities in Ehe spacíngs, or Ëhe absolutely de-

terminate subsets of the sumrnum determinable extensionb).On

the other hand, wê said that Ëhe most determinate predicates

in Ordinary English p ick out regions 'of the quali ty (or set)

spaces captured by our suîrnum deËerminables. !üe also sar¡I

Ëhat some points in Ëhe spacings picked out by our summum

determinables may not correspond to determinate predicates

at all.
Moreover we saw that there is a difference in the

extent to which Ëhe world's quality strucËure fixes the sets

of most determinate predicates in Ordinary English and in
Elementary Particle Language. trIe saw that the array of most

determinate predicates Elementary Partícle Language has, und-

er each of its determinables,is fíxed completely by the world'

quality structure. The applicability of each of these most

determinate predicates is determined compleÈely by the qual-

ity structure. I{e can explain why Elementary Particle Lang-

uage has just the set of mosË deÈerminaEe predicaËes it does

have, under each of its summum determinables, simply by

pointing to Ëhe world's quality structure. On the other

hand, wê saw that the array of most determinate predicates
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Ordinary English has, under each of iËs sununum determinables,

is only partly fixed by Èhe quality structure of Ëhe world.

The quality structure determines that the most determinate

predicates under each summum determinable pick out regions

of some quality (or set ) space. But wEich regions these

determinates pick out is determined by conventional decis-

ions on the part of language users. Even the size of the

regions must be dcterminê&-by.'convgrij-tiop.14" can explain the

fact that our most determinate predicates each pick out a

region of some quality (or set) space, by pointing to the

world's quality structure. But in order to explain why each

of these predicates picks out just the region it does, or

everì. Tnrhy it picks out a region of Ëhe size it does, wê

must point to conventional decisiorEr,ron the part of language

users. Moreover,r^re cannot explain why the most deÈerminate

predicates r,,7e have,under any surmngm determinable,"cover"
just the: - points in the appropriate seL space they do. lrle

cannot explain why our language has jusË the array of most

determinate predicates it does have, under each of its surnmum

determinables, unless \^7e refer to conventions, employed by

language users. The extent to which we can account for the

array of most determinate predicates in a language, in terms

of the world's structure, depends on whether these determina-

te predicaLes give coarse or exhaustive descriptíons.

To sum up: \^ze have pointed to an imporËant and general

difference between the functions of predicates in a language

which exhausts the world's object and quality structures,

and the functions of predicates in a language.:rdti.cte:sÊpflures

these sËructures only coarsely. trrle have shown that how far
the world's structure goes toward fixing Ëhe array of pre-
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dicaËes in a language depends on whether the language capt-

ures thfs strucËure exhaustively or coarsely. The array of

predicates in a language which gives an exhaustive descripË-

ion of the world is completely determíned by objective re-
straints. This array must correspond exactly to the world's
object and ouat4ty., structures: and there is just one array

of predicate which does this. On the other hand, the array

of predicaËes in a language which describes the world coarse-

1-y, is partly determined by convention, and only partly fixed

by objectíve restrainËs. Such an array of predícates is cert-

ainly noË required to correspond exacËly Ëo the world's struct-
ure. These predicates must gloss over many distinctions that
there are in the world. Although objectÍve restrainËs are im-

posed on their use, (they must capËure the broad ouÈlines of

the world's structure), these resÈraints allow the language

to have any one of a number of different arrays of predicaLes.

(Many different arrays of predicates can reflecË the broad

outlines of the world's structure.) So which of Èhese arrays

the language has,will depend on Èhe language users' prejud-

ices and convenience. Given that the predicates gloss over

many objective distinctions, exactly which distinctions they

mark, and which they ignore,will depend on the purposes the

language has to serve. It will be determined by conventional

decisions on the part of the language users.

lrle see nor^7, how great the difference is, between

the individuative and collective functions of predicates in

a language which exhausts the worldts object and quality

structures" and the functions of predicates in a language;ir,rhlch

captures these structures coarsely.
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4- our staËement of the roblem is wr

Now l-et us return to our sf:ãtëfirènt of the problem

facing Resemblance Nominalism. I,'Ie have defined the problem

just on the basis of the predicative structure of Ordinary

English. !,le saíd that the Resemblance Theorist must account

for the índividuative and collective functions of our pre-

dicates in terms of the sËructure of the world . tr{e failed to

recognise that languages may give coarse descriptions. So we

saw no reason to look beyond the predicative structure of
our language, to the world structure it reflecËs. !üe sa\^r no

reason to consider the extent of this world structure. trüe

simply assumed, a priori that our predicaËes exhausÈ the

world's object and quality sËructures (thoughwedid not

state this explicitly) .

Ï'le said that in order to account for the individuat-

ive function of our predicates, the Resemblance Theorist

must describe some objective condition which is satísfied by

just the bits of the world picked out by our individuative
predicates, and which implies that Ëhese biËs of the world

have Ëhinghood. I,rle made no distinction between fundamental

and derivative individuals. So we had no reason to doubt

that our predicaÈes pick out what we subsequenLly called
fundamental indivíduals . This assumption (that our predi-

cates píck out fundamental individuals) is implicit in our

formulation of the problem. For the objective condition

which is satisfied by the bits of the worlci that our indi-

viciuaEive predicates pick out, and which irnplies that these

bits have thinghood, is satisfied by just these bits of
the world, only if our predicaEes pick out fundamental in-

dividuals.
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Moreover, wê said Ëhat for each fundamental adject-

ive, the Resemblance Theorist must describe an objective

condition which is satisfied by the set of n-tuples which is

its exLension. Together, these conditions must explain the

collective functions of our predicaËes: they must explain

the facts we have labelled (1) - (4). trIe will not repeat

these facts here. (They are Ëo be found on pages 614Ò

To put thís another wây, for each fundamental ad-

jecËive, determinable or deLerminate, the Resemblance Theor-

ist must describe some objective condition which is satis-

fied by the extension of that predicate, and which is not

satisfied by any other seË of n-tuples, either by any quali-

tatively random set, or by the extension of any other predi-

cate. But the conditions for all (and only) summum determ-

inable extensions must be structurally similar; so too must

be the conditions for all and only deÈerminate extensíons.

These condiËions will explain the fact (1). They must also

explain the facts (?), (3) and (4).

In stating the problem, r^7e assumed that it is

of no importance whether our fundamental determinates

are infimum or less-than-absolute determinates. So we

treated our determinates as infimum determinates. This

is implicit in our demand for an objective condition which

explains the fact (1). For iË is only if the most determin-

ate predicates in our language are all infimum determinates

that for each of these predicates, Ëhere will be an objecti-
ve condition which is satisfied by the extension of that pre-

dicate alone. In stating the problem we also failed to
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realise that the summum deËerminables a language has, may

give coarse descríptions. So we had no reason to doubt

that the surnmum deËerminables in Ordinary English give exhaust-

fhÌê:. descriptions. To use Realist terms, wê simply assum-.

ed a priorí that Ëhese predicaËes exhaust the objective

spacings of qualiÈies that there are in Ëhe world. This

assumpËion too is implicit in our statement of the problem.

For iË is only if our ry determinables do exhaust these

differenË spacings of qualitíes, thaË no other set of

n-tuples wil-l be satisfied by a condition structurally sim-

ilar Ëo the conditions satisfied by our sunrrrum deÈerminable

extensions.

In stating Ëhe problem facing Resem-blance Nominalism,

vrTe failed Ëo notice that our predicates (our individuative

and our purely collectíve predicaËes) give coarse descript-

ions of Èhe world. So ouú statemenË of the problem is in-

correct. trrle must restate the problem facing Resemblance

Nominalism. clearly, it is the problem of expl-aining how

our predicaËes (predicates with individuative and collect-

ive functions) succeed in giving coarse descriptions of the

h7orld. !,Ie must be more precise. In order to account for

the individuative function of our predicates, the Resemb-

lance Theorist must describe some objective condition which

is satisfied by each bit of the world that our indivíduative

predicates pick out, and which implies that these bits of

the world are derivative individuals; ':l.r. ". :i,, rZ I ;.-,..-;'

: ',':.-'..i,':.: (ClearLy, Ëhís condition wíl-l not be satis-

fied only by the bits of the world that we count as concrefe

individuals. It will al-so be satisfied by all those deri-

vative individuals that are not recognised in our language.)
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Ç(2) That the sumrnum determÍnables Lhe language has

may not be Ëhe only suûnnum determinables thaË

could be used to describe n-tuples of derivative

individuals

C(3) that Ëhe language has predicates, determinable and

determinate, whose extensions overlap

C(4) ÈhaË Ëhe language may have predicaËes, determinable

or determinaLe, which are coextensive but not syn-

on)¡mous.

Clearly, Ëhe conditions for al-l sunrnum determinable extens-

ions must be structurally similar; so Ëoo must be the con-

ditions for all determinaËe exËeTr.sions. In this statemenÈ

of the problem, there is no analogue of our earlier demand

for an explanation of the facË (1), (the fact that our fund-

amental adjectives, determinable and determinate, pick

out just the sets of n-tuples Ëhey do). Clearly, ãîy such

demand would be superfluous. In demanding an explanation

of the facts C(1) (a), and C(2), r^7e are asking for an

account of why our summum determinables pick out the sets

of n-tuples they do. For each suntrnum determinable, wê

are demanding an objective condition which is satisfied by

its extension and by no other set of n-tuples. tr{e are

also demandíng structurally similar conditions for al-l

suntmum determinable exËensions, as well as for some, (buÈ

not all) , other sets of n-tuples; for all and only Ëhe

sets corresponding to those sgmrnum determina-ble qualities
which our predicates fail to cap.tuue;.. Moreover, in de-

manding an explanation of the fact C (1) (b) r^/e are demandíng

an account of why our most determinate predicates pick out

the sets of n-tuples they do. For each determinaËe pre-
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dicate, wê are demandíng an objective condition which is
saÈisfied by its extension, and by some (but not all) other
sets of n-Ëuples, by just those sets which correspond to
regions in the appropriate set space.

At last we seem to have an aecurate statement of
the problem facing Resemblance Nominalism. lrle have arrived
at this statement of the problem by looking firsË, at the
predicaÈive structure of our language,and then beyond these

linguistic facts to the world structure that Èhey reflect,
Ëo the exËent of the world's object and quality strucËures.

But surely the problem we have defined is only parË of
the total problem facing the Resemblance Nomínalist. His

problem is not jusË one of explaining how the predicates
in ordinary English succeed in giving true descriptions.
trIe have described a language (Elementary particle Language)

which also gives true descriptions of the world butwhose

predicates funcËíon quite differently from the predicates
in Ordinary English. llle have pointed to a language which

describes the world exhaustively. It is part of the Resemb-

lance Theorist's Ëask to explain how the predicates in this
language work. He must account noÈ only for the functions
of predicates in Ordinary English, but also for the functions
of predicates in Elementary particle Language. (Here we

assume that Elementary ParËícle Theory is true.)
hle have spelt out carefully, the functions the indi-

viduative and collective functions of the predicates in
Elementary Partícle Language. rt is clear that in order to
explain the individuative function of these predicaÈes,

the Resemblance Theorist must describe some objeetíve con-..

dition which is satisfied by the bits of the world picked
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out by this function, and which implies that jusË these

bits of the world havebearers of thingho.od.The Resemblance

Theorist must also account for the collective function of

the predicates in Elementary Particle Language. For each

fundamental adjective, determinable or determinate, he

must state some objecËive condition which is satisfied by

the extension of Lhat predicate. Together, these conditions

musË explain the following facts.

E(1) thaË Èhe set of fundamental adjectives (one-and many-

place) is made up of tr^ro sorts of Ëerms; first,

there are suiltrnum deLerminable predicates and se-

condly, determinate predicates under Ëhem, such that
(a) each suilrmum determinable F is derivative from

the u*-*rrrrrates ft fk in that F is satis-

fied by a (in the extension of fi) and b (in

the extension of tj) iff a and b define

points in some same set space; more particul-

ar1y, iff the extension of fi and tj stand in

JohnÈo-a]_e "relation of difference".

&(b) each determinate fi is satisfied by n-tuples

a and b iff a and b define exactly the same

point in some set space, that is iff they

belong to the same absolutely determinate

subset of the extension of some sufiìrnum

determinable, F.

E(2) that the language has just Ëhe set of sunmum deÈerm-

ínable predicaLes it has

E(3) that the language has fundamental adjectives,determ-

inable and determinate, whose extensions overlap
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E(4) thaË the language may have predicaËes, determinabl-e

or deËerminate, which are eoextensive but not

synonymous.

So a joínt task faces Ëhe Resemblance Theorist. He

must explain how the predicates in Ordinary EnglÍsh succeed

in giving coarse descriptions of the material world and he

rmrst expl-ain how the predicates in ElemenËary Particle

Language succeed in describíng this world exhaustively.
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CHAPTER THREE : ALTERNATIVE PREDICATIVE STRUCTURES

1. IntroducËory.

I,'le have a statement of the problem facing Resemblance

Nominalism; a formulation of the ontological problem raised

by predication. It is a formulation which depends on some

strong empirical assumptions about the structure of the

world. Now the assumption that there is an ontological

problem raised by predication itself involves €n11, empirical

claim, vLz. that the world has a structure which places re-

straints of,, or is reflected by, Èhe use of predicates; a

structure which demands the use of predicates. But our

formulation of the ontological problem depends on empirical

assumptions which are quite over and abov¿ this minimal

empirical claim. Our formulation depends on assumptions

about the extent of the world structure that it is the

function of predicates to reflect.

I'le seem to have a clear idea of what these additional

empirical assumptions are. trüe feel that we know how our

statement of the problem depends on those assumptions. The

predicative structure of the language I^7e use to describe the

world reveals in some detail the sort of world structure

that predication demands. Our language has a characterLzing'

thing structure and demands a world with object and quality

structures. But in formulating the problem, wê have attri-

buted specific ob ject and quality structures to the world,

vLz. those described by particle physics. This is the
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additional empirical assumption on irzhich our formulation

of the problem depends. Our statement of the problem fac-

ing Resembl-ance Nominalism depends on assumptions about

the extent of the world structure that predicates reflect,
just insofar as it attributes s ecifi c object and quality

structures to the wor1d.

In this chapter, I shal1 argue that assumptions about

the extent of the world structure that predicates reflect

play a far greater role in our formulation of the problem

Ëhan we have admitted. There are two arguments. First, I shall

argue that the assumption that the world has an object struct-

ure,is quite over and above the assumption that it has a

structure which restrains the use of predicates. I shall

argue that our claim that the worl-d has a structure which

corresponds to the characterízing-thing structure of our

languages, is itself a cl-aim about the extent of the world

structure Èhat predicates reflect. Secondly, I shal1 argue

that even our assumption that the world has a quality struct-

ure,is over and above the asstrmption that it has a structu-

re which ís reflected in the use of predicates. Let us

turn to the first of these argument.

2. The Plenum Schema.

It is easy Eo think of a possible world sËructure

which places restraints on the use of predicates, but which

does not demand the use of individuative predicates. The

world might easily have a structure that (can.'be tãflected

by)predicates,and yet not have an object structure. Con-

sider a world with a plenum structure, that is, a world
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made up of a single, conLinuous subsËance. Again it is

easier if we use Realist terms. C.A. Hooker has described

the plenum, or field schema as a world viehr, a "concept-

ion of the general kind of thing the world is" which, along

with the atomic schema (the view of the world as atoms

and the void) , has !'dominated the history of tr'lestern science

since its inceptiont'.1 In a plenum worl-d, Hooker says,

there is just one fundamental individual, "a substance fill'

ing all- space and existing continuously through timeil which

has properties (the field intensities) at each spatio-temp-

oral point. He argues that even supposing there to be a

number of different kinds of field properties (say those

which physics recognizes: gravitational, electro-magnetic,

weak and strong nuclear) , Occaîts razor demands that we

describe the world as made up of a singl-e object with a

number of different kinds of properties, rather than of a

number of different fields (plena) each permeating the

other throughout time "nd spac..2

Let us give some more details of the structure of a

plenum world which has the field properties described by

modern physics. lrle will call this world simply "the plenum

worldfr. The plenum stands in just one relation, viz. the

part-whole relation. It has properties at each of its

spatio-temporal points and these properties are determinat-

ions of sunrnum determinable properties. Moreover, the

different points in the p1-enum stand in relations with one

another and Ëhese relations are determinations of summum

C.A. Hooker, "Atoms vs. Plena!' p. LL2.
Tbi'd. , p. LL4.

1

2
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determinable relations. Many points of the plenum are

characterLzed by determinations (that is, specific field

inËensities) of a number of differenË suInmum deÈerminable

(field) properties. And many plenum points stand in a

number of distinct absolutel-y specific relations (and there-

fore in a number of distinct sunrnum determinable relations)

with other points in the plenum. Each n-tuple of plenum

points does not share all- its gualities, determinable or de-

terminate with just the s¿rme n-tuples. Tor example, there

are points of the plenum with electromagnetic and gravitation-

al properties,but without weak and strong nuclear properties.

So there is a certain amounL of overlapping between the sets

of n-tuples of plenum points which correspond to different

qualities. Moreover,here, âs in the elementary particle

wor1d, it is possible for just the same n-Luples to corres-

pond to different qualities, determinable or determinate.

There are events and processes in the plenum world. But they

are simply changes in the field intensities at particular

spatial locations;3 they reduce to the fiel-d intensities

which particular spatial locations have, ãt successive times.

ClearJ-y, the plenum world has a qualíty structure,

and this strucLure places restraints on the use of predicat-

es. This quality structure can be captured either exhaustiv-

ely or coarsely, by an array of purely co1-lective predicates.

More particularLy, the quality structure demands languages

with complex summum determinable structures.

3. cf. Hooker, p . L25.
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Consider the restrainËs which the quality structure

of the plenum world imposes on the array of predicates a

language can have if that language is to describe the world

exhaustively. The language must have predicates to pick

out all the properties which the plenum has, at each of its

spatio-temporal poinËs, and all the relations which hold

between the different p1-enum points. More particularly,

the language must have determinate predicates to pick out

every absolutely specific property which the plenum has

at each of its spatio-temporal points, and every absolutely

specific relation in whích these plenum points stand. (Its

most determinate predicates must all be infimum determinates)

Moreover, the suflnnum determínables in the language must pick

out every spacing formed by these absolutely specific prõ-

pertíes and relations. There musL be some overlapping

beÈween the extensions of these predicates, and there may

be some predicates, summum determinable or determinate, which

are coextensive but not synonymous. The language which

exhausts the plenum world may well have verbs: verbs for

events and processes. But the collective functions of

these predicates will- be derivative from the functions of

the predicates which pick out properties of plenum points.

The plenum world demands a language in which on1-y the g!L-

ectives have a fundamental col-lective function. More

particularly, it demands a language in which only the summum
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deËerminables and the ínfitnum determinateshave fundamental

collective functions. (The language may have higher level

deËerminates, but the collective function of these predic-

ates will be reduceable to the function of the infimum

determinaËe. )
The plenum world then, has a structure which is captur-

ed exhaustively by a language with a compl-ex summum determ-

inable structureg. Clearly , arry 1-anguage which captures

this quality structure coarsely will have just this same Pre-
'dúcativê, structure. A language will give a coarse caPt-

uring of the plenum world iff it has predicates to Pick out

the properties of regions of the pl-enum and the relations

which hold between Ëhese regions. Now the properties which

regions of the plenum have and Ëhe relaËions between them,

derive from the properties of their constituent points and

the relatÍons in which these points stand. So there are a

nurnber of different summum determinable (fiefd) properties

whích regions of the plentrm have, and a number of different

suutmum determinable relations in which these regions stand

to one another. Clearly, it is not necessary for a coarse

capturíng that a language have predicates to pick out every

one of these properties and relations. But the language

must have predicates which pick out a number of different

surrìmum determinable proper¡ies, and a number of different

suÍrmum determinable relations .

So in order to give a coarse capturing of the plenum

world, a language must have a ntrmber of different (non-

synonymous) one-Place sumrnum determinables . The determinab-

les must pick out some (not necessarirly-â}l): of.'-the'apas-iags
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formed by the absolutely specífic proPerties (the field

intensities) which regions of the plentrm have. The langua-

ge must also have a number of different (nonsynonymous)

many place summum determinables to pick out some,(again

not necessarily all) of the spacings formed by the absol-

utely specific relations which hol-d between Èhese regions.

The most determinaËe predicates the language has may be

less than absolute deLerminates. They may pick out, not

absoluËely specific qualities, but regions of the spacings

of qualities picked out by the strnrnum determinables in the

language. For simplicity, leË us say that a language which

gives a coarse capturing of the plenum world has less-than-

absolute determinates as its most determinate predicates.

Because there is a certain overlapping between the sets of

n-tuples of plenum points, corresponding to the different

qualities of these n-tuples, there must al-so be some over-

lapping between the sets which correspond to the qualities

of n-tup les of plenum regions. Moreover, it is clearly

possible for the same set of n-tuples of Plenum regions to

correspond to different qualities, determinable or determ-

inate. So a language which describes the plenum world

coarsely must have adjectives whose extensions overlap;

and this language may have adjectives (determinable or

determinate) which are coextensive but not synonymous. The

language may also have verbs: verbs for events or process-

es. But these verbs will simply pick out properties which

regions of the plenum have at successive times. So their

collective functions will be reduceable to the collective

functions of the adjectivesin the language. Again, the
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plenum world demands a language in which only the adject-

ives have a fundamental coll-ective function. More part-

icularly; it demands a language in which only the summum

determinables and the most determinate predicates under

the_rm, have fundamental coll-ective functions.

Clearly then, the plenum world has a structure which

places restrai-nts on the use of predicates. It has a

structure which can be captured both exhaustively and

coarsely by languages with complex summum determinable

structures. But Lhe plenum world does not have an ob ect

structure: it is not made up of a large number of distinct

concrete individuals. It is a world made up of just one

fundamental índividual. The only apparatus a language needs,

in order to pick out this individual,is some singular re-
ferring term. So the plenum world does not have a struct-

ure which is reflected by the use of individuative predic-

ates.

As Hooker points out, there is *i11 room in the plenum

world (as there is in the atomic world) for derivative in-

divÍduals, or individuals constructed out of the field in-

dividual. These derivative individuals will be made up of

parts of the plenum. And the parts of the plenum that are

to count as individuals, can be distinguished only by the

properties whích the field has, at different spatio-temporal

locations. So, Hooker argues, derivative individuals in

the plenum schema "are constituted by spatio-temporal dist-

ributions of field properties".4 Thus,a language which

4. Ibid., p. 11-5.
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captures the plenum world,rnay easily have predicates which

individuate. But their indivi.duati-ve functions will not

be fundamental. For the indivj-duals that th.ese terms pi"ck

out wí1.1 be nothing more than pa.rts of the plenum wh.í-ch.

are marked off by the properti.es th.ey h.a.ve. Any í.ndívíd-

trative predica.tes i.n a. l-a.nguage whí.ch refl.ects the pl-enum

world wi"l"l therefore be clefí.nabI"e (in a meta-language) in

terms of the constructj-on I'i.s a part of the pl.enum with
properti.es Pl Po-". It wi.l.l. al.ways be possi.ble to defj.ne

these indi,vi.dua.ti.ve predi.cates away using the singul.ar term

wh.i.ch the l.anguage has to refer to the p1.enum, the predica-te

that pi.cks out the parL-whole rela.tion. and some set of

purely collecti.ve. predica.tes .

The pl.enum world th.en, does not dema.nd a. Language

wi.th a. cha-racteri.zi.ng-thi.ng structrrre. Neverthel.ess, i.t

does demand a language with some predicative structure.
It has a quality structure, which is reflected by languag-

es with complex suminunl determinable structures. The plenum

world demands a predicative structure which fits what

Strawson has called the feature-placing model.5 A feature

placing language describes each part of the world rather

than each object in it. Its predicates have just one fun-

damental function, viz. a collective function.

Now suppose that the worl-d fits the plenum structure
that we have described, not the structure described by part-

icle physics. Suppose that the structure of the world de-

mands languages with feature-p1-acing structures, not char-

5. Individuals . 203. J.R. Lucas has called this model
ocation model (A Treatise on Time and

p
1

Space p.
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acterLzlng-Ehing sËructures. On this assumption predicat-

ion raises an onËological problem qui-te different from the

one rnre have described. The Resemblance Theorist is faced

with a lesser task than the one T^re have attributed to him.

He is faced with the task of explaining how it is possible

for languages wíth complex suTnmum determinable strucËures

to give coarse and exhaustive capturings of the world.

This is precisely the task of accounting for the collective
function of the predicates in Elementary Particle Language

and in Ordinary English. It is the task of explainÍng how

the fundamental adjectives in Ordinary English succeed

in giving coarse descriptions of the world, and how the

fundamental adjectives in Elementary Particle Language give

exhaùstive descriptions. It is not the task we have attri-
buted to the Resemblance Theorist.

It seems clear that our formulation of the problem

facing Resemblance Nominalism rests very heavily indeed

on assumptíons abouL the extent of the world structure that
predicates reflect. The role which these assumptions play

in our formulation of the probl-em is Í.ar greater than it
appears at first sight. But we have still not realized
just how great a role these additional empirical assumptions

play, in our statement of the problem.

3. The Space-Time Schema.

Suppose that the world has neither the structure which

particle physics describes, nor that which contemporary

field theory attríbutes to it. suppose Ëhat it has instead
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the structure which the so-called eeometrí.,zatíon of nature

progranme describes. Again, let us use Realist terms. This

very specuLative grrografinne is an attempt Ëo describe the world

sole1-y in terms of the geometry of four-dímensional space-time

It postulates ohly a space-time continuum of variable curva-

ture and aËtempts to explain all observed phenomena in terms

of this. Matter is then described as regíons of space-' Ëime

where the curvature is at a maximum. All the apparently

independent properties of matter(and the void) can be des-

cribed solely in terms of the curvaËure of. space-time.

Geometrodynamics the, adopts an onËology of just

one entity. In this, it is like the field theory we have al-

ready described. But here, the entity is noË a field embedded

in space-time; ít is the space-Èíme contínuum itself. There

is just space-time. And space-Eirne ís a simÞle obJect, wÍth

just one, extremely complex ProPerty (viz.its varíable cüTVa-

ture.) This property has a range of determinations, which

are assigned numerical- values by the theory. Th-e sPace=time

contínuum then, stands in just one relation. the patrÈ=whole

relation. IÈ is the field of, a relation in a sens:e. That

is, Ëhe domain is all the polnts of, sPace-time and so is
its counter domain. The part-whole relation is a sunrnum de-

terminable, with absolutely specific fracËions as its infinn¡m

determínaËes.

The only relations whfch hold beÈween spêce-time

points are geometrical reLations. SuPPose now that

for any n, just one n-place relation hol-ds between

space-Eime points. This rnay not be the rê=

lational structure which geometrodynarnics att'ributes to
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the world. But this need not concern us. Let us suppose

that the world has a structure,which is like the structure

that geometrodynamics describes, but that it has Èhis re-

lational structure. Call this world structure the space-

Ëime structure. There are events and processes in the

space-time world. But they are simply changes in curvat-

ure: they are simply the curvatures of successive space-

time points. Clearly, the space-time world has a sÈructure

which places restrainËs on the use of predicates. It has

a structure which can be captured either exhaustively or

coarsely by concepts which collect n-tuples of space-time

points.

A language will capture the sËructure of the space-

time world exhaustively iff it has the following predicat-

ive structure. It must have a súmmum determinable predi-
cate to pick out the part-whole relation, and a (non denum-

erable) set of infimum determinate predicates to pick out

the set of absolutely specific fractions. These infimurn

determinates will be the rational numbers. The language

must have a single, one-p1ace summum determinable predicate

which has the set of space-time points as its extension.

This predieate will pick out the single (intrínsic) surnmur!

determinable property whích space time has at each of its
points: ít will pick out the spacing formed by the absol-

utely specific curvatures which space-time has, a.È:è¿¿¡¿ o¡
its points. The language must have infimum determinates

under this suiltrnum determinable to exhaust the range of
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absolutely specific curvaËures of points of sPace-time.6

The language must also have, for any n $reater than 1,

just one n'place suntrnum determinable, to pick out the

sing-le n-place súmmum determinable relation which holds

between space-time points. Finally, there must be infímum

determinates under each of these n-place suiltrnum determinab-

les, to pick out the absolutely specific n-place relations

which hold between sPace-time poínËs. The language may

well have verbs: verbs for events and processes. But the

collective functions of tttese predicaËes will be derivative

from the collective function of predicates which assign

curvatures to space-tÍme points. The collective function

of verbs will be derivative from the (fundamental) collect-

ive function of adjectives. The language may also have

higher level determinates, but the collective function of

Ëhese predicates wíll be reduceable Lo the function of the

infimum determinates. It is just the summum determinables

and the Ínfimum determinates in the language which have

fundamental funcËions .

Now a language which captures the structure of the

space'time worl-d coarsely will have Í$ust this same Pre-

dícative structure. For such a language will have predic-

ates which pick out properties, not of points, but of

regions of space-time and relations which hold between these

regions. Clearly the properties which regions of space-

The language must have the language of the calculus,
if there is a continuous range of different curvatures.6
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time have and the relations in which Ëhey stand with one

another, derive from the properties of their consLituent

points, and the relations in which these points stand. So

a language which gives a coarse capturing of the space-

time world will have a singl-e, one-place summum determinab-

le predicate which has as its extension some e,t of space-

time regions; a predicate which picks out the singl-e

summum deÈerminable property (curvature) whích these regions

of space-time have. This summum determinable will capture

the spacing of absolutely specific curvatures of regions

of space-Eime. The language must have determinate pre-

dicates under this sutnInum determinable to reflect the

structure of this spacing of curvatures. Let us assume

that the most determinate predicates the language has,

under this surlrmum determinable, are less-than absolute

determinates. Clearly, iË is not necessary for a coarse

capturing that a language assign a curvature to evêry space-

time region. The language may describe aîy subset of

space-time regions, {r, trr} Clearly some points in

the spacing eaptured by the suurnum determinable may be taken

up by curvatures which are not curvaLures of any of the

regions 11 t,, So not only will each of the determinate

predicates in the language correspond to a number of differ-

enË points in the spacing of curvatures (to a number of

different curvatures) but some points in the spacing (some

curvatures) may not correspond to determinate predicates
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aË all.
The languager also has;. for any n greater than '"L,

just one n-place suûtmum determinable, with some set of

n-tuples of 11 Í.n as its extension; a single sulmnum

determinable Ëo pick out the single n=place relatíon which

holds between space-time regions. Each of these suilEnum

determinables will pick out some spacing of absolutely

specific n-place relations. There frust be deLerminates

under each many-place summum determinabl-e to capture the

structure of the spacing of relations the determinable picks

ouË. Let us assume that the most determínate predicates

Lhe language has under each of its many-plaee sunrnum de-

terminables are less-than absolute determinaËes. So each

of the determínates under any many-place sú$núm determinab-

le will corresPond Ëo a number of different points in the

spacing captured by that sunmum determinable (to a number

of different absolutely specific n-place relations.) More-

over some points in the spacing captured by any many-place

suutrnum determinable (some absolutely specific n-place

relations) may not correspond to determinate predicates at

all-. The language may also have higher level determínates

but the collective function of these predicaÈes will be

reduceable to the collective funcËions of the most determ-

inate predicates the language has. Again, iÈ is the summum

determinables and the most determinaËe predicates in the

language which have fundamental functions.

The space-time T¡torld then, has a structure whích can

be captured either coarsely or exhaustively, by; predicates.

More particularly, this structure can be captured by some
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set of adjectives, súnulum determinable and determínate.

The space-time world has a strucËure which p1-aces restrainËs

on the use of predicates. But, like any plenum world, it
does not have an objecË structure. It is a world made up

of just one fundamenËal individual. Clearly this individ-
ual can be picked out by a singular referring term; a

term referring to space-time itself . The space-ti.me world

then, does not have a structure which demands the use of

individuaËive predícates. This world does not demand

languages wiÈh characËerizing-thing structures. Clearly,

its structure demands some sort of feature-p1-acing language.

But the space-time world does not have a quality

structure. It does not have a number of disËinct summum

determinable (inÈrinsic) properties: Ëhere is just one

sglmgm deÈerminable property. So Ëhere can be no over-

lapping of sets of space-Ëime points, corresponding to

different ggmngm determinable properties. C1-ear1-y, flo

space-time point can insËance different determinations

of the same summum determinable property. So there is no

overlapping between the sets of space-time points which

correspond to distínct, infimum determinate properties.

Moreover, each n-tuple of space-time points sËands in just

one n-place suilrmum determinable relaËion, for any n. So

there is no overlapping between the sets of n-tuples of

space-time points which correspond to distinct súmmum

determinable relations; nor is there any overlapping of Ëhe

sets of n-tuples which correspond to distinct infimum

determinate relations. Finally, in the space-time wor1d,
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it is not possible for the same set of n-tuples to corres-

pond to distincE qualities, sunrnum determinable ot:determ-

inaËe.

The space-time world then, does not demand a lang-

uage with a complex surmnum determínable structure. It

does not demand a number of different (non synonymous) one-

place predicates. Nor does it demand a number of differ-

ent n-place surnmum determinables,.fdr any n greater than 1.

The space'time world does not demand languages with Pre-

dicates, sunxnum determinables or determinates, whose ex-

tensions overlap. Nor can this world be capËured by lang-

uages which have predicates, summum determinable or determ-

ínaËe which are coexËensive but not synonymous. Let us

call Ëhe predicative strucEure which does reflect the

structure of the space-time world, a simple sufltrnum deÈerm-

ínable structure. Clearly, w€ must distinguish tr,rTo sorts

of feature-placing languages: those with complex summum

determinable strucEures (languages which reflect the plenum

world) and those with sirnple sgmmum determinable sLructures

(languages which capture the space-time world) . Let us

call the sÈructure whích the space-time world has and which

is reflected by feature-placing languages with simple

suntrnum determinable structures, a set structure.

Now suppose that there is a language (call ia E)
which gives an exhaustive description of the space-time

world, and a language (call it LC) which describes Ëhe

space-time world coarsely. 0n the assumption. .' 'r-
: ' that the world fits the space-time model, not the

elementary particle model, predication raises a problem which
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is very different from the one we have described. It ís

the problem of explaining how feature-placing languages

with simple sumrnum determinable structures succeed in

describing the world. It. is the problem of describing

a set structure. More particularly, it is the problem

of explaining how LE succeeds in giving exhaustive des-

criptions of the world,and how LC succeeds in describing

the r^rorld coarsely. This is the problem which faces the

Resemblance Nominalíst. Let us spel1- out the problem in

more detail.
First, consider the problem of explaining the funct-

ion of the predicates in LE. For each fundamental ad-

jective, the Resemblance Theorist must describe some ob-

jective condition which is satisfied by the set of n-tuples

of space-time points that is its exËension. Together these

conditions must explain the following facts

sE(l) that the set of fundamental adJectives (one-

and many-place) is made up of two sorts of

terms; first, there are sullìrnum determinable

predicates and secondly, determínate predic-

ates under them, such that

(a) each suiltmum determinable F is derivative

from the determínates fl fn in that

F is satisfied by a (in the extension of

f,) iff a and b define Points in some
J

same set space; more particularly, iff

the extensionsof fi and tj stand ân a

, . ì,'., ., "relation of difference".

& (b) each determínate fi is satisfied by
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is iff they belong to sets o¿ and ß ,

which stand in a "relation of small

difference".
6,(c) a summun determi.nable F may neverthe-

l"e, ¡" irdependent of the ¿"r.rrrrrates
fl ft in thaË F "covers" all the

points in some set space even though

some of these points are taken up by

sets of n-tuples whose members âre o-

Euples of space-time regi.onsnot describ-

sc(2) rhar i: ::iÏ ]".Ï:"uor." rhe ranguage has

may not l. ,f* .r1y summum determinables that
could be used to describe n-tuples of space-

time regions.

rÊ seems clear thaË this problem, the problem of accounË-

ing for the functions of predicates in LE and in LC, is a

very different problem from the one \^re have given the Re-

semblance Theorist. rt ís quite differenË from the problem

of explaining the use of the predicates in ordinary English
and in Elementary Particle Language.

trüe see nol^r just how heavily our statement of the prob-

lem depends on assumptions about the extenÈ of the world
structure that predicates ref lect. trrle have assumed that
the world has a quality structure: thaË it has a structure
which is reflected by a language with a complex sumrnum de-

terminable structure. This assumpËion is over and above

the assumption that the world has a structure which is re-
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flected by the use of predicates. IrIe have assumed, furLher,

that the world has an object sLructure: a structure which

demands ' the use of individuative predicates. This

assumption, too, is over and above the assumption that the

world has a structure which predicates reflecË. Finally,

we have attributed specific object and quality structures

to Ëhe worl-d. Here we have a third empirical assumption

which is over and above the assumption that the world

has some sLructure which is reflected by the use of pre-

dicates. Clearly, our formulation of the problem facing

Resemblance Nominalism, our formulatíon of Ëhe ontological

problem raísed by predication, rests very heavily indeed

on these additioned empirical assumptions.

It is essential that we are a\^rare of this. trrllrether

Resemblance Nominalism succeeds or fails might not depend

on the empírical details of Ëhe world structure that Pre-

dicates reflect; on the extent of this structure. It might

be the case Ëhat if the theory fai-ls to explain the use of

predicates in languages with characterizing-thing structur-

ês, then it fails to account f,or the use of predicates in

any language at all. It might also be the case that íf

the theory successfully accounts for the use of predicates

in characterizLng-thing languages, then we can use it

to explain the use of predicates in any language at all.

But it might be the case that Resemblance Nominalism fails

to explain the use of predicaLes in characterLzíng-thing

languages, while ít succeeds in explaining the use of pre-

dícates in languages with different predicative structures
(say feature-placíng languages with simple surnrnum determ-
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inable structures) . In this case Ëhe success or fail-ure

of the theory will depend on the predicative strucËure

of languages that describe Ëhe world correctly: it
wíll depend on Ëhe extenÊ of the world structure which

predicaËes ref l-ect.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEMBLANCE NOMINALISM T

1. Introductory

l,le musË now consider whether or not Resemblance Nom-

inalism can solve what we have taken to be the ontological

problem raised by predication. To repeat: it is the problem

of how the predicates in languages whose predicative struct-

ures fit the characterLzing'thing mode1, succeed in their

tasks of describing the world exhaustively and coarsely.

More particularly, wê take it to be the problem of how the

predicates work in two specific charactetízíng-thing lang-

uages , viz. Ordinary English and Elementary Particle Language.

More particularly still, wê assume that the predicates in

Elementary Particle Language give exhaustive descriptions,

while those in Ordinary English describe the world coarsely.

A Resemblance Theorist then, faces a joint task. He

must explain how the predicates in Elementary Particle Lang-

uage, predicates with individuative and collective functions,

succeed in describing the world exhaustively,and he must also

explain how the predicates in Ordinary English (again, wíth

individuaËive and collective functions) succeed ín giving

coarse descriptíons. the Resemblance Theorist attempts to

account for the functions of the predicates in these lang-

uages in terms óf oUjective resemblance relations holding

between different bits of the world.

Using our metalanguage we can state just what is re-

quired of the Resemblance Theorist. First, he must describe

objective resemblance relations which account for the funct-
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ions of the predicates in ElemenËary Particle Language.

To account for the, indiViduative functÍon of these Pre-

dicates, he must describe some objective resemblance relat-

ion which holds between the bits of the world that this

function picks out and which implies that just these bits

of the world have a bearer of thinghood. Call- this require-

menf , Requirement EO. (This is the demand for resemblance re-

lations which explain how predicates can exhaust the world's

object structure.) To repeat \^re have not attempted to

analyse this notion of a bearer of thinghood; to say just

what it is that makes any bit of the world a fundamental

individual. l'le have simply said that it is its having a

bearerofthinghood 
"

The Resemblance Theorist must also account for the

collective function of the predicates in Elementary Part-

icle Language. For each fundamental adjective, summum

determinable or infimum determinate, he must describe an

objective resemblance relation which holds between the

n-tuples in the extension of that predicate. Together these

resemblance relations,must explain the fact t(1)l,that
the set of fundamental adjectives (one-and many-place) is

made up of two sorts of terms; first, there are suillmum

determinable predicates and secondly, determinate predicates

under them, such that
(a) each surnmum determinable F is ,derivative from

the determinates ft ft in that F is saLis-

fied by el (in the extension of fi) and e, (in

the extension of tj) iff et and e, define points
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¡¡ìhc
isame set space; more particularly, ÍÍ.f. the

extensions of fi and tj stand in a ,i','..

"relation of difference".

&(b) each deËerminate fi is satisfied by n-tuples

erand è,2Lf.f. ei' and ê2 define exacËly the same point

in some set space, that is iff they belong to

the same absolutely determinate subset of the

extension of some suÍrmum determinable F.

Call this complex requirement,Requirement QE(1)

These resemblances between the n-tuples in the exten-

sionsof our predicates must also explain the fact E(2),

vLz. that the language has just the set of suÍtrnum determ-

inable predicates it has. Call this requirement, Require-

ment QE(2) . These objective resemblances must meet two

further requirements : they must explain the fact E(3), viz.
that the language has fundamental adjecÈíves,determinable

and determinate, whose extensions overlap. Call this re-
quirement, Requireme4t (3). They must also explain the

fact E(4) viz. that the language may have predicates,

determinable or determinate, which are coextensive but noË

synon)rmous. Call this requirement, Requirement QE(4) .

Requirements QE (1) - (4) constitute the demand f.or

resemblance relations whích explain, how predicates can

exhaust the world's qualíty structure.

The Resemblance Theorist must also describe objective

resemblance relations which explain the functions of the

predicates in Ordinary English. In order to account for

the individuative function of our predicaLes, he must des-

eribe.a resemblance relation. which holdsbetween the bits
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of the world that this function picks out and which implies

that these bits of the world have parts with thinghood. Call

this requirement,, Reguirement OC. (ft is Ëhe demand for re-

semblance relations which explain how predicates can capt-

ure the world's object structure coarsely) . The Resemblance

Theorist must also account for the collecËive function of

our predicates. For each fundamental adjective, determinab-

le or determinate, he must describe resemblance relations

which hold between the n-tup1-es in the extension of that

predicate. Together, Ëhese resemblance relaËions must ex-

plain the fact C(1) , viz. that the set of fundamental adject-

ives (one-and many-place) is made up of two sorts of terms;

first, there are summum determinable predicates and secondly,

determinate predicates under Ëhem such that
(a) each sunìmum determinable F is derivative from

the determinates ft fk in that F is satis-

fied by al (in the extension of fi) and a, (in

the extensíon of f:) iff at and a2 define poinËs

in some same set space; more parLicularly, íf.f

Ëhey be1-ong to sets o , (an absolutely determinate

subset of the extension of fi) , and g , (an ab-

solutely determinate subset of the exLension of

fj), which stand in Johnsonrs "relation of diff-

erencgtt.

(b) each determinate fi is satisfied by n-tuples tl

and a, iff a1 and a, define points in a region

of some same set space, that is iff they belong

to sets o and ß , which stand in a "relation of

smal1 difference".
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& (c) a suilrmum determínable F may nevertheless be in-

dependenË of the determinates fl ft Ín that

F "covers" all- the points ín some set space,

even though some of these points are taken up

by sets of n-tuples of derivative individuals

not described in the language.

Ca1l this compLex requiremenË, Re uirement c t_

These resemblance relations between the n-Ëuples in the

exËensions of our predicates must also explain the fact C(2\,

vLz. that Ëhe sqn¡nrum determinables the languáge has may not

be the only surnmum deËerminables Ëhat could be used to des-

cribe netuples of derivative individuals. Ca1I this require-

ment, Requirement QC(2). These resemblance relations must

meet tv/o further requirements. They must expl-ain the fact

C(3),vj-z. that the language has predicates, deËerminable and

determinate whose extensions overlap. Call this requirement,

Requirement QC(3). They must also explain the fact C(4), vLz.

that the language may have predicates, determinable or de-

Ëerminate, that are co-extensive buË not synonymous. Call

this requírement, Rgquirerneht QC(4). Requírements QC(1) -(4)

constitute the demand for resembl-ance relations which ex-

plain how predicates can reflect the worl-d's quality strucË-

ure coarsely.

trrle must no\^r consider what resemblance relations Ëhere

must be in the world, in order for the Resemblance Theorist

to explaín the functions of the predicates in Elementary

ParÈicle Language and in Ordinary English. (Ïüe will leave

aside here the question of whether such resemblance relat-
ions do hofdi). This makes up Part I of the chapter. In
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Part rr, we will consider whether Resemblance Nominalism

succeeds in explaining how the predicates work in Element-

ary ParËicle Language and in ordinary English. I,rIe will ask

whether there are the necessary resemblance relations in the

world and we will examine two objections to the Resemblance

Theory.

PART ï : STATEI.ÍENT OF-THE..¿IHEO.RY

1. An account of the use of predicates in Elementary
Particle Lãnguage.

consider what resemblarì.ces would have to hold in order

for the Resemblance Theorist to account for the use of pre-

dicates in Elementary Particle Language. To begin with, what

resemblance would explain the indÍviduative function of these

predicates; what resemblance rnzould meet Requiremot gE I?

There must be some resemblance between the bits of the world

that this individuative function picks out, which explains

why all and only these bits of the world are described in
our metalanguage as having a bearer of thinghood.

It seems clear that the resemblance required here is
an e4act resemblance. Qua having a bearer of thinghood, the

bits of the world that this individuative function picks out,

do not differ at all. Realist Theories would describe a single
absolutely specific universal entiËy, thinghood, sây, to which

all these bits of the world are somehow related. The Resemb-

lance Theorist must postulate an exact resemblance between

the bits. He must say that each of these bits of Ëhe world
exactly resembles each other bit of the world, pieked out
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by the indivÍduative predicates in Elementary Particle
lLanguage.- Moreover, this exact resemblance must imply

thaË only the bits of the world picked ouË by these indi-

viduative predicates have a bearer of thinghood. The Resemb-

lance Theorist must therefore hold that each of these bits

of the world exactly resembles all and only the other bits

of the world picked out by Ëhe individuative predicates in

ElemenÈary Particle Language.

However, it ís clear that a simple relation of

exact resemblance cannot serve the purposes of Ehe Resemb-

lance Theorist. A simple resemblance relaËion, wê said,

is one which varies in just one dimensíon, viz. that of

degree. So a simple relation of exact resemblance is an

absolutely specific relation. It is an infimum determinate

under the summum determinable relation of simple resemblance.

So objects which stand in a simple relaËion of exact resemb-

lance do not differ at all. But there must be differences

between elementary particles if the collective function of

the predÍcates in Elementary Particle Language is to be ex-

plaÍned in terms of resemblances, and lack of resemblances

between these particles. Many predicates in the language

(all the determinate predicates, at least) pick out restricÈed

sets of elementary particles. (They are true of some ele-

mentary particles, but not of others. ) So if the Resemblance

TheorisE is to account for this fact, it cannot be Ëhe case

thaË every elementary particle exactly resembles every oËher.

For an explanation of why the Resemblance Theorist needs
to appeal to paradigm objects, see p. 76 of this thesis.

1
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Any parËicle e., which is described by deËerminate predicates

f, B, k could exactly resemble at mosL, those particles

to which f., g, k also appLy.2 The Resemblance Theorist

therefore cannot explain the individuative functions of the

predicates in Elementary Particle Language in terms of a

simple relation of exact resemblance. Instead, he must hold

that Èhe resemblance relatíon varies in two dimensions,

degree and what we migh t call respect. He musÈ hold that

bits of the world exactly resemble-in-respect of (say) having-

thinghood, iff they are bits of the world Ëhat the RealÍst

descibes as having thinghood. This would give him an exact

resemblance between all and only elementary particles. He

can then hold that there is also an exacË rebemblance (an

exact resemblance in some differenË respect), between just

those elementary particles picked out by the same determinaÈe

concept. l,le might call this exact resemblance itr-respect-of,-

. the.restraints whôêhri Ëhese predicates impose on the way they

can be collected by predicates, in short, exact resemblance

in-respect-of-qualities. trüe are using the Ëerm "quality"

2 As we will see, even this is not possible, if the resemb-
lances beËween elementary particles are Ëo explain how
these particles are collected by predicates. For to borrow
a phrase of Goodman's, there is no perfecË conrnunity among
elèmentary particles. That is, each elementary particle
is described by a number of predicates whose extensions
overlap. Clearly, there has Èo be some difference between
the particles e1 êr,, which a determinate concept f.
desciibes, if arsecondKpredicate, g applies to somä of
Ëhese parEicles but not to others, oo the basis of resemb-
lances, and lack of resemblances between e.., eL and
other particles. I,le will face this difficülty, wÏìich
Goodman calls the Difficulty of Imperf,ect Community
(Structure of App 34), later on.
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in the sense specifíed earlier;3 viz. Ëo mean simply

"some restraint which concrete objecÈs themselves impose

on the way they can be collected by predicates". So the

description "exact resemb1ance-in-respeet-of-qualities"

does noE necessarily involve the Resemblance Theorist in

talk of common quälities.

It seems Ëhem, that the individuative function of

the predicates in Elementary Particle Language picks out

bits of the world on the basis of some objective resemb-

lance which holds between them, only if the following

condition, (Condition I) is true. Each of these bits of

the world exactly resembles-in-having thinghood all and

only the other bits of the world that this individuative

functíon picksout.

(It is clear Ëhat no appeal to paradigm fundamental

individuals is necessary. According Ëo the Resemblance

Theorist, it is only fundamental individuals (only element-

ary particles) which stand in the relation of exact resemb-

lance-in-respect of Èhinghood. So the facË that bits of

the world, .1 and e, exactly resemble in having thinghood

identifies them as fundamental indivÍduals, as elementary

particles . )

lrle must now consider what account the Resemblance

Theorist can give of the collective function of Ëhe predi-

cates in Elementary Particle Language. ÏJe saw that his

account must be in Ëerms, noË of simple resemblances

between elementary partícles, but rather of resemblances-

in-respect-of-qualities, (resemblances in respect of re-

straints imposed on the collective function of predicates).

3. See page 2 of this thesis.
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The Resemblance Theorist then, will attempt to describe

resemblances-in-qualities and lack of such resemblances,

which hÒ{d between elementary parËicles and which meet

RequiremenËs QE(t) (4).

The Resemblance Theorist might begin by looking at the

sets of n-tuples picked out by the infimum determinaËes

in Elementary Particle Language. Suppose Èhat some infimum

determinate f , under a Suiltmum determinable F has as íts ex-

tension the set of n-tuples {"1 .k} The Resemblance

Theorist must describe a relation of resemblance-in-quali-

Lies (or quality-resemblance) which holds between the memb-

ers of this set and which defines the set as an absolutely

determinate subset of the extension of F. (Requirement QE

(1) (b) ) .He musË also describe relations of quality-resemb-

lance which hold between the members of {.1 "k} 
and

the members of every other absolutely determinate subset of

F's extension. Suppose that Ëhese are the sets o, ß... 0.

These relations of quality-resemblance must define a "re-

laLion of difference" between {"1 eU}, and all and only

the other absolutely deËerminate subsets.':.a, ß, 0 . Take

this requirement, (Fequirement qE fl ) (a) ), first.

It ís saËisfied only if there is some relation of

quality-resemblance R, which each member of {"1 en} has

to each member of cr, and a relation of quality-resemblance

(eiËher R, or a different relation, RZ) which holds between

eachmember'of{"1"k}andeachmemberofß'andsoon
for all and only the sets . . . e.

Now these quality-resemblances are simple quality re-

semblances. (The Resemblance Theorist has noÈ as yeË des-
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cribed dífferenË respeciÞ of quality-resemblance. ) so the

resemblances Rl, R2, Rn, can differ only in degree:

each member of {el .k} must quality-resemble each memb-

er of a to a certain degree, n, and also quality-resemble

each member of ß to a certain degree (either n or m), and

so on for all the sets o, and only these sets. In
short, {eI "ki must quality-resemble to a certain
degree, n, and also quality-resemble ß to a certain degre

(either n, or some different degree m), and so on for all
the sets e, and only these sets. For example,ie, ....k]
might quality-resemble o more than it (ie, enÌ) quality-
resembles B and quality-resembles S just as much as it
quality-resembles y and so on.

Cleariy, Ëhis yields the required "relation of diff-
erence" betr¡reen {el "k} and all- and only the oËher abso-

lutely determinate subsets of F's extension. The triadic re-
lations of quality-resemblance which hold between {el .k}
and every pair of the sets cr¡ Ê... 0, serve to arrarlge all
and only these sets in a logical space Again it is clear
that appeal Ëo paradigm absolutery determinate subsets is
necessary. The Resemblance Theorist will explain the use of
each surnmum determinable F, in terms of different degrees of
quality-resembrance between the absolutely determinate sub-

sets of its extension. To distinguish the function of the

sunmum determinables F and G, he must hold that the absolutely
determinate subsets of F quality-resemble to different degrees

sone set ci, while the absolutely determinate subsets of G

all quality-resemble, to differenË degrees, some other set, ß

Siippose that the set {"1 .'.: "k} 
is chosen as a para-

digm absorutely determinate subset of Ëhe extension {el .h
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of F. The Resemblance Ttreorist holds that F applies to the
n-tuples .1 

"r, on the basís of the different degrees

of quality-resemblance which hold between the members of

{"1 "k} and the members of a, ß e.

Now if each member of {.1 "k} 
quality resembles

not only each other member of the set, but also all the

other n-tuples Ëo which F applies, then the determinate f,
must píck out this set of n-tuples on the basis of Ëhe

degre{of quality-resemblance holding between its members.

There must be some degree of quality-resemblance which holds

between each member of {"1 "k} and each other member,

and which defines this seË as an absolutely determinate

subset of the extension of F. Clearly, the quality-resemb-

lance required here is an exacË qualíty-resemblance. The

n-tuples .1 eU define exactly the same point in the seË

space pícked out by F. Moreover,Ëhe relations of quality-
resemblance must hold between only the n-tuples 

"1 ek.

Now no degree ry of quality-resemblance less than exacË

qualiËy-resemblance, can hold between all and only the memb-

ers of {e
1 "kÌ. Our argumen t is a reductio ad absurdum.

Suppose that whatever members of {"1 eU} we take

as paradigm members, each other, member of this set quality-
resembles each of these paradigm members Èo some degree,

though less than eNactly. Then there will be some minimum

degree n, of quality-resemblance (not exacÈ quality-re-
semblance) which each paradigm member of {.1 "k} has to

each other member of the set. Now no degree of quality-

resemblance less than exact quality-resemblance is transitive.
Therefore there will be some n-tuples 

"1' "kt 
which

quality-resemble these paradigm members to degree n, but
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which fail to quality-resemble some other members of

{.1 .k} to this degree Ei hypothesi these n-t uples

cannot belong to {"1 .k}. (!'le have assumed that what-

ever members we take as paradigm members, they will quality-

resernble every oËher member to degree n.) However, if

.1' "k' are not members of {"1 "k} 
then some memb-

ers of this set T¡Iill quality-resemble some non members to

degree n. So if Ëhe determinate concept f. picks out the

set of n-tuples {"1 .k} on the basis of the degree of

qual-ity-resemblance between its members, iÈ must be on the

basis of an exact quality-resemblance between them. Relat-

ions of exact quality-resemblance clearly are transitive.

So there can be an exact quality-resemblance between all

and only the members of {"1 "k}.
It is clear that the Resemblance Theorist must

appeal Ëo paradigm particulars, in order to explain the use

of any infimum determinate concept. He will explain the

applicability of each igfimum determinate concept fi in terms

of relations of exacL quality-resemblance, holding between

the objecËs to which Ëhe concept applies. To distinguish

the function of fi from that of sây, tj, he iriust say that

n-tuples to which fi applies exactly quality-resemble some

n-tuple: "1, 
while n-tuples.to which tj applies exactly

quality-resemble a different n-tuple e2.

The Resemblance Theorist then, holds that whatever

members of the set {"1 ek } T¡re take as paradigm members,

each other member of the set exactly quality-::esembles each

of Ëhese paradigm mernbers, and no non member exactly qual-

ity resembles any of these paradigm members.
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The Resemblance Theorist will account for the function

of each Elementary ParLicle Language sunìmum determinable F

and the infimum determinates ft fU under it, in the

following r^lay. He will hold thaË the sunrnum determinable

F picks out the set of n-tuples {"1 "rr} 
iff, for every

absolutely determinate subseÈ, o, of {.1 .rr} , Èhere

are relations of quality-resemblance to degree n, Ï*u 
(x'y)

which hold beËween the members of cl , and the members of

every other absolutely determÍnate subset, p, and only these

n-Ëuples. Moreover, he will hold that any ft Pieks out of

n-tuples {"1 .k} in virtue of the facE that whatever

members, Pl Pn, \^re take as paradigm members, every other

member of the set exactly quality-resembles any of the n-tup-

les P, Pn. In shorË, the Resemblance TheorisË holds that

the infimum determinates in Elementary Particle Language

collect n-tuples of particles on Èhe basis of exact quality-

resemblances between them, while the collective funcÈÍon of

the summum determinables in this language reflecÈs relations

of quality-resemblance (to some degree or other) which hold

between Èhese n-tuples.

However, there are still Requirements QE(3) and

QE(4)to consider; and Ëhese requiremenLs roean that simp.Le

relations of qualíty-resemblance and exact quality-resemb-

lance holding between n-tup1-es of elementary particles,

cannot account for the collecËive function of the predicates

in ElemenÈary Partícle Language. There are tT¡7o distínct

arguments. The first points to what Goodman has called the
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4Difficulty of linperfect Community. The argument proves

that the sÍmple relations of quality-resemblance (and

exact qualíty-resemblance) which the Resemblance Theorist

has tailored to meet Requirement QEl cannot meet Re-

quirement QE3 . That, is, the argument shows that these

relations do not allow the Resemblance Theorist to explain

the fact that Elementary Particle Language has predi-

cates, suÍ¡rnum determinable and infimum determinate, whose

extensions overlap. The second argumenË shows that the

simple quality-resemblances the Resemblance Theorist has

described do not explain how a set of n-tuples may be picked

out by different (non synonymous)predicates. The argument show

4. see The Structure of Appearance pp. 133-34.
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that these rel-ations do not meet Requirement QE+.

The Difficulty of Imperfect Commu¡çlly arises f.or

the Resemblance Theorist because each n-tuple of particles

is described by predicates, boÈh ihfimum determinate and

suntrnum determinable whose extensions overlap. The difficul-

Ëy arises as a result of RequiremenË QES. Suppose that a

n-rtup1-e e, is described by the ihfii'num determinates f

and g, and therefore by the $rygm determinables, F and G,

under which these determinates faltr. The Resemblance

Theorist must hold that the rr*:tuple e, exacËly quality-

resembles all the other n-tuprlbs in the extension of f ,

and also exacËly quality-resembles all the other natuþlês

in the exÈension of g. Moreover, he must hold that .1

quaLíty-resembles to some degree or other, all the oËher

n-tuples to which F applies, and also quality-resembles to

some degree or other,all the other n-tuples that G des-

cribes. But Ëhen e1 will not exacËly quality-resemble

only the other n-tuples Ëhat f describes; it will also

exactly qualíty-resemble every other n-tuPle in the set

which g picks ouÈ. Môreover, aLL,Ëhe n-tuples that f

describes will exacÈly qual-ity-resemble all the n-tuples

in the extension of g. (Relations of exact quality-

resemblance aTe transiËive.) Nor will e1 guality-resemble

to some degree or other, only Ëhe other n-tupl-es that F

describes. It will also stand in Ëhis relation with every

one of the n-tuples to which G applies. Moreover all

the n-tuples that F describes will quality-resemble to

some degree or oÈher all the n-tuples that G describes.

(Again the quality-resemblance is transitive.) The Re-
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wíl1 be an exact quality-resemblance (exact Qr-resemblance)

between e" and jusË the other n-tuples Èo which g applies

and so on for the other determinates that descríbe ei.

The different quality-resemblances in which e stands

pick ouË different, but overlapping sets of Fre:L1rþcl-è'sr' .

Similarly, the different êxacË quality-resemblar¡ces i-in¡i-wdæh

a sËands pick out different,but overlapping sets of nat{rp-

:I-e'È..; Clearly these different quality-resemblances and

exacE quality-resemblances explain the fact that et ís

described by different predicates, suunil¡m deËerminable

and determinate, whose extensions overlap.

Now let us cortsider a second argument to show thaÈ

simple relations of quality-resemblance, and exact quality-

resemblarlce, holding between n-tuples of elementary ParL-

icles, cannot account for Ëhe way these n-tuples are collec-

ted by predicates. According to Requirement QE+ , these

relations must explain how the same set of n-tuples may

be picked ouË by different (non synonyrnous) predicates.

But how can simple relaËÍons of quality-resemblance (or

exact quality-resembl-ance) between the members of some set

of n-tuples, account for Ehe fact that Ëhis set is picked

out by (say) two non-synonymous predicates?

Suppose that there are two infimum determinates f

and g which ttêotytonyrnous, but which each pick out the

set of n-tuples {.1 "k} A Resemblance Theorist who

uses simple quality-resembl-ances,must hold that f picks

ouË this set in virtue of the fact that every member exact-

Ly qualíty-resembles every oÈher member, and fails to

exactly quality-resemble any non member of Ëhe set.
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Moreover he must hold that this same fact about

{"1 "k} allows g Ëo píck out just this seË of n-tup-
les. Now even supposing that each member of {el "k}
is described by no infimum determinates other than f and

g , so that there is perfect comrnunity among these n-tup-
les, Íro Ëhat each member of {.1 .k} does exactly
quality-resemble all and only the oËher members of the

set), this facË cannot account for Ëhe further fact that
both f and g pick out {ul *k} (In the case of
another set of n-tuples {.1 .. *kt} the Resemblance Theor-

isË takes a relation of exact quality-resemblance beLween

its member to írnp1y that one and only one determinate picks

out that set. )

Similarly, even if some surnm!.rrt determinable F does

pick out a set of n-tuples {.1 urr} such that each

member quality-resembles all and only the other members of
the set, this fact cannot account for the further fact Ëhat

{ul err} is also picked out by Ëhe Sunnnum determinable

G, which is not slmonynous with F. Again, the Resemblance

Theorist must suppose Ëhat each n-tuple that predicates

describe, resembles and exactly resembles, other n-tuples
in a number of differenL quality respects, Q1 , Q2 Qn.

Tlren he can hold Èhat the súrnrnum determinabl-e F pícks out

the set of n-tuples {"1 .rr} in virtue of some quality-
resemblance, say Qr-resemblance, which holds between its
members, while a second suutrnum determinable G picks out

this same set of n-Ëup les in virÈue of some different
quality-resemblance, Q2-resemblance w-hich also holds

between its members. Moreover, the fact that two determin=
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ates f and g which are not synonymous, may pick out

the same set of n-tuples { eI "k} is easily accounted

for. T\ro differenË exact qual-ity-resemblances hold between

the members of this set; each member exactly resembl-es all

and only the oËher members in tr,,ro different quality re-

spects, viz. Ql and Qr. The determinate f reflects the

exact Q1-resemblance between e, "k, while g captures

Ëhe exact Q2-resemblance, which hol-ds between these same

n-tuples. One Requirement remains. Requirement QE(?) de-

mands Èhat the different quality-resemblances which hold

beÈween n-tuples of particles, explain why Elementary ParL-

icle Language has just the seË of summum determinabl-e pre-

dicates it has. So the Resemblance Theorist must hold

that there is an Elementary Particle Language sumrnum de-

terminable to correspond to each of these different quality-

resemblances.

The Resemblance Theorist then, holds that the collect-
ive function of predicates in Elementary Particle Language

reflects resemblances and exact resemblances in a number

of different quality respects,holding between n-tuples of

elementary particles. He holds thaÈ êach summum determinable

F and the infímum determinates ff fk, under it, re-

flcct resemblances and exact resemblances in some quality

respecÈ, Qi, holding between n-ü,rples of elementary particles.

More precisely, he holds that an¡zir. infímum determinaÈe fi
picks ouÈ a seË of n-tuples {.1 eU}iff the following

conditÍon (Condition II) is satisfied by this set of n-tuples

trfhaËever members we take as paradigm members,

every other member resembles these paradigm
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members in some quality Q, and no non member

exactly resembles any of these paradigm members

in this qual-ity respecË.

He then holds that the summum determÍnable F picks out the

set of n-tuples {"1 .rr} , íf.f. the following condition
(Condition II) is satisfied. For every absolutely determin-

ate subset, o , of the extension of {.1 .rr} , Lhere are

relations of quality-resemblances to degree n, .,lu 
(x'y)

which hold between the members of cx, and the members of

every other absolutely determinate subset, ß and only these

n-tuples. It is clear that no appeal to paradÍgm absolutely

determinate subsets is needed. It is only the absoluËely de-

terminate subsets of {"1 err} which resemble-in-Qr. The

absoluËely determinate subsets of the extension of any other

sumrnum determinable, say G, will resemble in some oËher qual-

ity respect, say Qj.

The Resemblance Theorist has Eailored these conditions

to meet Requirements QE(1)-(4). They give hím a complete

account of the collective function of the predicates in

ElemenÈary Particle Language. Moreover, he has already given

an account of !h" individuative function of predicaËes in

this language. He has put forward the resemblance condition

I, as the world condition reflected by this use of predicat-

es. Together, Conditions I, II and III make up a complex

resemblance condition; the one which the Resemblance Theorist

takes to be Ëhe total world conditíon reflected by the

predicates in Elementary Particle Language.
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2. An account of the use of Ordinary Enslish predicates.

The Resemblance Theorist has completed one part
of his task. llhether he has done so successfully is of

course,another maËLer. The question remains, whether the

Conditions I. II and III are true. Moreover some powerful

objections can be raised against his account, even if
these conditions are Ërue. tr'Ie have yet to consider these

objections. However, before raising the question of the

adequacy of the Resemblance Theorist's account, let us

consider how he rnight tackle the second part of his prob-

lem, ví2. that of explaining how the predicates in Ord-

inary English, predicates with individuative and collective
functions ,succeed in reflec$ing the worldt s structure
coarsely. He hasetill to describe objective resemblances

which meet the requirements we have labelled Requirements

0C, and QC(1) -, (4\/¿ (These requirements (stated in our

metalanguage) are found on pages L56-159. Requirement 0C

is the demand for resemblance relations which explain how

predicates can capture the world's object structure coars-

ely. Requirements QC(l) (4) constitute the demand for
resemblance relations which explain how predicates can

cap Ëure the world's quality structure coarselv.)
!ühat resemblances would have to hold in order

for the Resemblance Theorist to explain the use of the

predicates in Ordinary English? First, consider what re-
semblances would explain the individuative function of these
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predicates; whaË resemblances would meeË Reguirement OC ?

This requirement demands that the Resemblance Theorist

describe a resemblance relation which holds between the

bits of the world picked out by our individuative predicaË-

es and which explains why these bits of the world are des-

cribed in our metalanguage as having Parts with bearers of

thinghood. Call these bits of the world Ordínary Language ob-

jects. The Resemblance Theorist must descríbe a resemblance

relation which holds between the members of some set

cI of ordered pairs . Each ordered pair in o, has some

bit of the world with a bearer of thÍnghood, as one member, and

an Ordinary Language object as the other. This relation of

resemblance must explain why the- metalinguistic predicate

"is a part of" applies to all (buË no only) these ordered

pairs. According to Ëhe Resemblance TheorÍst, a bit of

the world has a bearer of thinghood (is described in our meta-

language as having a bearer of thinghood) iff íË exactly re-

sembles-in-having-thínghood, other such bits of the world. So:

he holds thaÈ each ordered pair in a has as its first member

some bit of the world which exactly resembles in-having thing-

hood, other such bits of the world and as ÍËs second member,

an Ordinary Language object. His task then, is to describe

a relation of resemblance beËween Ëhese ordered pairs, which

explains why the metalinguistic predicate "is a Part ofil

applies to all (but not only) these ordered pairs.

Now Ëhe metalinguistic predicate "is a part of" is

also in Elementary Particle Language (and in Ordinary

English, for that matter). Thís predicate is a summum
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determinable, with the rational numbers as its infimum

determinaLes. The Resemblance Theorist has already given

an account of the collective function of the sunrnum de-

terminables in Elemeni'aty Particle Language. So he will

hold thaË the summum determínable "is a part of" picks out a

set, ß of ordered paírs, in virtue, roughly, of the fact

that each member of this set resembles in some quality-

respect (say in respect-of-parËhood) all and only the

other members of the set. The Resemblance Theorist must

now hold that each ordered pair in cr, resembles-in-parthood

every other member ofthis set, as well as every other

member of ß.

The individuative function of the predicates in

Ordinary English, picks out bits of the world on the basis

of some objective resemblance which holds between them,

only if the following condiËion (Condition IV) , is true - Each

Ordinary Language object belongs to ordered pairs, each of

which has as its other member some bit of the world which

exactly resembles in having-thinghood, other such bits of

the world.l and these ordered pairs resemble-ín-parthood,

each other, though not only each other.

trle must now cotlsider what account the Resemblance

Theorist can give of the collectíve function of Ordinary

English predicates. He must describe resemblances between

the n-tuples in the extensions of our predicates; resemb-

lances which meet Requirements QC(1)'(4). These require-

ments are similar to those which shaped his account of

the collecLive function of predícates in Elementary
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Particle Language. His accounË of the collective funct-

ion of Ordinary English predicates will therefore be sim-

ilar to his earlier account.

Again the ResembLance Theorist must work with the

idea of resemblance in a number of different quality-

respeéËs. He is forced to postulate a number of different
quality-resemblances between the n-tuples our language des-

cribes, just as he had to describe different quality-resemb-

lances between elementary parËicles. The resons are the

same: the need to account for the f.act that the language

has predicates whose exLensions overlap, and the need to

explain Ëhe further fact that the language may have pre-

dÍcates which are coextensive but not synonymous. V'le will
noÈ repeaË the arguments here.

The Resemblance Theorist might begin by looking

at those sets of n-Ëuples picked out by the most determinate

predicates in the language.

Suppose that "is crimson" is a most determinate

predicate under the summum determinable "is coloured", and

has as its extension the set of objecËs {"1 "k}. The

Resemblance Theorist must describe relations of resemblance-

in-some-quality Q, (relations of resemblance-in-colour)

which hold between a, aU and the objects in the extens-

ion of every other most deLerminate colour eoncept. These

resemblances must define a "relation of difference" bet-

\^reen the absolutely determinate subsets of {"1 .k} and

the absolutely determinate subsets of every other must de-

terminate colour concept. But this rrrelation of dif ferencerl
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!üi11 not hold only between these absolutely determinate

subsets of {"1 "k} and every other absolutely determ-

inate subset of the set of col-oured things. (Require-

ment OC(1) (a)). For there may be absolutely determinate

subsets which do noË correspond to any most determinaËe

colour term. (Requirement qC(1) (c)).

According to the Resemblance Theorist, o{. is an

absolutely determinate subset of Ëhe set of coloured things
iff al-I anil'only the members of cI exactly resemble-ín-colour.

So for every absolutely determinate subset, o , of {"1 "k}
the Resemblance TheorisË must describe relations of colour-
resemblance, to degree n (x,y) which hold betweena+ß

the members of o and the members of each absolutely determ-

inate subset ß , of the extension of every other most

determinate colour concept. In short, the Resemblance

Theorist holds that "is coloured" applies to the objects in
the extensions of our mosL determinate colour terms in
virtue of the differenË degrees of colour-resemblance which

hold between the absolutely determinate subsets. Clearly,

this yíelds the required "relation of difference" between

each absolutely determinate subset of i.I rkÌ and each

other absolutely deEerminate subset of the set of coloured

things.

The Resemblance Theorist has still to explain

why "is crimson" picks out the set of objects {"1 "k}.
He must describe a relation of resemblarrcê-in-colour, which

holds between Ëhe members of this set and which defines a
'Lelation of small difference" between iËs absolutely de-
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terminate subsets. The relation of resemblance-ín-colour

must define a region of the set space picked out by "is
coloured". (Requirement aC(1)(b)). Roughly, he musË hold

that whatever members of {"1 an} we take as paradigm

members, every oËher member clf the set resembles-in-colour

these paradigm members more than any non member resembles-

in-colour every member. One Requirement remains. Requilg-

ment QC(2)_.demands that the different quality-resemblances

between n-tuples of derivative indivíduals explain the fact

that the surmnum determinables in Ordinary English may not

be the only suilrmum determinables that could be used to des-

cribe these n-tuples. The Resemblance Theorist must hold

that there may noË be Ordinary English suq¡rym determinables

to correspond to each of these quality-resemblances.

The Resemblance Theoríst Èhen, holds that the

collective function of the predicates in Ordinary English

reflects different degrees of resemblance in a number

of different quality-respects holdíng between n-tuples of

heaps of elementary partícles. He holds that each suûtmum

determinable F and the most determinate predícates ft fk

under it, reflect different degrees of resemblance-in-

respect-of-some-qua1ity, Qi. More precisely, he holds

that any most determinate predicate f, picks out a set of

n-tuples {"1 "k} 
iff the following condition (qt-

ditions is satisfied by this set of n-tuples.
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!{hatever members of {"1 "k} 
l¡re take

as paradigm members, every other member

of the set resembles-'tt-Qi Ëhese para-

digm members more than any non member

resembles-in-Q, every member.

He then holds that the summum determinable F picks out

the set of n-tuples {"1 "r,} iff the following coÌr-

dition Condition is satisfied by this set of n-tuples.

For any seË {"1 "k}, 
picked out by

an fr, relations of Qr-resemblance to
, R (x,y) hold between thecegree n o+ß

members of each absolutely determinate

subsets o¿, and the members of each ab-

solutely determinate subset ß of Èhe

extension of every other tj though not

only between these n-tuples.

The Resemblance Theorist has tailored these con-

ditions to meet Requirements QC(l) - (4). They give

him a complete account of the collective function of

the predicates in Ordinary English. Moreover, he has

already given an account of the individuative function of

the predÍcates in this language. He has put fo:rnrard

the resemblance conditíon IV as Ëhe world condition

reflected by this use of predicates. The Resemblance

Theorist has completed his task. Together, Conditions IV,

V and VI make up a complex resemblance eondition; the one
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which the Resemblanee Theorist takes to be the total
world condiËí-on captured by the predicates in Ordinary

Engl-ish. Moreover, he already has an accounÈ of the

individuative and collective functions of the predicates

in Elementary Partícl-e Language. He has puË for¡rard

conditions L _rr and rrr_ as the world conditions captured

by the functions of Ëhese predicaËes.
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PART II DOES RESEMBLANCE NOMINALISM IüORK ?

I Do the Resemblances hold ?

trrïe must consider wheËher these resemblances

hold. Clearly thÍs is Ëhe question of whether the

relation of resemblance, holding beËween concrete ob-

jects, is complex in the way the Resemblance Theorlz

demands. Now quite obviously, objects do resemble

each other in different respects.5 Even the Realist

does not deny that objects resemble in respect of the

qualities they have. His objection to the Resemblance

Theory is not that objects described by the same gen-

eral term do not resemble each other, but that this
resemblance is derivative from the qualities they have.

The problem facing the Resemblance Theorist is ,wheËher

he can make sense of the idea of respects of resemblan-

ce without bringing in the idea of cornmon qualities.

One Ëraditional objection to Resemblance Nominalism is

that in allowing objects to resemble in different re-

spects, the Resemblance Theorist allows cornmon qualities.

trrle must consider this objection. But first \^ze shall

consider a second objection traditionally raised against

Resemblance Nominalism: Russell' s Regress Argument.

c.f. D.J. O'Connor
Socíety Proceedings

5 "On Resemblance"
(L946) pp. 50-52.

Aristotelian
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2. Russell's Regress Argument.

The Regress Argument r^ras formulaËed by Russell

in An Inquiry inËo Meaning and Truth, 6 though appar-

ently he was noË Ëhe first to raise ix.7 H.H. Price,

among others, has defended the Resemblance Theory againsÈ

this objection.S I shall argue that he has done so success-

fu1l¡¿ I shall begín by staËing Russellrs objection.

(Clearly, Russell's argumenË does not take quite the

form of the argumenË which follows.)

Condítions I VI, which the Resemblance Theor-

ist puts forward as an explanation of the use of predicates,

themselves have predicates. They have determinaÈes under

the summum determinable predicate "resemblestt; predicates

like "exactly resembles-in-Qr", "resembles, to some degree

or other-'tt-Qí" and so on. The Resemblance Theorist has

6. Bertrand Russell, An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth
London: Allen and ünwiñ; f940; pp. 346-47.

At least according to A.D. WoozLey, in his article
"Universals", in the Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Vol. 6 pp. L94-205.

8. H.H. Price, Thinking and Experience pp. 24-25.

7
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taken these predicates as referring Ëo relations: to the

suurmum determinable relation of resemblance and the de-

Ëerrninate relations under it; relations of resemblance

to differenÈ degrees, in different respects. BuÈ these

relations are universals. Each absolutely specific re-

semblance relation holds between many pairs of objects and

the summum determinable relaËion ís just the spacing of

these relations. So the Resemblance Theorist postulates

universals, viz. absolutely specific relations of resemb-

lance. But once one universal has been admitted,there

seems to be no reason to avoid admitting others;to avoid

embracing full-blown Realism.

Now as Russell allows, the resemblance predicaËes in

Conditi.ons I VI need not be taken as referring to

Realist universals. The Resemblance Theorist can hold

that the resemblance between any t\^/o objects a and b, is

distinct from the resemblance which holds between any other

two objects, c and d. More particularly, he can hold thaË

sây, a relation of exact resemblence-in-some-quatity, Q1,

between two objecËs a and b is a partÍcular relation,

distinct from the particular relation of exact-resemblance-
'tr-Qi which holds between two other objects, c and d. He

can hold that the predicate "exactly-resembl.t--ir-Qi" picks

out a number of disËincË, absolute$r specific:--reseinb-1.ance

relations,holding between the members of each pair of ob-

jectsÍal, b1t , <42, b2, , ... , (ân, brt.

But clearly the Resemblance Theorist must explain how

the predicate "exactly-resembles-in-Qr" can pick out a
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number of different parÈicular relations. He must explain

why this predicaÈe picks out the pairs, <â1, rlt, ..., (ân, br,
But Ëhen, ês Russell points ouË, he is faced with a dilemnra.

Either the predicate "exactly resembles-in-Qr" has appli-
cation in virtue of a Realist universal, which holds between

the members of each pair,.âi,, bir , or it has applicaËion

in vírtue of some resemblance which holds between each of

the pairs,<€r1, blt, ... , (ân, brt , and each other of
these pairs. Clearly, Èhe Resemblance Theorist cannot

accept the first alternative.. BuË suppose that he embraces

the second alternative. Each pair ."i, b.>wil-L resemble

other pairs of objecËs in a number of differenÈ respects,
(say, in respect of exactly resembl-ing-'tt-Qi, in respect of

being-higher-Ëhan, and so on). So the Resemblance Theorist

must hold that the predicaËe "exactly resefflbles-in-Qr"

applies to the paírs of objects,.â1 , br>,<a, b2r,... ,(ên., brt
in virËue of the fact that these pairs exactly resemble-in-

respect-of-exactly-resembling-in-Qr. For brevity, let us

say that Ëhese pairs exactly resemble 'tt Qi'. But then the

Resemblance Theorist must explain why the predicate "exactly-
resembles-in-Qrr " picks out the pair" ."1 bl, ,Z b.r,
..1bl, 43 b3> ..
infinite and vicious regress is generated, one that can be

halted only by the postulation of universals.

LeË us give a more precise account of Ehe way Ëhe re-

gress is generaËed. ( The regress r^re have described is a

regress of relations of resemblancê-io-â-respect. It is

usual-ly described as a regress of simple resemblance relat-
ions.) Take the objeets ul ak to which the infimum
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determinate concepË Í applÍes. According to Ëhe Resemblan-

ce Theorist, f. applies to these objecËs in virËue of a rela-
tion of exact resemblance ín some quality, Q1, which holds beË-

r^reen say, Al and each other ai. In shorË, the Resemblance

Theorist explains the applicabiLíty of f, by saying Ëhat
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(1) a1 exactly resembles-in-Qr, 
^2

(2) 
^L exactly resembies-in-Qr, ^3, and so on

for al-l the other objects ak.

If he is to avoid saying that the predicate "exactly-resembles

-'tt-Qi" picks out a universal relation, Ëhe Resemblance Theor-

ist musË explain the applicability of this predicate by say-

ing that
(3) the paír of objects ."1, 

^2, exactly resembles-

in-respect-of-exactly-resembling-in-Q' the pair of objects
..1, 

"3t and so for all the pairs oi objects ."1, 
"rrt ,

in short, each pair ."1, rit exactly resembles-in-Qr' every

other pair .rI, ^jr, and so on.

But then, in order to avoid saying Ëhat the predicate "exactly
resembles-in-Qr' " picks out a universal relation, the Resemb-

lance Theorist must explain the applicability of thÍs preAicate

by saying that
(4) the pair ."1 d2, "1 r3t exactly resembles-ín-

exactly-resembling- tt-Qi',(say) the pair ."I 
^4 , 4I "5t and

so on; in short, these pairs exactly resemble-in-Qr".

He must also explain the fact that !'exactLy resembles-in-Qr' "

is an ínfimum determinate under Èhe summum determinable "re-
sembles-in-Q' ". So he must say that

(5) the pair ."1 ,2 , al â3> resembles the pair
.t1, a2, , though not as closely as it resembles the pair
.tl ,4, "1 "5t ; the pairs ."1 

"2, "1 *3" and ."1, 
^2,

re s emb le - in- re sp e c t - o f - re s emb ling- in- s ome - re sp e c t - or - o ther ;

in short, these pairs resemble in Q"; and so oh, ad in-
finitum.
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.lhere is, then, always some general term whose appli-

cability Ëhe Resembl-ance Eheorist cannot explain. So

Resemblance Nominalism fails to explain our use of general

terms.

Now let us examine Pricers reply to tris objection.

Price admits that the Resemblance Theory generates an

infiniËe regress of resemblance relaËions ' But he argues

thaË the regress is not vicious. He says:

"If the Philosopher of Resemblances is asked to
explain how the gene{al \^rorld 'resemblance' is
,rsäd, oï what kind of meaning iË has,- þ. will P.re-
rn*rUty point out that¡here ãre resemblances of
differän-t orders. Two cats, A & B resemble each
ffiounds, c & D, also resemble each
other. These are firsL order resemblances. But
it is also true thaË Ëhe two-cat siÈuati-on resemb-
les Ëhe two-sound situation, and resembles many
oÈher situatíons, too. Thís is a second order re-
semblance. The A-B situation, and the C-D sÍtuation
really are alike, though the constituants of the one
are ,rilike the constituants of the other. In vir-
tue of this second order lÍkeness (a likeness
beËween li-keness situatíons) \^7e may aPPly the same
genera word
to use for Èh
in a second o
or uninËeI1ig
resemblance . 

t'

to both of them, and the word we haPpen
is purpose is the word ''resemblance'0,
rdei sènse. There is nothing hTrong
ible in the notion of a second order

9

According to Price then, Èhe Resemblance Theorist

must admit different orders or levels of resemblance. Re-

semblances between particular objec¡s (or n-tuples of ob-

jects) form the lowesË order, (l-evel 1); resemblances

between Lhese resemblances, (between the pairs of particul-

ars, between which relations of level t hold), form some

higher order, (l-evel 2) and so on. But, Price argues,

this infinite regress of resemblances, does not need to

9 Thinking and Experie¡çe pp. 24-25 .
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be stopped. For just because ít is infinite, the regress

wí1l provide an explanation for the use of whatever gen-

eral term the Resemblance TheorisË introduces, in order

to explain the use of some other general term in the

series. Because Ëhe theory has to use language in order

to explain the applicability of predicaËe$, Èhe explanation

will be in Èerms of further general terms. BuË this means

only thaÈ, aË any particular stage in the explanation, there

is always a general term whose applicability is unaccounted

for. IË does not mean that Èhere is any one general term

whose applicability cannot be accounted for by the theory.

This does not mean that our use of general terms cannot be

explained until infÍnitely many explanations have been

completed. For the applicabillty of every general term

the Resemblance Theory uses in the regressive explanation

of our use of general terms ís expLained in some further

stage of the explanation. Clearly, there is noÈ as Price

seems to imply, a series of orders of resemblances, such

that resemblances between objects constitute level 1;

resemblances between these resemblances, level 2; resemblan-

ces betl^Ieen the resemblances which constitute level 2,

level 3 etc. For Èhe resemblances of level 1 also re-

semble the resemblances of levels 2 and 3 and so on. In

fact the picture is clearly even more complicated, because

the regress- ie, onfftelations of resemblance-in-respects.

So, instead of a straightforward ordering of resemblance

relations, the theory generates a complicated network in-

volving an infiniËe number of resemblance rel-ations.
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Nevertheless, iL seems cleaÈ that if Price's reply sud-deeds,

it succeeds even given this complication.

I think that Price's reply does work. I think the

Regress Argument fails to show that Resemþ-lance Nominalism

cannot explain the use of predicates wi-thout recourse to
t0universals.-* Even so, as D.M. Armstrong points out, the

argument does show that Ehe Resemblance Theorist must posL-

ulate an infinite network of resemblance relation".if But

if we have Ëo choose between an explanation which postulates

an infinite network of particular relaLíons, holding between

particular n-tuples of objects, and one which postulates

universals as abstract objects (objects of quite another

sort), surely, other things being equal, wê must choose

the former explanation. G.C. Nerlich has suggested another

reply to the Regress Argum.rrt. 12 He claims that the regress

is generated only if we take as the problem of predi{tion

a problem that cannot be solved. Nerlich points out that

the problem cannot be the one which generates the regress,

viz. the problem of explaining the use of predicates with-

out using predicates. For every grammatical sentence con-

tains a predicate. Rather, Nerlich says, it must be the

problem of explaining the function of the predicates in

I0. Many philosophers have dísagreed. D.M. Armstrong is
one. Universals and Scientific Realism 2 vo1s.
C.U.P LYlö I : 54.

Lt_.

t2,

Ibid., p . 56.

G. C. Nerlich, "Universals: Escapirilg Armstrong I s
Regressr', Australasian Journal of Philosopt¡¡r 54 (L976)
pp. 58 - 64.
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some language (say Ordinary English) without using the

predicates of that language. He proposes that any explan-

ation of the function of predicates in Ordinary English be

sËated in a meta language. He suggests that the Resemb-

lance Theory might explain the use of our predicates, in

terms ,not of the Ordinary English predicate "resembles", but

of some translation, "RESEMBLEST', of this predicate in the

metalanguage. Moreover he holds that arry demand for the

Resemblance Theorist to explain the use of this predicate

is unreasonable.

Nerlich admÍts that this reply may not be satis-
factory. Nevertheless, âs I think Lhat Pricers reply does

work, I conclude, though somewhat hesitantly, that Russell's

Regress Argument fails to show that Resemblance Nominalism

is untenable.

3. The Respects Objection.

Each of the conditions I - VI which the Resemblance Theor-

ist puts forward as the wor'ld conditions reflected by the

use of predicates in Ordinary English and Elementary Particle

Language, clescribes relations of Resemblance-in-some-respect,

holding between objects. The Resemblance Theorist holds that

the sunrnum determinable relation of resemblance is a complex

summum cieterminable, like the sunrnum determinable quality of

colour. He holds that this relation varies in two di-mensions,

degree and respect, and that the function of predicates reflect
this fact. But what does the Resemblance Theorist mean by this
talk of respects of resemblance, by saying that objects can

resemble each other in different respects?
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I{hat are respects of resemblance? One thing'f s

clear: they cannoË be cofltmon qual-ities . In saying that

objects resemble in a number of dífferent resPects,

the Resemblance Theorist cannot mean that objects resemble

in respect of a number of differen¡ qualÍtíes,which they

share. (Resemblance Nominalism ail¡s to dispense wiËh

coflrmon qualities: to describe a basis for predication without

postulating universals. ) There aPPears to be only one

other possibiliËy: Ëhat each object has a number of diff-

erent particular aspects or Properties,which themselves

resemble and fail to resemble the particular aspects of

oËher objects, that objects resemble Ín respect of Èheir

particular qualities. Talk of objects (or n-tuples) re-

semblinþ in dif ferent aspects,woul-d then ref lect the fact

that each object (or n-tuple) resembles other objects (or

n-tuples),in respect of its different particular asPects.

The Resemblance Theorist seems forced to postulate partic-

ular aspects, along wÍth objects,and the resemblances bet-

T^7een Ëhem.

Clearly,he can make a case for particular aspects.

Intuitively we wanË to say that objects have qual-ities.

The Resemblance Theorist could show that qualities are in-

dividual,simply by applying the same criterion of identity

(ví2. loca1 separation) to asPecËs of objects and to in-

dividual things . '13 He could argue: (i) that the local sep-

araÈion of two objects entails the local separation of their

respective qualities; (ii) thaË the local seParation of

.L3 c. f . P. Butchvarov Resemblance and ldentítY P. 77.
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two objects entails their non identity; and therefore

(iii) that the local separa¡ion of the qualities of Ëwo ob-

jects implies the non idenËity to thèse charactet".14 (rt is

also open to a Realist to asserË the existence of particular

aspects. The theory advocated by G.F. Stout is an "*"tpl".15
Very briefly he holds thaË contrnon qualities are instantiated

not by particular things,but by particular qualitier.)f6

To say that the objecÈs a anci b resemble in respect

of some sunìmum determinable quality Qi, is to say that a

has some absolutely specific particular aspect A1, which re-

sembles some absolutely specific aspect of b. Particular

aspects are si-mple particulars; they each resemble other

aspects in just one respect. Resemblances between particular

aspects vary along just one dimension, viz. Ëhat of degree.

As J.R. Jones says,

This means ËhaË, for the purpose of indicating the
resemblance of x to A and B, where these symbols
stand for particular-charaõters, it is unnecessary
to specify- Ëhe respect in which they resemble. If,
for example, A were, not a
particular lemon's having
its surf ace, and x v/ere s
having some quality, sayin
indicate unambiguously tha
the lemon was a yellow obj

14. A similar argument is given by J.R. Jones, in 'Are the
Characters oi Particulár things Universals or Particularsl
pp. 159-160.

Lb. "Are the CharacterisËics of Particular Things Universal
or Particular?"
Suppl. , 3 95-11

L6 For an exËremely thorough defens
J.R. Jones "Are theCharacters o
Universal or Particular?"

L7. J.R. Jones, "Characters and Resemblances"
sophical Review,58 (f949) pp. 56L-562.

Proceedi of the Aristotelian Societ

f Stout's views see
articular Things

eo
fP

The Philo-
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The Resemblance Theorist then, must account for

the applicability of each summum determinable concept in the

following way. He must say that for each object to which

(say) "is coloured" applies, there is an absolutely specific

particular aspect 41, which this object has, and which re-

sembles some parti-cular aspect of all and only the other

objects Ëo which "is coloured" applies. The Resemblance

Theorist hol-ds that each object to which "is coloured applies,

resemb Ie s- in-re spe ct- o f - s ome - ab s olute ly- spe cif ic-p ar ticular -

aspect, A1 or A, or or Ao, every other object to which

"is coloured" applies. Any infimum determinate, (say "is

crimsonl") then applies to objects {"1 "k} iff f'or each

object to which "is crimsonr" applies, there is an absolutel-y

specific particular aspect 41, which that object has, anci

which exactly resembles some particular aspect (Af ot A, or A,

or or Arr) of all and only the other objects to which

"is crimsonr!'!applies. the Resemblance Theorist then, êX-

plains the use of the predicates in Elementary Particle Lang-

uage and Ordinary English, in terms of different degrees

of resemblance ho1-ding between particular aspects of objects;

of ciifterent degrees of resemblance-in-respect-of-particular-

aspects, holding between objects.

tsut i-f. the aspects which objects have are part-

iculars which themselves resemble and fail to resemble

each other, these particular aspects must have some nature

of their o!ìrïì., apart from the resemblance relations in which
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they stand. That is, in order for relaËions of resemblance-

in-respecË-of-particular-aspects to hol-d beËween objects,

these particular aspects which objecËs have, and in respect

of which they resemble, must haVe some nature of their o!ürì.,

aparË from the belonging to objects which resemble in re-

spect of them. Each of the parËicular aspects 41, Ã2, A'

Qf-= an object a , must have a nature which distinguishes

iË from the other particular asPecËs which the objecË has. In

order Ëo describe aspects of objects, not as particular Í€-

laLions holding between objects, buL as particulars which

themselves resemble and fail Ëo resemble, Ëhe Resemblance

Theorist must idenLify these different particular aspects 41,

81, Cl..., Nl independently of the fact that a bears certain

resemblance relations to other objects (i.e. resembles other

objects in respect of particular aspects). For example, in

order to explain Ëhe use of "is colouredil in terms of Ëhe

particular aspects whích objects have, the Resemblance

Theoríst must be able to identify which Particular aépect ít

is, of each coloured object (aspect A, or A, or or An)

that some particular aspect of each other coloured object

resembles.

Clearly, the Resemblance Theorist cannot provide

the required identification of the particular aspects which ,

he claims , any object has, without rendering his theory

untenable. Simpty pointíng to a particular bbjecË will not

pick out a particular aspect. It will only identÍfy the

object. The Resemblance Theorist musË poinË to some nature

which the aspects 41, A2, ..., Ao have, which distinguishes

the aspect A' which an ôbject ê, has, from the other parË-
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icular aspects of a. But to do Ëhis, he must admiË another

caËegory into his ontoiogy. üIhaËever their nature, part-
icular aspects are quite different from particular Ëhings,

from concrete parÈiculars. A number of different particular
aspects can be present at the same place at the same time,

while it is the mark of a concrete particular (a particular
thing), that it cannot share its spaËíotemporal location
with other concrete particulars. Particular aspects must

be abstractparticulars. Clear1y, the Resemblance Theorist

cannot admit absÈract objects into his ontology without
exposing his theory to the major difficulties which Realist
Theories face.

A Real-ist can distinguish between the different
parËicular aspects 41, 81, ..., N, which any objecË has.

He can say Ëhat each of these objects instantiates, or is
somehow relateci Èo a different universal, A, or B, or ...,
or N. But he is then faced with Ëhe problem of saying

what the nature is, of the universal A, which distinguishes
it from another universal, B, and Ëhe particular instances

of A and B belong to exactly the same objects. This is the

problem which confronts Resemblance Nominalism at the level
of partÍcular qualitÍes. This problem is seen as the major

problem facing any version of Realism. The Realist is also

faceci with the further difficulty of explaining how these

parËicular aspects are related to Èhe universals they in-
stantiate. He is faced with the problem of describing the

relation between a universal and its instances, whether

these instances are particular aspects or particular things. l8

18. cf. page 4 of. this rhesis.
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By appealing to particular aspects, Ëhe Resemblance Theor-

ist is faced with a simílar problem. He must explain how

these particular aspecÈs are related to the objecÈs which

have them. (They are noË parts of things.) Together these

problems are seen as sufficient to force us to seek some non-

Realist theory of predícation. They must therefore be taken

to show that Resemblance Nominalism is not a tenable alter-
native.
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CHAPTER FIVE : RESEMBLANCE NOMINALISM II

1. Introductory.

Resemblance Nominalism cannot solve the onto-

logical problem raised by predication. If we are Ëo

explain our use of general terms, wê musË postulate

universals. But is this failure of Resemblance Nomin-

alism due to the specific empirical assumptions I^7e have

made, about the exËenË of the world structure that pre-

dicates reflecË; about the predicative structure of

languages thaË describe the world correct1-y? Does the

theory fail to explain the use of predicates, not just

in characterízi.ng-thing languages, but in any language

at aLL? Or can Resemblance Nominalism exPlain the use

of predicates in languages whose structures do not fit

the charac[erizíng-thing model? I shall argue that it

can. I shall argue that while the theory cannot explain

the use of predícates in characterizing-thing languages,

it can account for the function of predicates in feature-

placing languages with simple suûtmum determinable struct-

ures. I shall argue that the success or failure of the

theory depends on the predicative structure of languages

which describe the world correcEly; on the extent of

the world structure that predicates reflect.

2. The problem of describing a set strucLure.

Let us suppose that the world has the structure \^7e
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have described as the space-time sËructure. Suppose

(to use Realist terms) thaÈ there is just space-time with

just one extremely complex sunInum deËermínabJ-e proper-

ty, its variable curvature, at .each of its points.

Suppose further, that, for any n, just one n-place re-

1atíon holds between space-time points. lüe said that

the strucËure of the space-time worl-d can be captured,

both exhaustively aind coarsely, by feature-placing lang-

uages r^rith simpl. "gttg 
determinable structures. No

language which captures Lhe space-time world will- have

predicates with an Índividuative function as a fundament-

al function. Such a language will have a single one-

place summum determinable predicate and determinates

under it. It will also have, for any n, â single n-

place sufitrnum determinable and determinates under Èhis

deÈerminable. No such language will have predicates,

sutnmum determinable or determinate, whose extensions

overlap. Nor will such a language have predicates,

surnmum determinable or determinate, oTl€-or many-place,

which are coextensive but not snynonymous.

Suppose Ëhat the language LE describes this world

exhaustively while Ehe language LC gives a coarse des-

cription. The problem of predication is then Èhe prob-

lem of explaining how feature-placing languages with

simple sufitmum determinable structures, succeed in

describing the world. It is the problem of describing

a set structure. More particularly, it is the problem

of explaíning how LE succeeds in giving exhaustive des-

criptions of Ëhe world and how LC succeeds in describing
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determinate subset of the extension of some

suntrnum determinable, F.

Call this complex requirement, Requirement SC(1) .

These resemblances between Ëhe n-tuples in the extens-

ions of the predicates in LE must also explain the fact
SE(2) viz.,that the language has just the set of sununum de:

Ëerminable predicates ít has. Call Ëhis requirement, Require-

ment SC(2). Reguirements SC (1) and (2) constitute the de-

mand for resemblance relations which explain how predicates

can exhaust the world's set structure.
The Resemblance Theorist must also describe objective

resemblance relaËions which explain the function of the pre-

dÍcates in LC. Again, for each fundamental adjective, suutrnum

determinable and determinate, he rm¡st describe an objecËive

resemblance relaËion which holds between the n-tuples of
space-Ëime regions in its extension. Together these resemb-

lance relations musË explain the fact SC(l) , vj-z., that the

set of fundamental adjective (one-and many-place) is made up

of tr^ro sorts of terms; first, there are suÍrmum determinable

predicates and secondly, determinaËe predicates under them

such that

(a)each sunrnum determinable F is derivative from the

determinaËes ft fto in that F is satisfied by a

(in the extension of fi) and b (in the extension

. of f5) iff a and b define points in some same set

space; more particularly, iff Ehey belong to sets

cr (an absolutely deËerminate subset of fi) and ß (an

absolutely determinate subseË of t¡) which stand in
a "relaLion of difference".

(b) each determinate fi is satisfÍed by n-tuples a and b
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íff a and b define points in a region of some same

set space, that is iff Ëhey belong to sets c and 3 ,

which stand in a rrrelation of small difference".

& (c) summum determinable F ma¡i. nevertheless be independent

of the determinates ft fn in that F "covers" all

the points in some set space even though some of

these points are taken up by sets of n-tuples whose

members are n-tuples of space-time regions not des-

scribed in the language.

Call this requirement, RequiremenË SC(1).

These resemblances between the n-tuples in the extensions

of the predicates in LC, must also explain the fact SC(2), viz.,

that the sunnnum determinables the language has, may not be the

only suÍìmum determinables that could be used to describe n-tup-

les of space Ëime regions. Call this requirement, Requirement

SC(2). RequiremenËs SC(1) and (2) constitute the demand for
resemblance relations which explain how predicates can give

a coarse description of the world's set structure.

3. An analysis of the set structure.

Now let us consider whether the Resemblance

Theory can meeL the requirements SE(l) and (2) and SC(l) and

(2). Can the Resemblance Theorist explain the way the

predieates work in LE and LC ? First, corlsider what
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resemblance relaËions musË hold in Ëhe world in order for
the Resemblance Theorist to explain the function of the
predicates in LE. Let us leave aside for the moment,

the question of whether such resemblance relaËions do

hold. rt is clear that Reqr,rirements sE (1) and (z) make

just the same demands as do Reguirements QE (1) and (2),
two of the demands made on the Resemblance Theory by

Elementary Particle Language. Moreover, Requiremenfs

SC(l) and (2) make the same demands as do Requirements

aç(1) and (2), tvTo of the demands made on the Resemblance

Theory by ordinary English. Given our discussion of these

demands made by ordinary English and Elementary particle
Language, it is easy to see what resemblances relations
will meet the demands SE(I) and (2), and SC(l)_ and (Z) .

Fírst, take RequiremenÈs SE(L) and (2). Consider

any summum determinable F, in LE, and the infimtrm determin-
ables f- fn under F. rt seems clear that these re-rK
quirements are met iff the following conditions are satis-
fied.

CONDITION VII: For any set {pt pt} picked out by

some fL, whatever members of this set

rnre take as its paradigm members, every

other member exactly resembles each of
these paradigm members and no non member

exactly resembles any paradigm member.

There are relations of resemblance-to,

degree n R (x,Y) which hold between
o+ß

the members of each set o¿, picked out

by some fi and the members of every

CONDITION VIII:
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other set, Ê, picked out by some f...

Conditions VII and VIII correspond Eo the conditions

which the Resemblance Theorist has formulated in response

to the demandsQE(l) and (2), made by Elemenrary Particle
Language. There are only Ë\^ro dif ferences . Conditions VII
and VIII are stated in terms, not of quality-resemblances

and exact quality-resemblances, holdÍng between n-tuples,
but of simple resemblances and exact resemblances. The

reason is clear. The preiiicates ín LE do not have an Ín-
díviduative function as a fundamental function, and it is
just the need to explain the individuative funcËion of the

predicates ín Elementary Particle Language, which forces

the Resemblance Theoríst to describe relations of quaiity-
resemblance and exact quality resemblance. Moreover

Condition VIII, unlike Condition III does not appeal to
paradigm absolutely determinate subsets. Again, the reason

is clear. For any n, LE has jusL one n-place summum de-

terminable predicate. So the Resemblance TheorisË can

distinguish the funcÈions of different suqmum determinables

in LE by appealing to the number of places they have. He

can distinguish the function of F, sây, from that of G,

by saying that F applies on the basis of resemblance relat-
ion holding between space-time points while G applies on Ëhe

basis of resemblances between paÍrs of space-time points.
Now take rhe demandsSq(l) and (2), made by LC.

Consider any suntrnum determinable F, in LC, which has its
extension the set of n-Ëuples of space-time regions {r1...rn
and the infimum determinates ft ft , under F. It seems

],
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clear that these requirements are met iff the following

conditions are saËisfied

CONDITION IX: trütratever members of {"1 "k} 
\^re take

as paradigm members, every other member

of the set resembles these paradigm memb-

ers more than any non member resembles

every member.

For any set {"1 a¡}, picked ouË by

some f* relations of resemblance to degree
l_

n (x'Y) hold between the members
cr+ß

of each absolutely determinate subset cr

of t.l tk] and Ëhe members of each

absolutely determinate subset ß of the

extension of every other fj.

CONDTTION X:

Condition IX and X correspond to the conditions which the

Resemblance Theorist has formulated in response to the

demands QC(l)and (2). There is only one difference. Con-

ditions IX and X are stated in terms of simple resemblance

relations holding between n-tuples, not in terms of re-

semblances-in-respect-of-different qualities. Again, the

reason is clear. LE does not have predicates whose extens-

ions overlap. Nor does it have'predicates which are coext-

ensive but not synonymous. IË is just the need to explain

how Ordinary English can have such predicates (the need to

describe resemblance relations which meet Reqqirement QC(3)

and (4))which forces the Resemblance Theorist to describe

resemblances in different qualíty-respects. Moreover, the

predicates in LC, like those in LE, do not have an individ-

uative function as a fundamental function. It is just the
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need Èo explain the individuative function of the predicates

in Elementary Particle Language, which forces the Resemblance

Theor.ist to describe relations of quality-resemblance and

exact quality-resemblance .

4. Does Resemblance Nominalísm work ?

!üe must now consider whether the conditions VII - X

are satisfied. Take Condítions VII and VIII. Condition VII

is satisfied iff n-tuples of space-time points which can be

described using Realist terms, âs sharing sorne ihfimum determ-

inate quality, exacËly resemble each other, and only each

other. Clearly, Condition VII is satisfied. Cohdition VIII

is satisfied iff using Realíst terms, wê can say that the

absolutely specific qualities in any spacing Q, picked out

by a sufinnum determinable F, ín LE, resemble each oÈher to

different degrees, and no other absolutely specific quality

resembles any of these qualities to any degree at all. A

Realist would say Ëhat such resemblance relations do hold

hetween all (and only) Ëhe qualities in Q. (Recall Johnson's

account of the determinabl-e-determinate relation. IIe holds

that determinates under the Same sufltrnum determinahle quality

can be compared wíth one another, where as determinaËes which

cannoË be subsumed under the Same sunmum determinable are

incomparable. )

Now take conditions IX and x, which the Resemblance

Theorist takes as the world conditions reflected by ttre predi-

cates in LC. Consider the set of space-time points, {Pf "'pn
picked out by some one-Place most determinate predicate f., in

LC. lrle can say that whatever member of the Set \^7e take, it has

a curvature which resembles the curvaËure of each oËher member
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semblance Theoris's account of the use of predicates in

LE and LC. (The argument, âs Russell staËed it, described

a regress of simple resemblance relations, not of resemb-

lances-in-respects) !ùe have said Ëhat the Resemblance

Theory can defend hís account of the use of predicates

in Ordinary English and Elementary Particle Language,

against the Regress Argument. Clearly, he can defend hís

account if the way predicaËes work in LE and LC in jusÈ

the same r^ray.

Now what of the Respects objectpn? This

objection does succeed agaÍnst the Resemblance Theorist's

account of the use of predicaËes in characterizing'thing

languages. But clearly, this objection cannot be raised

against his account of Èhe way predicates work in feaÈure-

placing languages with simple summum determinable sËructures

CondiËions VII X are stated in terms of simple re-

semblance relaËions, resemblance relations which vary in

degree, but not in respect.

If the world has a structure (a seË structure)

which can be captured in feature-placing languages with

simple sumgum determinable structures, r^re can explain

predication in Ëerms of different degrees of resemblance

holding between bits of the material world. Tt is only if

the world has a structure ((quality and object structures)

which can be captured by characterízing-Ëhing languages

that we need to posLulate different respecËs of resemblance.

Even this is Ëoo strong. Clearly, it is only if the world

has a quality structure, a structure captured by languages
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T^rith complex suirmum determinable structures, that we

need Ëo describe different respecËs of resemblance.

It is only if Ëhe world has such a strucËure thaË we need

to postulate universal-s, in order to explain predicaËion.

Resemblance Nomínalism can work, buÈ only if the worl-d

has a seË strucËure, not a quality structure. tr{treËher

Resemblance Nóminalism succeeds or fails depends on the

empirical deÈaíl-s of the worLd strucËure thaË predicaËes

reflecË; on the exËent of Ëhis structure.
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